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For those who take the business of T&D 
 

as serious business . . . 
 

this is for you. 
 
 
 

To Geary A. Rummler, a man whom I can never repay,  
 

for sharing his insights, wisdom, and humor:  
 

Thank you, Dr. Rummler. 
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Here’s what people are saying about T&D Systems View 
 
Guy Wallace has done it again! After demystifying the ISD process in his lean-
ISDSM book, he tackles the corporate training and development system and puts 
it in a business-focused perspective. Whether you are in-house or serving as an 
external consultant, you will find Guy’s model an invaluable tool for enterprise 
training and development. 
 
This analytic and design process ensures that you dot all the i’s and cross all the 
t’s when moving your company or client to Learning by Design, not Learning by 
Chance. The elegant clockface model helps you develop a clear picture of any 
organization and clearly helps you map out how best to effectively manage all the 
elements of the enterprise. Once the elements are mapped out, the model, 
through enclosed assessment and prioritizing tools, helps determine where and 
when to put corporate assets to maximize corporate return on investment. 
 
This is a must-have book for any consultant or organization that is concerned 
about improving the performance of their organization through improving 
processes and competencies. 
Miki Lane, Senior Partner 
MVM Communications 
 
 
T&D Systems View is an excellent resource for anyone with a management role in 
training. The book has useful guidelines and models on how to structure and 
manage the T&D function. The models should drive meaningful discussions that 
lead to better decisions about the roles, responsibilities, and relationships of the 
enterprise’s leadership, T&D as a function, and T&D’s internal customers.  
Judith Hale 
Hale Associates 
 
 
If you are not actively controlling the critical components of your T&D efforts, 
then they are by definition out of control. T&D Systems View provides an 
extremely comprehensive overview of all of the processes that contribute to a 
successful T&D system. Guy Wallace then takes the next step by showing you 
how to select those processes that are most critical to the success of your 
organization and how to get them under control before someone else does it for 
you. This is a must read for anyone interested in more closely aligning the T&D 
function with the organization’s strategy. 
George West, Director 
Siemens Building Technologies, Inc. 
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T&D Systems View is a useful guide for any organization assessing current T&D 
processes or establishing new ones. Its emphasis on T&D delivering ROI and 
shareholder value is a timely message and one critical to any T&D organization’s 
viability today. 
Carol Nicks, Director, Workforce Development 
 
 
Whether you are new in the training business or an “old hand,” this book will 
provide you with as much guidance as you need to get the job done. Guy has 
provided material that leaves “no stone unturned,” yet there is sufficient 
flexibility for application in all training organizations. Well thought out. Many 
fresh ideas along with solid reminders of things we knew we should do, but we 
have, somehow, let go by the wayside. 
Charline A. Wells, Program Manager – Corporate Training 
Sandia National Laboratories 
 
 
(T&D) Systems View explains why the T&D function must be managed as a total 
system: to meet the challenges of a rapidly changing marketplace. The book 
shows, in detail, what must be managed competently for a T&D manager to 
ensure that learning happens by design rather than by chance. The best T&D 
managers manage the system components described in the book, though 
probably not as well as they will after studying and thinking through how to fill 
in the weak or missing components. 
Dale Brethower, Professor 
Western Michigan University 
 
 
At first glance, T&D Systems View paints a formidable picture of the ideal 
business-driven training and development organization. Then it dawns on you 
that, intentionally or not, formally or informally, you’re already doing these 
things. The question Guy Wallace raises is, “how well?” If I were a CEO, this is 
how I would look at my training and development function. 
John M. Swinney, Performance Consulting 
Bandag, Inc. 
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The T&D Systems View model is 
an analytic and design tool for 

enterprise training & development. It can help you  
ensure a business-focused, performance-impacting  
development of employee competence through 
“Learning by Design versus Learning by Chance” 

 
. . . because it is still a business decision . . . 

 
even for a learning organization. 
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Preface 

Is this Book for You? 
This book is for those who know that T&D means training & development. It is 
especially for those who are responsible for leading and managing T&D efforts within 
their enterprise. 
 
It is for those who wish or need to improve their overall T&D processes to better serve 
their customers, their stakeholders, and the shareholders/owners of the enterprise. 
 
This book presents a systems view of the T&D function: a view of all of the processes 
that exist, formally or not, in control or not, so that they may be assessed for their 
contribution to (or diminishment of) the effectiveness of the T&D efforts and 
expenditures. 
 
This book is for you if you need an overall template and assessment questions for each 
of the many processes of the T&D function, for the purpose of identifying weaknesses 
of your current system. 
 
I do not believe that each and every one of the many processes presented here needs to 
be formal and in control. They just need to get their jobs done with efficiency. If they 
are informal and not in control (from a statistical process control—SPC—viewpoint) 
but are effective, then leave them alone. If they are too informal, are out of control, and 
are causing significant problems, then fix them. 
 
In the T&D Systems View, I subscribe to the notion of Learning by Design (LBD) not 
Learning by Chance (LBC). 
 
If you manage or lead a T&D function, are interested in performance-based T&D 
interventions, are process oriented (or want to be), and want to improve your alignment 
with your enterprise’s leaders and their critical business issues, then this is the book for 
you. 
 
If you have a process orientation and would like a business orientation that puts all 
things T&D through an “eyes of the shareholder” analysis—“what would I do if it were 
my money?”—then this book is for you.  
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If your resources are constrained, and they almost always are, then cherry-picking or 
targeting investments in T&D involves serious business decisions. Why invest in one 
target versus another? What are the ramifications to business operations, both current 
state and future state? 
 
If you see the goal of the T&D system as improving human performance where human 
knowledge and skill deficits are impacting current process performance, or where these 
deficits will impact future process performance, then this book is for you. 
 
At the conclusion of this book, you should have twice made a preliminary cut at 
assessing the processes of the T&D function and identifying which are the higher 
priority, high-payback “targets” for follow-on improvement efforts given the specifics 
of your situation. 
 
The objective of T&D Systems View is to share a business view of the systems and 
processes for enterprise training and development and to facilitate your assessment of 
your system at the process level.  

Why T&D Systems View? 
The better the T&D processes work, the better it will be for the enterprise. However, 
T&D is expensive. Poorly targeted, poorly executed T&D can be a shareholder’s 
nightmare. 
 
As process-oriented people, we certainly do not subscribe to the hip notions of 
“whatever, whenever, and however” when it comes to enterprise training and 
development. We like things to be organized and deliberate in response to the critical 
needs of the enterprise’s internal customers. 
 
The competence of our enterprises is directly related to how our leaders manage and 
manipulate their assets, both human assets and environmental assets. And if everyone 
can really buy the same assets (the capital equipment and technologies and other 
environmental assets), then those who “work it best” will be the most competent and 
will generally win in any competition. 
 
In my view, human competence is all about learning to manage and work with all of the 
human and environmental assets available, such as headcount and budget, facilities, 
buildings and grounds, data and information, materials and supplies, and equipment and 
tools, in order to get some job performance done—and get some business/enterprise 
goal accomplished. And that’s almost always to the overall good of a society that values, 
demands, and pays for such efficient enterprise accomplishments. That’s enterprise 
competence. 
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This work, T&D Systems View, focuses on the T&D aspect of “human competency,” 
which is a critical factor, but not the only factor, in enterprise process competence. 
 
T&D Systems View presents a view of the many T&D systems and processes within the 
enterprise.  
 
Despite my use of an older label, T&D, versus learning, I hope that T&D Systems View 
is not a typical, stale view, but rather a newfangled, proactive, hard-nosed, business-
oriented view of the T&D profession, system, processes, department, and people. It’s a 
view that sees T&D as just one of many systems and processes that connect with many 
other process connection points within the enterprise, and often with many external 
connection points as well.  
 
I don’t refer to T&D as “learning,” although many people do. (I will wait until the sales 
function changes their name to “buying,” and then I’ll consider it.) 
 
I wish to view the T&D system as a supply-side entity, with a customer/stakeholder/ 
shareholder needs-based yardstick. T&D Systems View asks questions and demands 
answers from the perspective of a shareholder or an owner. It is their money, equity, 
investments, and future returns from T&D promises. T&D Systems View asks, “How 
and where would you invest this money if it were yours?” T&D Systems View asks 
questions and seeks answers from its customer chain, supplier chain, and regulator 
chain. They each have a stake in T&D’s success in meeting their needs. 
 
T&D Systems View is a T&D system controlled by the leaders of the enterprise. This 
means that T&D is not done because it feels like it’s the right thing to do, as is often the 
case. It means that T&D is done because it’s the smart thing to do. It’s a business 
decision with a financial return. And, as importantly, it’s done at the insistence of the 
leaders and customers of T&D. 
 
T&D Systems View will present a viewpoint that every T&D system has the processes we 
identify, whether formally recognized or not, and whether in tight control or not. The 
issue isn’t whether you do everything formally or not. It’s whether it’s working well 
enough or not. 
 
The issue I intend to help you address exists due to the fact that most T&D processes 
evolved more or less independently from each other over time, as they became needed. 
Few T&D systems were designed as a greenfield, or startup, operation. Some T&D 
processes may need to continue their evolution in a continuous improvement mode. 
Some processes may need more of a revolution of discontinuous improvement to meet 
the critical business needs of their enterprise.  
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It just might be time to re-engineer your T&D system with a business purpose. Maybe 
T&D Systems View will provide you with the starting point for implementing your vision 
for business-based T&D in your enterprise. 
 
Too many T&D organizations today are fad driven. Some buy or build fabulous “e” or 
Knowledge Management Systems, and jam them full of generic content. Many, in their 
search to be more “important” in their company, are leading the charge to become a 
learning organization (some are even changing their name from something like The 
ABC Training & Education Center to The ABC Company Learning Organization). 
Meanwhile, who’s watching the bottom-line impact of such decisions? 
 
T&D Systems View seeks to avoid “learning for the sake of learning, not for the sake of 
the business.” 
 
Many companies demand that employees and their managers account for “hours in 
T&D” as goals to be met. Many are starting company universities. Many companies are 
starting intranet systems with Web pages dedicated to electronically deploying 
information and T&D products.  
 
These are big-ticket investments in infrastructure. And too many of them are being 
undertaken without an eye toward the bottom line: return on investment—the 
“economic value adds.” 
 
They may be re-engineering their core T&D processes and adopting a (generic) 
competency-based approach to mass skills development and management—where 
everybody is then trained to become a time managing, active listening, diversity 
appreciating, team playing problem solver, even if their job doesn’t require it. This 
approach rarely considers or makes a financial return on the T&D investment. And that 
is unacceptable. 
 
Enterprise management needs a set of methods, processes, and systems for making 
better human capital improvement decisions, including T&D investment decision-
making with a rigor and participation equal to those processes used for capital and other 
major financial investment decisions.  
 
If form ideally follows function, we really shouldn’t begin to resource the development 
of the T&D products and the T&D distribution channels, “e” (electronic) and “t” 
(traditional), until we know which business issues are being addressed and which 
specific target audiences need what specific content, via which specific delivery 
approach, to truly be effective.  
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Often, the new distribution channels we develop to deploy our future T&D, are 
probably safe choices. They are safe only if their mere existence doesn’t tempt us to 
keep them filled, just for the sake of keeping them filled. You really won’t know until 
you systematically determine which audiences to serve for which types of content.  
 
Again, just because you can keep them filled doesn’t mean that you should. Ask a 
business owner. Would they invest their own money in it? Would you if it were your 
money? 
 
T&D organizations need to be careful not to overload their new “e” distribution 
channels with too much content that is just nice-to-know information. Or that isn’t 
packaged appropriately for end user ease-of-use. Or that doesn’t really facilitate learning 
that is just-in-time and performance-based. 
 
The various T&D distribution channels, “e” and non-“e,” should be deliberately loaded 
with performance-affecting T&D, not just filled with content. It’s not about the 
channel. It’s not even about the content. It’s about the performance. Performance is the 
end to a T&D means. 
 
Far too many organizations talk about becoming a learning organization. They miss the 
point in their zeal to be hip. Learning is indeed important. But there is something far 
more important. Ask a business owner. 
 
The goal is not to become a learning organization. The goal is to become a high-
performing organization, which includes, as one of many goals, becoming a learning 
organization. When the goal is to become a high-performing organization, vis à vis a 
learning organization, learning is done for the sake of the business, not simply for the 
sake of learning.  
 
Specific T&D products should be deployed in a targeted manner via select distribution 
channels to targeted audiences. Other T&D products should be distributed in a 
widespread manner for the general needs of the mass target audiences. The T&D 
content of these distribution channels needs to provide high-payback in terms of 
improved enterprise process performance for critical systems and process needs of the 
enterprise.  
 
“Whatever/whenever/however” T&D has little promise of a return on investment or 
economic value add. And those are the goals of T&D: ROI and EVA®. Ask your 
business owner(s). 
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T&D Systems View can help you address those worthy enterprise goals in a systematic 
and process-oriented manner. 

The Origins of T&D Systems View 
In 1990 I made a presentation at the ASTD Conference of an earlier version of the 
T&D Systems View model, the “clockface” on this book’s cover. That work was based 
on Ray Svenson’s (one of my business partners at the time at SWI • Svenson & Wallace, 
Inc.) book The Training and Development Strategic Plan Workbook (published in 1992 by 
Prentice Hall). 
 
I found his model useful, but I am always attempting to build practical tools that are 
both “analytic tools” and “design tools.” I expanded his model for that 1990 
presentation. 
 
Years later I heard from two attendees from different companies about their use of my 
clockface model to redesign/re-engineer their T&D functions. I jumped on the “let’s 
get this into a book right away,” and seven years later, here it is. 

Attributions 
I owe thanks to many people and organizations for my development. Key is Geary A. 
Rummler. Many more are listed in the Acknowledgments section. 
 
Additionally, here I would like to thank members of my book review team for the 
efforts in setting me straight and cleaning up this effort. Special thanks to Jim Russell 
for his extremely thorough review and edit!  
 

 Dale Brethower 
 Judith Hale 
 Jim Hill 
 Miki Lane 
 Carol Nicks 
 Jim Russell 
 John Swinney 
 Charline A. Wells 
 George West 
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Chapter 1: T&D Systems View 
Intent and Background 
 
 
This chapter is intended to provide you with the intent for the model and some 
background on the sources and basis for the T&D Systems View model (the 
clockface) and the accumulation of discrete processes into “bundles” (systems). 
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Our Objective 
Our objective is to help start the reader down the path to achieving “Learning by 
Design” versus “Learning by Chance” with their T&D system.  
 
Learning by Design is a performance-oriented T&D system delivering high-impact 
T&D. Learning by Design is a T&D system aligned squarely with the critical needs of 
the enterprise. Learning by Design is where T&D processes are in enough control to 
make a significant return on the shareholders’ investments. 
 
You will achieve this Learning by Design objective by using the concepts, models, and 
tools in this book to first assess your T&D system and then target certain processes for 
improvement. 
 
We believe that everyone will find the many processes of our model at work in their 
T&D system, whether formal and in control or informal and not in control. However, 
don’t mistake the detail in our model to suggest that we are control freaks. We do not 
believe that each process should always be formal or in control, unless your specific 
situation dictates that. As always, it depends. 
 
T&D Systems View is also about learning with a return on investment (ROI) and an 
economic value added (EVA). It’s about learning that impacts process performance and 
is ultimately good for the shareholder, because a dollar invested should pay back 
substantially more than a dollar in return—or why bother? 
 

 

ROI Formula 
– return on investment – 

 

 
 
T&D Systems View is about T&D for the sake of the business. It is done best when it is 
seen as an appropriate and targeted investment in the mission-critical human capital of 
the enterprise. It is not done because a T&D need was uncovered in some version of a 
“front-end analysis.” That’s too easy and potentially shortsighted. Not all training and 
development needs warrant a T&D response, not from a business perspective. 
 
T&D investment decisions are ultimately business decisions. They should be based 
solely on reasonable forecasts for the total costs and total returns to determine both the 
return on investment and the economic value add potential.  

2:1 ROI 

=ROI =
Investment

Return – Investment

100

300 - 100
=ROI =

Investment

Return – Investment

100

300 - 100
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EVA 
Economic value added is net operating profit minus a charge for all the 

assets it took to make that profit, beyond the typical expenses deducted 

from revenues. 

 
These T&D investment decisions should be accomplished with a view that is extremely 
conscious of both the “costs of nonconformance” and the “costs of conformance.” 
Costs of nonconformance are the “costs” of process performance problems/ 
opportunities and can be valued in dollar terms. The costs of conformance are all of the 
dollar costs it will take to address those problems/opportunities. 
 

 

Cost of Nonconformance 

CONC = the costs of nonconformance (imperfection) to a standard  

Cost of Conformance 

COC = the costs to conform to (meet) a standard 

 
T&D is also known by many labels in the field and literature today, including learning, 
human competence development, and human resources development. T&D also 
encompasses Knowledge Management Systems in some people’s eyes. T&D Systems 
View is intended to be all-inclusive.  
 
T&D might include e-learning with a blend of more traditional forms of T&D, such as 
classroom experiences, video, or readings. T&D Systems View is media neutral.  
 
T&D Systems View is about T&D that is being conducted only for the high-payback, 
strategic issues and that is aimed at both the critical problems and opportunities of the 
enterprise. It is about gaining careful, targeted control of some of the critical T&D 
processes to avoid or eliminate an out-of-control and costly situation. It is about 
collaboration between T&D customers and suppliers for the good of the enterprise. 
 
T&D Systems View is about helping the enterprise fulfill its mission, in both a strategic 
and targeted manner, when the issue is the enabling human knowledge and skills that 
impact the ability to perform within the critical processes of the enterprise.  
 
At least that is our intent for T&D Systems View. 
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The Key Concepts and Models Underlying T&D 
Systems View 
To begin T&D Systems View, it is appropriate to start with some first things first. 

Backing up a Bit 
Our model, or view, of a T&D system in any enterprise requires an understanding of 
some basic concepts and models.  
 
In simple terms, our viewpoint starts with “everything is a process.” We think of every 
activity or task as part of some processes within some larger system. We like to take a 
systems view perspective. 
 
The worldwide quality movement of the 1980s and 1990s has produced, at minimum, a 
healthy respect for process viewpoints, if not the desire and extensive efforts to map, 
manage, and control them to reduce costs, increase speed, and increase quality.   
 
We believe in process control to a point necessary for the overall system to function 
both effectively and efficiently. We believe in targeted control for return on investment. 
We don’t believe in control of everything/everywhere at any cost, or total control 
without a return on investment for the efforts. 
 
But let’s back up even further than this quality movement process stuff.  

Back to Skinner 
It begins for us with Skinner’s Stimulus-Response Consequence model (Figure 1.1). 
 

Figure 1.1 Skinner’s Stimulus-Response Consequence Model  

 
Every stimulus evokes a response with a corresponding consequence that is also a 
stimulus itself. Every action is a reaction. Every action is provoked or is a response to 
something that was a consequence/stimulus. So, every action is really a reaction to some 
stimuli. And, it goes on and on and on from there, in endless chains of stimuli-
responses. They could also be known as chains of cause-and-effect blocks. 
 

S—R—C: S—R—C: S—R—C: S—R—C: etc. 
Figure 1.2 Endless Chain of Stimuli-Response 

Stimulus        Response       Consequence 
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The Process Orientation of the Quality Movement 
These chains of S-Rs are what processes are really all about, because a process works 
pretty much the same way.  

Figure 1.3 The Process “Chain” 
 
A process is a chain of multiple reaction/stimuli sets in artificially defined boundaries. 
 
We can take this world, full of these chains of multiple reaction/stimuli sets, and map them 
to some degree of specificity and call it a process. Sometimes we link one process to 
another or one process to whole sets of other processes. 
 
But it all gets rather confusing when looking at the interfaces of many processes. 
Processes are not simple. They are inherently complex, and we artificially define them 
when we map them. We have to. Somebody has to make the somewhat arbitrary 
decisions about the boundaries in life. Who says it’s seven continents? Why not three or 
eight? Someone decided on seven. 
 
Processes, however mapped, are chains, and they have a basic structure and 
substructural elements. Each “process” has three highly recognized components.  

Figure 1.4 Process Components 

Inputs         Process         Outputs 

Outputs/Inputs        Process         Outputs 
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In simplest terms, each process has an input (or many) and processes it (them) via a 
series of steps, tasks, or routines that take time and add both cost and value to the 
combined inputs, in order to create an output desirable somewhere else as an input to 
its process. 

Figure 1.5 Outputs as Inputs 
 
Understanding what the downstream process really needs from your outputs as its input 
is key to improving process and human performance. But there is more. 

A Brethower and Rummler Model 
Dale Brethower and Geary Rummler created the “General Systems Model” in the 1960s 
and added measurement and feedback as critical components. We like to think of the 
processes in the framework shown in Figure 1.6. 

 

Figure 1.6 General Systems Model 
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Feedback is data from a downstream source attempting to modify or impact upstream 
operations and/or intelligence. Data can also be used as “feed forward,” to forewarn 
and to impact or modify downstream operations and/or intelligence.  
 

 

Figure 1.7 Derivative General Systems Model with “Feed Forward” Component 

Processes’ Interconnections and Cycles – Complexity Rules 
Yes, everything is a process or part of a process. Some interconnect as one organization 
(individual, team, department, or business unit) hands off its processes’ output to 
become the next organization’s processes’ input. That’s when processes are viewed as 
“linear.”  

Figure 1.8 A Value Chain’s Linear Process Flow 
 
However, not all processes are linear. Some processes, such as annual and quarterly 
financial budgeting processes, cross through organizations in a routine, predictable 
manner, with clockwork cycles.  

Figure 1.9 One Path through a Value Chain’s Nonlinear Process Flow 

 
Other processes that pass through organizations in routine cycles include: springtime 
college campus recruiting processes, end-of-the-year tax accounting processes, and 
monthly production report preparation and readout processes. 
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Others occur on an as-needed, demand-driven basis, such as: clearing the building 
during a fire-related incident, a customer’s surprise audit, and reacting when you need to 
hire someone due to unexpected turnover and/or business volume growth. 
 
Most processes exist in convoluted, interconnected streams whether we like that or not. 
Most processes are parts of complex systems and interface with many other processes. 
And most processes are so complex that the participants performing within them do 
not always understand them when they need to. 
 
Processes are usually very co-dependent on other processes. 
 
Systems, in our use here, are families of processes.  
 
The organization of processes into larger groups is done to make it easier for managing, 
monitoring, and administrating them to reduce the cycle times and costs. 

Systems and Process Owners 
Humans own systems and processes, to varying degrees, within an enterprise. Look at 
the organization chart in your enterprise. There are systems underneath that 
organization chart that contain many processes that are “owned” by, or belong to, very 
specific enterprise organizations (e.g., finance). Other organizations also participate in 
processes that are “owned” by different organizations.  
 
For example, the finance organization owns the expense report process. They own it, 
control it, write the rules and procedures, and change them over time if they need to or 
want to, and almost every other organization within the enterprise participates in the 
expense report process. 
 
The engineering organization may be routinely involved in a sales process, but they do 
not control or own the sales process. The T&D organization may be routinely involved 
in new product development processes, but they do not control or own any of those 
processes. 

Processes of Value 
The goal of all human endeavors is to produce outputs that affect outcomes and other 
responses in a positive manner for themselves, their families, friends, and allies. 
Whether seeking food and shelter or a self-actualizing vacation or sabbatical, it’s all a 
chain of Ss, Rs, and Cs in some deliberate or arbitrarily defined set of systems and 
processes. 
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And we believe that all human behavior happens within a process.  
 
Processes that add the most value over their cost for their part of the value chain are 
prized, emulated, and benchmarked because they produce the highest returns or 
revenues and the most profit for the least amount of investment. 
 
Processes are measured in terms of their quality; quantity of output produced; cycle 
times; deadlines; and costs of materials, labor, and management. 
 
Return on investment and economic value add business measures and ratios require 
understanding the cost of conformance (to a standard or benchmark), which includes all 
of the costs to do something—in our case, to do T&D. 
 
When you add up all of the costs to do something as opposed to doing nothing, you can 
compare that with the value of your problem or opportunity. 
 
Risk management requires us to understand the costs associated with doing nothing—
the costs of nonconformance. Ask: If we didn’t build and deploy that T&D for that 
target audience, what would happen or not happen, and what would that cost?  
 
The answers may include: product defects, late shipments, reduced profit margins, etc. 
 
Spending $100,000 on a T&D issue that will reduce costs and have other savings of 
$300,000 a year for ten-plus years may or may not meet internal hurdle rates for return 
on investment. Your enterprise may be getting more than your 2:1 return on investment 
elsewhere and should then really take all of your budget and resources away and invest 
them elsewhere for a greater return. 
 

 

ROI Hurdle Rates 
A hurdle rate typically refers to the level of expectations for returns within a 

company based on current realities. For example, if your T&D investment 

will return 500 percent but elsewhere those funds could get 2000 percent, 

the hurdle rate to target must be closer to or above 2000 percent for it to 

make sense as a wise shareholder (owner) investment. You’d do the same 

if it were your money. 
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The Enterprise’s Process Concerns 
Today’s enterprises are very concerned with processes and the human variable. 
 
Enterprises are concerned with their employees’ human attitudes and behavior, their 
knowledge and skills, and their competence and humanness, in both their current 
capability as well as their future capacity—their potential to grow and take on greater 
responsibilities as the enterprise continues its growth and expands its needs. 
 
Question: But how do you get your arms around this complicated arena of processes 
here, there, and everywhere? 
 
Answer: By providing a structure to capture the intertwined processes and present them 
in a meaningful way. 

A Rummler and Brache Model 
Let’s look at one model for organizing processes. Geary Rummler and Alan Brache 
presented a model in their 1990 book Improving Performance. They classified processes 
into four categories. 
 
 1. Generic Primary Processes 
 2. Industry-specific Primary Processes 

3. Generic Support Processes 
4. Generic Management Processes 

 
ISBN # 0-7879-0090-7 

 
The Rummler-Brache model helps sort processes that interconnect in many linear and 
nonlinear ways. It brings some order to the chaos of the mantra that everything is a process. 
 
To organize a complete picture of all the processes of an enterprise and minimize the 
gaps and overlaps, one needs a scheme, or framework. The Rummler-Brache model is 
an excellent start. 
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The Macroprocess Map Framework from Svenson & Wallace, 
Inc.  
My former partners at SWI • Svenson & Wallace, Inc. 
and I attempted to take the Rummler-Brache model 
forward another step or two. We created the 
Macroprocess Map (MPM) Framework to serve that 
purpose. It is described more fully in the book The 
Quality Roadmap, published in 1994 by AMACOM, a 
division of the American Management Association. 

 
ISBN # 0-8144-5117-9 

 
This framework can be used to capture and report out the various enterprise processes. 
The Macroprocess Map has three levels or tiers to organize all systems and processes. 

 Leadership 
 Core 
 Support 

 
The example in Figure 1.10 provides one view of a manufacturing company. Each 
labeled block represents a system or process. Of course, there are many ways to divide 
up the kingdom. What is important is whether it works for the enterprise. It will always 
be a somewhat arbitrary segmentation. That shouldn’t stop you from defining it. 

Figure 1.10 Macroprocess Map for a Manufacturing Company 
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The Macroprocess Map model can also be depicted by a “clockface” by taking all of the 
processes and putting them into a circle, as we have done with the T&D Systems View 
clockface model below.  
 

           
Figure 1.11 Clockface View of Macroprocess Map Model 

 

 
Figure 1.12 T&D Systems View Model 
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Systems Thinking about Processes 
The concept from the worldwide quality movement that everything is a process is a good 
one, but it is tricky. It is difficult to identify all of the processes of a business or 
organization (an enterprise), and minimize the gaps and overlaps among the various 
views of the processes. It is especially difficult to attempt to pull together existing, 
previously defined processes and then integrate them together into a holistic picture.  
 
If the picture of all of the processes was not generated from a top-down view, a systems 
view, it’s probable that the picture portrays many overlaps and gaps. And the conceptual 
thinking that went into creating each discrete process view will make them incompatible 
as integrateable pieces.  
 
Often the way these views are configured, or divided up, is almost always somewhat 
arbitrary. You can divide an elephant into three, or four, or six segments, but they all 
add back up to the same elephant regardless of the segmentation scheme. 
 
Like any market segmentation scheme, the view of processes that works best is the one 
that gives the greatest insight. Don’t think that you can’t have more than one view; it’s 
just that more than one view is usually too confusing to individuals without the ability 
to conceptually grasp the differences in competing, alternative views.  
 
Looking into anything from different perspectives is helpful at times. Sometimes it is 
insightful. But if the view of processes within any enterprise is always from a different 
perspective, and not in sync, then communication is disabled. 
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The T&D Clockface Model 
At EPPIC, we used the following adapted Macroprocess Map model for our systems 
view of T&D. Then it was converted to the clockface style.  
 

 
 

Figure 1.13 Macroprocess Map to the Clockface 
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We simply took all of the processes from the three-level framework and circled them to 
create an interface playing field, where we could diagram and articulate the interaction 
between two or more processes (see Figure 1.14). 
 
This Macroprocess Map model integrates the prior models and provides a better 
viewing stage for those of us interested in viewing the interrelationships and interplay of 
various organizations and their processes that, together in chains of multiple 
reaction/stimuli sets, produce outputs/outcomes or results.  
 
That area of interrelationship and interplay is where one process interconnects with 
another for the handoff, baton style, of an “output as input.”  
 

 
Figure 1.14 Outputs from 12 O’clock are Inputs to 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 O’clock 

 

 
Figure 1.15 6 O’clock Outputs are Inputs to 7, 8, and 12 O’clock 
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A Systems/Process View Summary 
What is all this “systems” and “process” fuss about? What can you do with this that 
makes business sense? Why bother? 
 
You should bother because you can get a better handle on the T&D requirements for 
your enterprise processes, and make better business decisions on where to invest in 
T&D for a return. 
 
Why bother? Because it’s worth the effort to control things when they need it and to 
loosen things up when they need it. Yin, yang. Tight-loose. Tough-love. Ebb and flow.  
 
In the next chapter, we’ll look at an overview of the clockface model for T&D.  
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Chapter 2: Introduction to the 
T&D Systems View Model 
 
 
This chapter will introduce and overview the T&D Systems View model that is 
based on the concepts and models presented in Chapter 1. The focus will be on 
the three categories of “system and process.” 

 Leadership 
 Core 
 Support 
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The T&D Systems View Model 
The T&D Systems View Model (the clockface model) is presented below. 

 

 
Figure 2.1 T&D Systems View Model 

 
The 12 clockface positions each represent a subset of the total system of T&D. They 
are organized into three groupings. 

 T&D Leadership Systems and Processes 
 T&D Core Systems and Processes 
 T&D Support Systems and Processes  

 
Next, the three-level framework is converted to the clockface view based on the EPPIC 
concepts and models presented in Chapter 1, applied to a T&D system. Figure 2.2 
portrays the 12 major systems. 
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Figure 2.2 The Macrosystems/Processes Mapping Framework Applied to T&D 

 
Let’s take a closer look at the systems and processes within, using each of these three 
levels as one part of the organizing/presentation scheme and a circular/clockface 
scheme as well. An explanation of the use and utility of the clockface scheme appears 
later in Chapter 4. 

 
Figure 2.3 T&D Systems as Leadership, Core, and Support 

T&D Leadership Systems and Processes 
The leadership systems and processes within the T&D system provide direction, 
resources, and stewardship. They provide these “leadership deliverables” to themselves, 
as fellow-processes, and to both the core and support processes within the overall T&D 
system.  
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These processes safeguard the enterprise shareholders’ equity, and ensure that all 
expenditures within the T&D system are truly investments with a projected return and 
not just projected costs. 
 
In the T&D Systems View model, these systems include the following, beginning at “12 
o’clock high” with the key linkup to the enterprise leadership’s own organizing structure 
and processes. 

 12. T&D Governance and Advisory System 
   1. T&D Strategic Planning System 
   2. T&D Operations Planning and Management System 
   3. T&D Cost/Benefits Measurement System 
   4. T&D Process Improvement System 

 
Figure 2.4 T&D Leadership Systems and Processes 

T&D Core Systems and Processes 
The core systems and processes within the T&D system are the main business systems 
and processes of T&D. They are the reason for being. When push comes to shove for 
attention or resources, core processes are often the priority.  
 
The core processes of the T&D system build and deploy the T&D product (and service) 
line consistent with the directives of the leadership, via the Governance and Advisory 
System’s people and processes.  
 
The Governance and Advisory System determines the voice of the many customers, 
learners, their managers, and enterprise owners in choosing where the strategic bets are 
placed. T&D development is expensive. Deployment is often more so. Future content 
maintenance will tax the resource pool far into the future for every product developed 
in the first place. That leaves fewer resources to address future needs.  
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Therefore, it’s important to consider the total life-cycle costs and returns when 
determining which content will populate your Knowledge Warehouse and delivery/ 
deployment channels. Otherwise, you may compromise shareholder or owner value add. 
 
In the T&D Systems View model, these core systems include the following: 

  5. T&D Product and Service Line Design System 
  6. T&D Product and Service Line Development/Acquisition System 
  7. T&D Product and Service Line Deployment System 

 

 
Figure 2.5 T&D Core Systems and Processes 

T&D Support Systems and Processes 
The support systems and processes of a T&D system are in place to support the 
leadership and core processes, as well as each other. They do not exist for their own 
purposes. 
 
In the T&D Systems View model, the support systems and processes include the 
following: 

    8. T&D Marketing and Communications System 
    9. T&D Financial Asset Management System 
  10. T&D Human and Environmental Asset Management System 
  11. T&D Research and Development System 
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Figure 2.6 T&D Support Systems and Processes 

 
Each of the above systems is composed of many subsystems (which we will call 
processes). Each of the processes also has many components (which we will call 
subprocesses).  
 
The T&D world, like the enterprise itself, is inherently complex. We, as humans, really 
prefer simple answers and models. To address the real-world complexities inherent with 
our T&D value-chain, we must have models that can be portrayed at both a simple and 
complex level. The complexities must be able to hang on the simple view.  
 
We need to avoid the most simplistic models, as they are never robust enough to stand 
up to the full, destructive test of real-world applications and use. We have to live in that 
real world, beyond theory and into practice.  
 
This model will be explained later in successive levels of greater detail.  

The Push and Pull Models for T&D Systems 
Our approach to T&D facilitates a “push-pull” distribution model. In this model, the 
enterprise leadership—the customers of T&D and not the suppliers—selects targets for 
T&D based on business needs, risks, and other business-critical issues and charges the 
T&D system to address them and push T&D products at them.  
 
The T&D system then goes about deliberately determining the performance-based 
T&D needs to support the real work of the target audiences. The T&D system builds or 
acquires the T&D to meet the high-payback needs, never the low-payback needs. All of 
this is done in deliberate collaboration with its clients, customers, and stakeholders. 
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The T&D system “pushes” the T&D out through its distribution channels to the 
primary target audiences as determined by their leadership. The targets take it or test out 
because it is critical to the enterprise that they have the performance and knowledge 
competencies required for the process performance. 
 
The T&D system also enables “pull” for other, less critical audiences by marketing 
some of its T&D content to the nonprimary audiences.  
 
T&D customers should have T&D planning systems in place for the primary targets 
and their management to use as tools for planning what T&D to participate in, to meet 
the global and local needs of their enterprise. Given their process performance role 
expectations and their existing knowledge and skills, it should be performance-based to 
close the gap. 
 
It is the customers’ leadership/management who determines what T&D content to 
push, to whom, and when, all in collaboration with the T&D supplier. This is where 
“they should/must finish their modules, or test out” because their knowledge, skill, and  
performance capability is not an option—it is a business-need must.  
 
Push is deliberate, while pull is less so. 
 
If content is designed correctly, the “push” approach to T&D (or Knowledge 
Management Systems) generates high-payback content that is “chunked” to also meet 
the needs of other audiences (for information, demonstration, and application chunks) 
at very little incremental cost.  
 
If these chunks, the instructional and developmental objects, are stored in a Knowledge 
Management database for access via the enterprise intranet (an accessible Knowledge 
Warehouse), and the “availability” and “how to access” specifics are communicated and 
marketed to all other audiences, then those other audiences can “pull” the right content 
out to meet their needs as appropriate. Given that their specific needs were not worthy 
(at that point in time) for an investment of shareholder equity for the returns possible, 
they, the secondary target audiences, can get what they need, get out, and get back to 
performing. This is where they should not have to finish their modules. 
 
We believe in maximizing shareholder return with all T&D. By going about a “push” 
approach for key audiences and providing something of value for the “pull” audiences 
at a minimal incremental cost, both audience types and the shareholders are well served. 
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Push is Learning by Design (LBD). Pull is more Learning by Chance (LBC), but with 
some payback potential for the “pull” audiences while having a guaranteed payback for 
the “push” audience. 
 
Leaving anything to chance is always risky. Minimizing that risk, for something as 
expensive and with so much payback potential as the system to enable the knowledge 
and skills of enterprise employees, is good stewardship. 
 
The “push-pull” approach maximizes shareholder wealth and meets needs in a priority 
manner. 
 

Figure 2.7 Push-Pull Model 
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Chapter 3: The 12 T&D Systems 
 
 
This chapter continues the introduction and overview of the T&D Systems View 
by examining the 12 major systems of T&D. 
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An Overview of the 12 T&D Systems 
Learning by Design requires that the T&D systems and processes for creating the 
deliberate, targeted learnings are in enough control. Not total control. Not “no” control. 
Never “whatever, whenever, or however.”  
 
Control where it is warranted, from the shareholder perspective. If you can’t control 
everything, and it was your money, where would you spend your time and focus your 
attention? 
 
Control. Certain variables within some processes need to be better understood and also 
within “some level” of control—the situationally right amount of control. 
 
In small T&D systems, some things may not need formal control. The processes are still 
there, but they may happen over coffee in a casual meeting. The costs for being wrong 
with those processes will seldom sink the ship or even cause much flooding. They are 
caught more quickly and easily resolved. In larger systems, that informality may extract a 
huge price. It’s harder to catch process problems in a larger system because of the 
inherent complexity of the processes and systems themselves. 
 
T&D is much more than just buying or building training and then delivering it! In a 
large enterprise, this effort can be consuming millions or hundreds of millions of dollars 
every year. Are those just costs, or are they investments? How do you know? Is it in 
control? Is it scalable? Reliable? Repeatable? Predictable? If not, what is that costing the 
enterprise? 
 
This book presents an assessment tool for you to explore your existing T&D system. 
You’ll have to determine your own probable costs and potential returns. T&D Systems 
View is a tool and a model for capturing those costs and returns in a clear-cut manner. 
 
The following T&D systems and processes in the clockface model will be explored in 
much greater detail later. First, let’s examine the top levels of the systems and processes. 

T&D Leadership Systems and Processes 
In the T&D system, the goal of leadership is to lead, the goal of core is to do, and the 
goal of support is to enable. The leadership systems and processes guide both the core and 
support systems and processes.  
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Figure 3.1: T&D Leadership Systems and Processes 

 
The T&D organization may own and facilitate many of the processes listed in this 
segment, but many of the key process players come from outside T&D. They come 
from the T&D’s marketplace. The T&D leadership systems and processes are populated 
with individuals representing the customers and other key stakeholders.  
 
Customers represent one view of the situation and need. Other internal stakeholders 
may exist with differing views, to varying degrees. They too have a stake in the results 
and costs for the entire T&D system. They could be internal customers of the target 
audience, the management of the target audience, the owners of the enterprise, 
governmental regulatory agency staff, etc. 
 
As an old saying goes, “it’s the golden rule: he who has the gold, rules.” And so it is 
here, in T&D Systems View. The T&D leadership systems and processes are where the 
high-performing T&D organizations will share with their customers and owners their 
command and control of all of the valuable resources and business assets tied up in the 
T&D system. 
 
A healthy, robust, proactive T&D system and organization is one of the many 
prerequisites for transforming the enterprise into a high-performing organization. That 
is always the goal: to enable high-performance for the customers with high-payback for 
the owners. Otherwise, why bother? 
 
Enabling each and every area of performance at any cost is akin to whatever, whenever, 
and however. Priorities must be established correctly. Resources are always too 
constrained for unfettered expenditures on anything less than high-payback over the 
long haul. This is the case for any enterprise, public or private, for profit or not for 
profit, that intends to survive. 
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The T&D leadership processes are organized by the following leadership systems: 
 

 T&D Governance and Advisory System – This system’s processes organize all of the key 
stakeholders of the enterprise in order to formalize the channels of communication 
for providing advice from the T&D internal marketplace customers and governance 
from the leaders of the enterprise.  

 
 T&D Strategic Planning System – This system’s processes organize all of the strategic 
planning for T&D to ensure that T&D’s plans and efforts are consistent with the 
strategic plans of the critical elements of the enterprise. 

 
 T&D Operations Planning and Management System – This system’s processes organize 
and guide the day-to-day operations and management of the various T&D operations 
to ensure consistency with the strategies of T&D and the strategies of its key, critical 
stakeholders. 

 
 T&D Cost/Benefits Measurement System – This system’s processes organize the 
measurement and reporting of all T&D metrics and provide the data and 
interpretations, where appropriate, to the T&D leadership, staff, and all of the key 
customers and stakeholders in the T&D marketplace. 

 
 T&D Process Improvement System – This system’s processes organize the 
quality/process improvement efforts for both continuous improvement and 
discontinuous improvement to the processes of the entire T&D system. 

 
The T&D leadership systems and processes determine where to strategically place the 
enterprise bets. Resource allocation is a decision better left in the hands of the 
customers and other stakeholders. The role of the T&D system is to facilitate the 
leadership of the enterprise through the processes to decide where and what to allocate. 
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T&D Core Systems and Processes 
The core systems and processes of T&D are the key, main business processes for the 
training and development/learning/knowledge management systems. These determine 
both the T&D product line and services required to serve the high-payback, critical 
business needs, and also develop and deploy them.  
 
This is where voice of the customer (VOC) and voice of the supplier (VOS) are heard 
with at least an equal, but different, clout in all T&D decision-making. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.2 T&D Core Systems and Processes 
 

Customers and stakeholders own the content, and T&D owns the process for 
developing and deploying T&D content that returns significantly more to the bottom 
line than it originally took away. 
 
The T&D core processes are organized by the following core systems: 
 

 T&D Product and Service Line Design System – This system’s processes organize the 
efforts to systematically define the performance-based T&D product line and the 
T&D service line required to deploy those T&D products to the appropriate learners 
for business high-payback, critical needs, not the needs of medium and low 
importance. 

 
 T&D Product and Service Line Development/Acquisition System – This system’s processes 
organize the efforts to build, buy and use, or buy and modify T&D consistent with 
the performance-based requirements and the T&D product line architecture designs, 
as well as the services needed to meet the high-payback, critical business needs. 
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 T&D Product and Service Line Deployment System – This system’s processes organize the 
operations of the T&D distribution channels, including traditional instructor-led, 
group-paced classroom deliveries, but also Web site delivery systems, CD-ROM/ 
CBT modes, etc. This includes all of the media and methods for deploying either 
traditional or nontraditional T&D. 

 
The core processes of T&D produce and ship the high-payback knowledge and skill 
products to the customers, per the leadership direction and resourcing. 

T&D Support Systems and Processes 
The T&D support systems and processes are critical enablers for the high-performance 
capability of the T&D core and leadership processes. 

 
Figure 3.3: T&D Support Systems and Processes 

 
The T&D support processes are organized by the following support systems: 
 

 T&D Marketing and Communications System – This system’s processes organize all of 
the communications and marketing/selling efforts to provide timely, easily accessible 
information to all of the customers and stakeholders in the T&D organization’s 
marketplace. 

 
 T&D Financial Asset Management System – This system’s processes organize the 
financial planning and reporting activities for the T&D system and links to the 
enterprise financial systems. 
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 T&D Human and Environmental Asset Management System – This system’s processes 
acquire and organize all of the assets, human and not, to conduct all of the work 
inherent in the T&D system’s leadership, core, and support processes. All people; 
facilities and grounds; machinery, equipment, and tools; data and information; 
materials and supplies; and consequences (positive and negative) are put into place to 
bring to life the enterprise processes and systems. 

 
 T&D Research and Development System – This system’s processes organize the 
surveillance and testing of various new T&D methods and T&D technologies for the 
potential purposes of internalization.  

 
The support systems of T&D and their processes are necessary for the efficient and 
effective utilization of assets provided to the T&D system. In combination with the 
leadership processes and the core processes, the support processes enable all to work in 
harmony. The three processes—leadership, core, and support—and their associated 12 
systems are just the tip of the proverbial iceberg.  
 
The next level of the model contains 47 processes. Some of the processes are large; 
others are small. They are large (versus small) in terms of 

 Number of resources required (cost) 
 Time to execute 
 Number of steps 
 Overall complexity 

 
Some of the processes are internal to the T&D system. Some of them extend and 
connect with other external enterprise functional processes. Some are owned by T&D, 
and others are owned elsewhere in the enterprise. 
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Chapter 4: The 47 Processes of 
the T&D System 
 
 
This chapter is intended to continue the introduction and overview of the T&D 
Systems View and orient you to the 47 separate processes that we believe exist, 
formally or not, in tight control or not, within every T&D function. Later, in 
Chapter 5, you will conduct a quick, initial assessment of your own T&D system 
as the final stage of your orientation. Then come all the details, and finally, a 
detailed assessment that should enable you to target improvement areas to get 
you closer to Learning by Design (LBD). 
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12 Systems and 47 Processes 
The 12 systems of T&D are composed of 47 processes. Admittedly that’s a lot. One 
thing you’ll want to think about as you go through this list the first time is not whether 
or not you have formal processes such as these, but do you have any activities that 
approximate these? We believe that you do, whether formal or not, whether deliberate 
or not, and whether a “big deal” or not. 
 
Let’s review the T&D Systems View clockface before looking at all the details. 

 
Figure 4.1 T&D Systems View Model 

 
The following presents the T&D Systems View at the next deeper level, where the 
systems are viewed as a collection of processes. Their composite processes are identified 
below. Scan these here and get a general feel for what’s happening, process-wise, behind 
each of the 12 systems. In the next chapter, you’ll assess each of the 47 processes. Read 
these titles to get a general sense of the organization scheme. 

12 O’clock: T&D Governance and Advisory System 
 1. T&D Governance Process 
 2. T&D Advisory Process 

1 O’clock: T&D Strategic Planning System 
 1. Enterprise Strategic Plans Surveillance Process 

2. T&D Strategic Planning Process 
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2 O’clock: T&D Operations Planning and Management 
System 
 1. Annual Operations Planning and Budgeting Process 
 2. Quarterly Operations Planning and Budgeting Updates Process 
 3. Forecasting and Accounting Process 

3 O’clock: T&D Cost/Benefits Measurement System 
 1. Cost/Benefits Measurement System Design and Deployment Process 
 2. Ongoing Cost/Benefits Measurement and Feedback Receiving Process 
 3. T&D Project Lessons Learned Process 
 4. Results Reporting and Archiving Process 

4 O’clock: T&D Process Improvement System 
 1. T&D Issues Generation and Assessment Process 
 2. T&D Improvement Project Planning and Management Process 

5 O’clock: T&D Product and Service Line Design System 
 1. T&D Product and Service Line Program Management Process 
 2. T&D Product Line Design Process 
 3. T&D Service Line Design Process 

6 O’clock: T&D Product and Service Line Development/ 
Acquisition System 
 1. T&D Product and Service Line Development and Acquisition Program 

Management Process 
 2. T&D Custom Development Process 
 3. T&D Purchased Product Acquisition Process 
 4. T&D Purchased Product Modification Process 
 5. Existing T&D Maintenance Process 
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7 O’clock: T&D Product and Service Line Deployment System 
 1. T&D Master Materials Storage and Retrieval Process 
 2. T&D Master Materials Change Management Process 
 3. T&D Scheduling Process 
 4. T&D Facilitator and Coach Development and Certification Process 
 5. Facilitator-led T&D Deployment Process 
 6. Self-paced T&D Deployment Process 
 7. Coached/Mentored T&D Deployment Process 

8 O’clock: T&D Marketing and Communications System 
 1. T&D Stakeholder Communications Process 
 2. Individual T&D Planning Process 
 3. T&D Ordering and Registration Process 

9 O’clock: T&D Financial Asset Management System 
 1. Organizational T&D Plans and Budget Roll-up and Adjustment Process 
 2. T&D Physical Property Management Process 

10 O’clock: T&D Human and Environmental Asset 
Management System 
 1. T&D Staff Recruiting and Selection/Succession Process 
 2. T&D Staff Training and Development Process 
 3. T&D Staff Assessment Process 
 4. T&D Staff Compensation and Benefits Process 
 5. T&D Staff Rewards and Recognition Process 
 6. T&D Organization Structural Design Process 
 7. T&D Facilities Development and Deployment Process 
 8. T&D Equipment and Tools Development and Deployment Process 
 9. T&D Materials and Supplies Acquisition and Deployment Process 
 10. T&D Information Systems Development and Deployment Process 
 11. T&D Methods Deployment Process 

11 O’clock: T&D Research and Development System 
 1. T&D Methodology and Technology Surveillance Process 
 2. T&D Internal and External Benchmarking Process 
 3. T&D Methodology and Technology Pilot-Testing Process 
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We know it’s a long list. We know it’s a lot to think about. We know you wish this T&D 
world were much simpler. It isn’t, so let’s get on with the business of managing it and 
producing worthy T&D better, faster, and cheaper. And by worthy we mean with return 
on investment for economic value add. T&D for the shareholders. 
 
Do these systems and processes exist in your current situation? We bet that they do in 
one way or another, either formally or informally, in control or not in control. And, we 
don’t believe that every one of them should be equally controlled or equally formal. As 
always, it depends. More on that later in Chapters 8 through 28. First, let’s see if these 
systems and processes really exist in your current situation and whether or not they are 
okay as is. 
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Chapter 5: Preliminary Self-
assessment of Your T&D System 
 
 
This chapter is the final effort in the introduction and overview of the T&D 
Systems View. This preliminary assessment is a “quick and dirty” pass, to be done 
again more fully and deliberately in Chapter 30 with an extended definition and 
assessment criteria. The intent here is for you to quickly familiarize yourself with 
the names and basic assessments for each of the 47 processes, and to also 
rename them now to better match your titles/names/labels for your ease of use 
later. 
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Conduct a Quick Self-assessment 
In order to get a better feel for the T&D Systems View model and determine what, if any, 
utility it might have for you in the future, please do this quick self-assessment of your 
own T&D system.  
 
The following T&D System Assessment Tool is a guide that can be used to quickly self-
assess your T&D system. You will most likely have to customize it with different labels, 
if you wish to use the names of the systems and processes as they are referred to at your 
enterprise. Start the renaming now, but leave our label on it as well, or you might begin 
to disconnect from our overall model. Do your final relabeling in Chapter 30. 
 
There is another, more detailed copy of this tool with additional descriptions and 
criteria in Chapter 30 for you to use later. Use this one here to merely get an initial feel 
for our model by marking it up and relabeling it with your enterprise’s specific terms 
and labels. 
 

Figure 5.1 Description of Self-assessment Tool Fields 

System Process Process

Process Purpose Notes Assessment

Worthy Opportunity/
Problem?

Our System 
Name

Preliminary 
Description of the 
Process

Our Process 
Name

Your Process 
Name

Your Initial 
Assessment

Your Notes/
Comments

No

Don’t Know/
Maybe

Yes

System Process Process

Process Purpose Notes Assessment

Worthy Opportunity/
Problem?

Our System 
Name

Preliminary 
Description of the 
Process

Our Process 
Name

Your Process 
Name

Your Initial 
Assessment

Your Notes/
Comments

No

Don’t Know/
Maybe

Yes

No

Don’t Know/
Maybe

Yes
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12 O’clock: T&D Governance and Advisory System 
 
System 12 O’clock Process 12.1 Process 
T&D Governance and Advisory System T&D Governance Process  

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο 
Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Governance Process organizes 
the executives of the enterprise for the 
purpose of directing both the overall 
T&D system and the specific efforts to 
expend the limited resources allocated to 
T&D, toward only the high-
priority/high-payback needs. 
 
This governance process tells you what 
you will do and when. 

 

 
 
System  12 O’clock Process 12.2 Process 
T&D Governance and Advisory System T&D Advisory Process  

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο 
Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Advisory Process is a set of 
advisory committees/councils that 
identify and communicate to the board 
of governors the parochial, high-
payback, potential targets. They then 
oversee and conduct the approved, 
targeted T&D project efforts for their 
area of concern. The advisory 
committees/councils are immediately 
below the decision-making body of the 
board of governors of the T&D 
Governance Process. 
 
This advisory process makes 
recommendations to the governance 
body. 
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1 O’clock: T&D Strategic Planning System 
 
System  1 O’clock Process 1.1 Process 

T&D Strategic Planning System Enterprise Strategic Plans 
Surveillance Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The Enterprise Strategic Plans 
Surveillance Process ensures that the 
T&D system, including the T&D 
leadership and their T&D Governance 
and Advisory System, is acutely aware of 
all of the strategic business drivers of the 
various components of the enterprise 
and takes those into account when 
generating T&D’s own strategic and 
operational plans and activities. 
 
This process identifies your customer’s 
strategic issues and needs. 

 

 
 
System  1 O’clock Process 1.2 Process 

T&D Strategic Planning System T&D Strategic Planning Process  

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Strategic Planning Process 
ensures that the T&D system’s own 
strategic plans are in alignment with, 
and are supportive of, the key needs of 
the enterprise. 
 
This process aligns your strategies with 
your customer’s critical needs. 
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2 O’clock: T&D Operations Planning and Management 
System 
 
System  2 O’clock Process 2.1 Process 

T&D Operations Planning and 
Management System 

Annual Operations Planning and 
Budgeting Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο 
Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The Annual Operations Planning and 
Budgeting Process plans for and 
allocates the resources that the 
enterprise has partitioned to the T&D 
system and to all of the various T&D 
organizations and processes, in a 
manner consistent with the strategic 
needs of both the enterprise and the 
T&D system itself. 
 
This process plans your year and 
updates your annual plan as needed. 

 

 
 
System  2 O’clock Process 2.2 Process 

T&D Operations Planning and 
Management System 

Quarterly Operations Planning 
and Budgeting Updates Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο 
Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The Quarterly Operations Planning and 
Budgeting Updates Process 
systematically re-examines and 
reallocates the T&D resources, 
consistent with the ever-changing 
strategic and tactical needs of both the 
enterprise and the T&D system itself. 
 
This process plans the quarter and links 
to the annual process. 
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2 O’clock: T&D Operations Planning and Management 
System, continued 
 
System  2 O’clock Process 2.3 Process 

T&D Operations Planning and 
Management System 

Forecasting and Accounting 
Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The Forecasting and Accounting 
Process tracks all of the T&D 
expenditures and the contractual/ 
planned commitments to ensure that the 
price tags for all of the current and 
planned efforts are known before all of 
the invoices arrive. 
 
This process forecasts your finances and 
reports your actuals in sync with the 
enterprise system. 
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3 O’clock: T&D Cost/Benefits Measurement System 
 
System  3 O’clock Process 3.1 Process 

T&D Cost/Benefits Measurement 
System 

Cost/Benefits Measurement 
System Design and Deployment 

Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο 
Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The Cost/Benefits Measurement System 
Design and Deployment Process creates, 
deploys, and maintains the measurement 
system and mechanism(s) for all of 
T&D. It’s T&D’s balanced scorecard 
(BSC). 
 
This process establishes T&D’s 
balanced scorecard metrics. 

 

 
 
System 3 O’clock  Process 3.2 Process 

T&D Cost/Benefits Measurement 
System 

Ongoing Cost/Benefits 
Measurement and Feedback 

Receiving Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο 
Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The Ongoing Cost/Benefits 
Measurement and Feedback Receiving 
Process captures the data from the T&D 
Cost/Benefits Measurement System, 
packages it, and reports it out to the 
appropriate parties within the enterprise. 
 
This process feeds the balanced 
scorecard with measurement data. 
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3 O’clock: T&D Cost/Benefits Measurement System, continued 
 
System  3 O’clock Process 3.3 Process 

T&D Cost/Benefits Measurement 
System 

T&D Project Lessons Learned 
Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Project Lessons Learned 
Process captures data unique to the 
internal lessons learned by the 
participants within T&D processes 
regarding their experiences in using or 
being a part of the process. 
 
This process captures experiential 
lessons. 

 

 
 
System  3 O’clock Process 3.4 Process 

T&D Cost/Benefits Measurement 
System 

Results Reporting and Archiving 
Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The Results Reporting and Archiving 
Process gathers all of the T&D results 
data, puts the data in an intelligent and 
understandable form, and then reports it 
to stakeholders appropriate to their 
needs. It also archives it for future 
reference. 
 
This process reports out the data to all 
with a need. 
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4 O’clock: T&D Process Improvement System 
 
System  4 O’clock Process 4.1 Process 

T&D Process Improvement System T&D Issues Generation and 
Assessment Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο 
Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Issues Generation and 
Assessment Process identifies both T&D 
current and future issues (high-payback 
problems/opportunities) and brings 
them to the attention of the T&D 
Governance and Advisory System. 
 
This process screens internal T&D 
improvement opportunities to ensure 
ROI potential. 

 

 
 
System  4 O’clock Process 4.2 Process 

T&D Process Improvement System T&D Improvement Project 
Planning and Management 

Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο 
Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Improvement Project 
Planning and Management Process 
takes the validated problems/ 
opportunities and plans a project to 
address the needs and then oversees the 
improvement initiative efforts, much as 
any other major/minor improvement 
initiative. 
 
This process plans and manages internal 
improvement efforts. 
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5 O’clock: T&D Product and Service Line Design System 
 
System  5 O’clock Process 5.1 Process 
T&D Product and Service Line Design 

System 
T&D Product and Service Line 
Program Management Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Product and Service Line 
Program Management Process oversees 
the effort to determine, across the 
enterprise, which T&D priorities to 
address. The decisions made as to which 
of the highest priorities from the various 
units/segments of the enterprise should 
be addressed, and in what order, are the 
province of the governance and advisory 
group.  
 
This process interacts with the 
Governance and Advisory System and 
responds, perhaps planning and 
implementing over a multiyear period, 
depending on the complexity of the 
enterprise. 

 

 
 
System  5 O’clock Process 5.2 Process 
T&D Product and Service Line Design 

System 
T&D Product Line Design 

Process 
 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Product Line Design Process 
is a macro-ISD process. It is a 
systematic process for conducting the 
project planning, performance and 
enabling analysis, macrodesign of T&D, 
and prioritization of any product line 
gaps. It is very different from traditional 
ISD processes that develop only a course 
(or an e-learning module) as a “one-off” 
effort. 
 
This process “systems engineers,” or 
“architects,” the T&D product line. 
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5 O’clock: T&D Product and Service Line Design System, 
continued 
 
System  5 O’clock Process 5.3 Process 
T&D Product and Service Line Design 

System 
T&D Service Line Design Process  

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο 
Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Service Line Design Process 
is similar to the previous process, except 
that it macrodesigns the nonproduct 
T&D service line. Those services might 
include performance improvement 
consultation, executive and manager 
coaching, job redesign, etc. (depending 
on the capabilities of the T&D system’s 
personnel skills and the intentions of the 
T&D Governance and Advisory System). 
 
This process architects the service line. 
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6 O’clock: T&D Product and Service Line 
Development/Acquisition System 
 
System  6 O’clock Process 6.1 Process 

T&D Product and Service Line 
Development/Acquisition System 

T&D Product and Service Line 
Development and Acquisition 
Program Management Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Product and Service Line 
Development and Acquisition Program 
Management Process, much as the first 
process within 5 o’clock, is intended to 
deliberately control the multiple efforts 
for development and acquisition for 
putting high-priority, high-payback 
T&D products and services in place. 
 
This process creates the T&D product 
line for an overall program 
(multiproject). 

 

 
 
System  6 O’clock Process 6.2 Process 

T&D Product and Service Line 
Development/Acquisition System 

T&D Custom Development 
Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Custom Development Process 
is a formal ISD process to develop 
performance-based T&D or, minimally, 
performance-relevant awareness, 
knowledge, and skills. This process can 
be done via insourcing, outsourcing, or a 
combination of the two. 
 
This process creates the T&D. 
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6 O’clock: T&D Product and Service Line 
Development/Acquisition System, continued 
 
System  6 O’clock Process 6.3 Process 

T&D Product and Service Line 
Development/Acquisition System 

T&D Purchased Product 
Acquisition Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο 
Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Purchased Product 
Acquisition Process is a formal process 
to buy T&D for use as is or for 
modification prior to use or deployment. 
 
This process buys existing T&D for 
internal use. 

 

 
 
System  6 O’clock Process 6.4 Process 

T&D Product and Service Line 
Development/Acquisition System 

T&D Purchased Product 
Modification Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο 
Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Purchased Product 
Modification Process is a formal process 
used to make modifications or 
augmentations to purchased products, 
depending on the legalities of making 
modifications to copyrighted content, 
per the terms and conditions of the 
purchase. 
 
This process modifies purchased T&D. 
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6 O’clock: T&D Product and Service Line 
Development/Acquisition System, continued 
 
System  6 O’clock Process 6.5 Process 

T&D Product and Service Line 
Development/Acquisition System 

Existing T&D Maintenance 
Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The Existing T&D Maintenance Process 
allows any existing T&D product to be 
updated as needed. It employs sound 
ISD processes. It uses the original 
project data, as available, and revalidates 
that before moving forward with 
updates. 
 
This process updates T&D. 
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7 O’clock: T&D Product and Service Line Deployment System 
 
System  7 O’clock Process 7.1 Process 

T&D Product and Service Line 
Deployment System 

T&D Master Materials Storage 
and Retrieval Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο 
Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Master Materials Storage and 
Retrieval Process stores all material 
masters for access by developers and 
delivery staff. 
 
This process holds all content masters 
for ongoing use and maintenance. 

 

 
 
System  7 O’clock Process 7.2 Process 

T&D Product and Service Line 
Deployment System 

T&D Master Materials Change 
Management Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο 
Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Master Materials Change 
Management Process is responsible for 
displacing the old content with the new 
and making sure that the old doesn’t 
inadvertently get out along with the new 
content. 
 
This process manages the updating of 
content. 
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7 O’clock: T&D Product and Service Line Deployment 
System, continued  
 
System  7 O’clock Process 7.3 Process 

T&D Product and Service Line 
Deployment System 

T&D Scheduling Process  

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Scheduling Process is used to 
develop market-demand schedules of 
delivery for any T&D that is scheduled. 
 
This process schedules T&D delivery for 
some T&D products. 

 

 
 
System  7 O’clock Process 7.4 Process 

T&D Product and Service Line 
Deployment System 

T&D Facilitator and Coach 
Development and Certification 

Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Facilitator and Coach 
Development and Certification Process 
is used to prepare the humans in T&D 
deployment and/or support. 
 
This process does train-the-trainer. 
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7 O’clock: T&D Product and Service Line Deployment 
System, continued  
 
System  7 O’clock Process 7.5 Process 

T&D Product and Service Line 
Deployment System 

Facilitator-led T&D Deployment 
Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο 
Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The Facilitator-led T&D Deployment 
Process controls the deployment of all 
instructor-led/facilitator-led T&D. 
 
This process delivers instructor-/ 
facilitator-led T&D. 

 

 
 
System  7 O’clock Process 7.6 Process 

T&D Product and Service Line 
Deployment System 

Self-paced T&D Deployment 
Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο 
Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The Self-paced T&D Deployment 
Process handles the deployment of all 
learner-controlled (self-paced) T&D. 
 
This process ships T&D products. 
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7 O’clock: T&D Product and Service Line Deployment 
System, continued 
 
System  7 O’clock Process 7.7 Process 

T&D Product and Service Line 
Deployment System 

Coached/Mentored T&D 
Deployment Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The Coached/Mentored T&D 
Deployment Process deploys all T&D 
using coaches and mentors to support 
the learners. 
 
This process delivers coached T&D. 
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8 O’clock: T&D Marketing and Communications System 
 
System  8 O’clock Process 8.1 Process 

T&D Marketing and Communications 
System 

T&D Stakeholder 
Communications Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο 
Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Stakeholder Communications 
Process determines exactly who the 
T&D system’s stakeholders are and what 
their needs for information are, and it 
delivers information and data to each 
stakeholder group via the most efficient 
communication channels. 
 
This process informs T&D stakeholders 
and customers per their needs for 
information. 

 

 
 
System  8 O’clock Process 8.2 Process 

T&D Marketing and Communications 
System 

Individual T&D Planning Process  

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο 
Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The Individual T&D Planning Process is 
used for the planning of individual T&D, 
but also for compiling (rolling up), 
locally or enterprisewide, all of the plans 
in order to place a “demand forecast” on 
the T&D deployment/delivery system. 
 
This process plans T&D for an 
individual. 
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8 O’clock: T&D Marketing and Communications System 
 
System  8 O’clock Process 8.3 Process 

T&D Marketing and Communications 
System 

T&D Ordering and Registration 
Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Ordering and Registration 
Process is where the customers of the 
T&D can place their orders appropriate 
to the type of T&D products/services 
offered. 
 
This process allows customers to order 
T&D products. 
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9 O’clock: T&D Financial Asset Management System 
 
System  9 O’clock Process 9.1 Process 

T&D Financial Asset Management 
System 

Organizational T&D Plans and 
Budget Roll-up and Adjustment 

Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο 
Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The Organizational T&D Plans and 
Budget Roll-up and Adjustment Process 
is where all financial plans and actuals 
are accumulated for internal review and 
T&D managerial control, including 
adjustments throughout the planning 
period as necessary to the current 
situation. 
 
This process links with enterprise 
finance systems for budgeting. 

 

 
 
System  9 O’clock Process 9.2 Process 

T&D Financial Asset Management 
System 

T&D Physical Property 
Management Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο 
Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Physical Property 
Management Process accounts for 
physical property assets as driven by the 
enterprise’s policies and procedures, as 
well as federal, state, and local laws, 
regulations, and codes. 
 
This process controls the inventory of 
assets provided to T&D. 
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10 O’clock: T&D Human and Environmental Asset 
Management System  
 
System  10 O’clock Process 10.1 Process 
T&D Human and Environmental Asset 

Management System 
T&D Staff Recruiting and 

Selection/Succession Process 
 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Staff Recruiting and 
Selection/Succession Process seeks 
applicants and screens candidates for 
defined jobs/positions. 
 
This process recruits T&D staff. 

 

 
 
System  10 O’clock Process 10.2 Process 
T&D Human and Environmental Asset 

Management System 
T&D Staff Training and 

Development Process 
 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Staff Training and 
Development Process assesses 
knowledge and skill compliance and 
develops an Individual T&D Plan from 
an organized, documented, and 
resourced curriculum of traditional and 
nontraditional information, education, 
training, and development events to 
ensure competence and development 
consistent with the projected, overall 
staffing needs of the T&D system. 
 
This process develops T&D staff. 
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10 O’clock: T&D Human and Environmental Asset 
Management System, continued 
 
System  10 O’clock Process 10.3 Process 
T&D Human and Environmental Asset 

Management System 
T&D Staff Assessment Process  

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο 
Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Staff Assessment Process 
provides routine and continuous 
assessment of performance, positive/ 
constructive feedback, negative/ 
constructive feedback, additional 
development and progression 
monitoring, progressive discipline, and 
termination, if necessary. 
 
This process appraises T&D staff. 

 

 
 
System  10 O’clock Process 10.4 Process 
T&D Human and Environmental Asset 

Management System 
T&D Staff Compensation and 

Benefits Process 
 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο 
Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Staff Compensation and 
Benefits Process provides total 
compensation and benefits for all of the 
permanent employees of the T&D 
system; it typically provides only 
compensation for the outsourced staff. 
 
This process establishes pay levels for 
T&D staff. 
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10 O’clock: T&D Human and Environmental Asset 
Management System, continued 
 
System  10 O’clock Process 10.5 Process 
T&D Human and Environmental Asset 

Management System 
T&D Staff Rewards and 

Recognition Process 
 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Staff Rewards and 
Recognition Process provides small 
monetary and other nonmonetary 
rewards and recognition to the T&D 
staff, other non-T&D staff, and various 
contributors to the overall T&D effort. 
 
This process recognizes and rewards 
T&D staff. 

 

 
 
System  10 O’clock Process 10.6 Process 
T&D Human and Environmental Asset 

Management System 
T&D Organization Structural 

Design Process 
 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Organization Structural 
Design Process designs the organization 
(the form and structure) based on the 
T&D leadership, core, and support 
processes in place and the systems, 
tools, and methods required to render 
the T&D services and provide the T&D 
products that have high-payback to the 
enterprise in terms of their return on 
investment or economic value add. 
 
This process configures T&D staff jobs 
and departments. 
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10 O’clock: T&D Human and Environmental Asset 
Management System, continued 
 
System  10 O’clock Process 10.7 Process 
T&D Human and Environmental Asset 

Management System 
T&D Facilities Development and 

Deployment Process 
 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο 
Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Facilities Development and 
Deployment Process builds or acquires 
and maintains all of the facilities 
(buildings and grounds) needed by 
T&D. 
 
This process houses T&D staff and 
property. 

 

 
 
System  10 O’clock Process 10.8 Process 
T&D Human and Environmental Asset 

Management System 
T&D Equipment and Tools 

Development and Deployment 
Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο 
Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Equipment and Tools 
Development and Deployment Process 
builds or acquires the T&D tools and 
equipment required and proven (pilot 
tested) by the research and development 
effort. This process ensures a successful 
implementation. 
 
This process provides T&D staff with 
tools and equipment. 
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10 O’clock: T&D Human and Environmental Asset 
Management System, continued 
 
System  10 O’clock Process 10.9 Process 
T&D Human and Environmental Asset 

Management System 
T&D Materials and Supplies 
Acquisition and Deployment 

Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Materials and Supplies 
Acquisition and Deployment Process 
acquires and delivers all consumable 
materials and supplies necessary for 
T&D operations. 
 
This process provides materials and 
supplies to T&D staff. 

 

 
 
System  10 O’clock Process 10.10 Process 
T&D Human and Environmental Asset 

Management System 
T&D Information Systems 

Development and Deployment 
Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Information Systems 
Development and Deployment Process 
builds or acquires the T&D information 
technology methods and systems 
(hardware and software) that are deemed 
required and have been proven (pilot 
tested) by T&D’s research and 
development effort to meet their 
intended functionality. 
 
This process provides data and 
information to T&D staff. 
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10 O’clock: T&D Human and Environmental Asset 
Management System, continued 
 
System  10 O’clock Process 10.11 Process 
T&D Human and Environmental Asset 

Management System 
T&D Methods Deployment 

Process 
 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο 
Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Methods Deployment Process 
builds or acquires the T&D, ISD, or 
administrative methods that have been 
tested and proven by the research and 
development effort or are part of 
enterprisewide methods and procedures. 
This process ensures an overall, 
successful implementation of any new 
approaches to ISD or other T&D 
methods. 
 
This process provides methodology to 
T&D staff. 
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11 O’clock: T&D Research and Development System 
 
System  11 O’clock Process 11.1 Process 

T&D Research and Development 
System 

T&D Methodology and 
Technology Surveillance Process 

 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Methodology and Technology 
Surveillance Process keeps track of what 
is going on in the worlds of ISD 
technology and ISD methodology, as 
well as with all other elements of the 
T&D system, such as information 
technology/information system 
capabilities for development and 
deployment of T&D. 
 
This process conducts research. 

 

 
 
System  11 O’clock Process 11.2 Process 

T&D Research and Development 
System 

T&D Internal and External 
Benchmarking Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 

The T&D Internal and External 
Benchmarking Processes compare all of 
the internal T&D organization’s 
processes to a series of benchmarks, 
comparing internal operations against 
each other as well as to external 
organizations in both similar and 
dissimilar situations. 
 
This process conducts benchmarking. 
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11 O’clock: T&D Research and Development System 
 
System  11 O’clock Process 11.3 Process 

T&D Research and Development 
System 

T&D Methodology and 
Technology Pilot-Testing Process 

 

Process Purpose Notes  Assessment 
 

 
Worthy Opportunity/ 

Problem 

ο No 

ο 
Don’t Know/ 
Maybe 

ο Yes 

 
 
 

The T&D Methodology and Technology 
Pilot-Testing Processes bring in the 
newfangled stuff found in the other two 
research and development processes of 
the T&D system to deliberately play with 
it and test it. 
 
This process tests new products, 
technology, and methodology. 
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Assessing Your Self-assessment  

How Did Your T&D System Do?  
Do you have something akin to these 47 processes in place and operating? Even if not 
formally, you probably have them all to one extent or another! Whether formal or not is 
neither the question nor the concern. Whether they are doing you well or not is the 
issue. 
 
Again, we are not subscribing to the notion that all of these processes need to be in 
absolute, tight, total control for them to have value. No way! Not if it’s our investment 
dollars! There is frequently too little a return on process control or optimization efforts 
to warrant any effort at all from a shareholder perspective.  
 
T&D Systems View is all about Learning by Design (LBD). LBD does not require total 
control, just control where it counts. And from our perspective, it’s what the 
shareholders count that counts the most in measuring the success of your T&D system 
in achieving LBD. 
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6 
 

Chapter 6: Introduction of the 
Case Companies: Alpha and 
Omega 
 
 
This chapter introduces our two case companies: Alpha and Omega. These two 
case companies will be used within most of the following chapters to provide 
both examples and nonexamples of Learning by Design via a T&D Systems View 
approach. 
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Introduction to Alpha and Omega 
In order to show some examples and nonexamples of Learning by Design (LBD), we 
will use two case companies: Alpha and Omega.  
 
We will assess their “by design” versus “by chance” approaches to developing human 
competence, consistent with the high-payback needs of their enterprises as the final 
criterion.  
 
We will conduct this assessment via the lens of the T&D Systems View. The appropriate 
tight-loose approach to process control can be better facilitated with such a view. 
 
Alpha Corporation will provide us with most of our examples of LBD as a work in 
progress. They are on the road to LBD along with other major business initiatives. But 
it’s a long journey, seemingly never-ending, a trajectory toward a constantly moving 
target.  
 
But Alpha is attempting to do the right things the right way and address the business-
critical processes with business process documentation à la ISO 9000, process 
improvement and redesign, information systems re-engineering, MRP, MRP II, ERP, 
TQM, CSI, EI, ISD, and LBD. (That’s material requirements planning, manufacturing 
resource planning, enterprise resource planning, total quality management, customer 
satisfaction improvement, employee involvement, instructional systems design, and 
Learning by Design.) 
 
Most of Alpha’s initiatives are targeted expenditures, with an estimated cost of 
nonconformance and a “cost to conform” forecast used to rationalize the intended 
business investment. The targeted expenditures are also linked to the achievement of 
the key business strategies that will help to ensure the long-term viability of the 
enterprise.  
 
Most of Alpha’s initiatives are in control and monitored to ensure that the inevitable 
barriers to success are dealt with in an efficient and timely manner. 
 
Omega Inc. will provide us our foil, the source for most of our nonexamples (AKA bad 
examples) of Learning by Design (LBD), with some real classics of Learning by Chance 
(LBC) at work. 
 
Consistent with the notion that there is no perfection on the planet, no 100 percent 
defect-free anything, Alpha will not be portrayed as ideal in all cases, nor will Omega be 
doing the wrong thing in every situation. 
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Let’s check in with some of the stakeholders of T&D at Alpha and Omega. We’ll hear 
from many groups from both companies over the course of the readings. But, to start, 
we’ll hear from some representatives of three groups. 

 The customers of T&D 
 The other key stakeholders of T&D 
 The T&D suppliers 

 
The customers of T&D are the individual contributors, the users of the products and 
services of the T&D system, including some of their management (but only as they 
themselves are customers of T&D products and services). 
 
The “other” key stakeholders of T&D include the following: 

 Governmental regulatory agencies 
- Federal, state, local, and international variations of the same 

 Shareholders 
 Executive management 
 Middle management 
 Supervisors 
 External customers 
 External suppliers 

 
The key stakeholders group is situational for any enterprise, as it faces its current 
position and trends in the markets it serves.  
 
The T&D suppliers include the internal T&D management and staff. But it can also 
include any vendors and suppliers of specific T&D “stuff” that gets consumed, passed 
on, value added to, etc., in any of the varied T&D systems’ processes. 
 
First, let’s hear from some of the T&D marketplace stakeholders at both Alpha and 
Omega. 

New Hire at Alpha 
I’m a rather recent new hire here at Alpha Corp. I’m fresh out of college, working in the 
product management department. I’m on a team of marketers, engineers, finance 
experts, manufacturing supervisors, materials people, and a customer service rep.  
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We decide what products Alpha should bring to the market, and then we make that 
happen. It’s incredibly complex, but I’m getting the training and education I need.  
 
The very first day on the job I spent four hours getting an overview of the company; 
our products, customers, competitors; and the major business processes where I will be 
an active participant. Next I read a fictional novel about a year in the lives of two people 
who have responsibilities similar to mine. You wouldn’t believe how close those writers 
got it. They absolutely nailed the best and worst parts of the job! I could really see 
things coming because of the heads-up that book gave me. Some of those lights at the 
end of the tunnel are trains heading for a wreck! 
 
And then I spent some time on Alpha’s T&D intranet Web site, where I accessed a lot 
of descriptions and definitions of Alpha’s common processes for the details not covered 
in the book. Alpha is “e” when it comes to training and development, but there’s still 
that human touch. 
 
I’ve only been to one classroom-type training session so far, and it was great! It was one 
series of hands-on simulation exercises where we managed a product line similar to our 
own. Very “thinking-out-of-the-box,” if you know what I mean! It was three days that 
brought all of my readings and viewing on the Web together. I love it here! None of my 
college buddies have it this good! They’re still trying to figure out whom they work for 
and how everything and anything works. 

New Hire at Omega 
I joined Omega last year as a trainee in the marketing department. I work in a group 
that determines the customer base for our many products and all those products we are 
thinking about developing and deploying. 
 
I’m getting tons of one-on-one coaching from my boss. He’s very hands-on.  
 
All of my work experiences have had a lesson or two in them. In fact, if learning is 
painful, then I must be learning. 
 
We debrief a lot after our projects are completed, and determine what kind of changes 
to make next time. I think we’re going to trap that information in a “lessons learned” 
database someday soon, but it’s being held up because of fighting over the software, or 
network, or something to do about hardware and software compatibility.  
 
I hope they work it out soon. I could use those lessons learned right now, before I make 
more mistakes. 
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Incumbent at Alpha 
As a supervisor at Alpha, I have been through a series of intranet, or Web-type, training 
modules that culminated in a classroom simulation that was so intense, but real, that I 
believe we could handle any catastrophe that came our way. Our training included Web 
readings and some one-on-one sessions with a coach via the Internet. That one was 
great. Five of us did a reading as if we were auditioning or rehearsing for a role in a play. 
 
Not all of our T&D is so scripted! But overall, it is incredibly well orchestrated! 
Sometimes it seems like overkill, but my mentor assures me that we are to only do the 
things that make sense to us for our needs. Overkill turns out to be just before the time, 
as in just in time. And it’s all laid out on this T&D path that’s on the wall in the 
cafeteria. There are about 20 of these paths that show a menu of training events in a 
suggested sequence for all sorts of jobs. 
 
But it’s really a guide, not a mandate. Well, that’s not quite correct. Some of my training 
is mandated. Some is driven by regulatory requirements because of the type of work 
we’re doing here in this department. That’s just the nature of the beast! It’s the 
government. 
 
And then some of it is simply mandated by the company as it attempts to inculcate the 
desired “future-state culture” into all of our training and communications and, most 
importantly, our on-the-job behaviors. Some people don’t like the “soft” training as 
they call it. 
 
But it’s not “Mickey Mouse” stuff you know! It’s not just the “be nice to the people” 
stuff. It’s focused on developing the tactics required to manage the business processes 
and the people to meet the long-term needs of the business. It includes the “be nice to 
the people” part, too, but it also includes a lot more reality. As in, understand the 
business process and metrics. Be a teacher and guide using the tools provided. Be a 
coach. Be a disciplinarian. Be encouraging. Be demanding. Be thankful.  
 
We can withstand some short-term issues as long as we can see the long-term benefits 
from it. We take the long view! All of the new supervisor modules I’ve been through 
preach a consistent message of how we want to treat our people and balance the needs 
of the business. 
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Incumbent at Omega 
As a middle manager at Omega, I personally conduct a lot of the training for my staff 
and their direct reports. I like seeing up close who is who so I can make assessments 
quickly and without it being too obvious that they are being scoped out.  
 
We have a lot of turnover, and that means a lot of new seats to fill. If someone needs 
extra coaching, I assign myself as their mentor and spend as much time as I need to 
until they come up to speed. It’s either that or they hit the bricks. I can’t spend 
unlimited time. It’s a matter of priorities and balancing the resources I have at my 
disposal.  
 
I’m always looking out for the return on my investment. We’re very progressive here. 
We don’t do a lot of training here because it’s just not worth it from a return on 
investment perspective. 

In General at Alpha . . .  
At Alpha Corp, we visually depict our T&D system with several models. Each model 
includes several levels. The clockface diagram is a familiar sight to many of the more 
active participants (stakeholders as well as customers) of the T&D processes and 
products at Alpha. Alpha T&D is very much into Learning by Design (LBD).  
 
Alpha has a governance structure and a partial advisory structure in place. Budgets for 
planned and emergency projects are established using both levels in the cross-functional 
team committee structure. Agendas are preplanned, taking into account both the routine 
business and also planning/responding to the typical crises, because that’s just how 
things are. 
 
Alpha T&D development projects are well supported by the master performers and 
subject matter experts, who now collaborate with the instructional design specialists 
from the T&D organization. Alpha stakeholders own the T&D content, and Alpha 
T&D owns the T&D process. 
 
Alpha T&D research is conducting an experimental pilot project for a Web-based 
training deployment system that has the promise of being the cost-effective way for 
delivery of T&D just in time for all of the awareness-level modules and 75 percent of all 
of the knowledge-level T&D Modules from the entire inventory of Alpha T&D 
products. 
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In General at Omega . . .  
Omega Inc. just gets the job done without a lot of bureaucratic procedures and other 
such nonsense. At Omega, things move too fast; it’s too dynamic to systematically plan 
and manage. This is true in all other areas of the company. Why should T&D be any 
different? It’s a company culture thing. 
 
Omega executives call the shots as they independently see fit. Omega T&D gets jerked 
around so much that they have a joke for it. 
 
Getting anyone from the customer organization to help out with training development 
is almost impossible. They’re too busy! You’re from T&D, can’t you just develop the 
course? Why do we have you on the payroll anyway? We end up fighting over how to 
do it, and they usually deliver something other than what we put together for them 
anyway. It’s sometimes a nightmare. We spin our wheels a lot. Rework is very high. All 
of the courses are in constant updating by the subject matter expert instructors. Most of 
the time the student materials don’t match in the least what the instructor is using. 
 
Omega is currently firmly committed to electronic deployment of almost 90 percent of 
the T&D programs currently available in the current Omega course catalog. The current 
vice president of human resources is currently a fan of the very current Internet. 

Alpha and Omega Review 
Which T&D system would have more hip/leading-edge “topics” in its catalog? 

 Alpha or Omega? 
- Omega is probably more hip and leading edge, but so what? 

 
Which T&D system is more leading-edge in the use of technology? 

 Alpha or Omega? 
- Omega probably uses more, but Alpha probably uses it better for a greater return on investment 

and economic value add. 
 
Which T&D system is more likely to have a positive impact on the achievement of 
critical enterprise strategies and tactics? 

 Alpha or Omega? 
- Alpha always targets high-payback areas and forecasts and measures its impact. 

 
Which is more likely to result in a significant return on its investments for T&D? 

 Alpha or Omega? 
- Alpha always generates significant returns and value in impact and dollars. 
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Chapter 7: T&D as a System 
Summary and Transition 
 
 
This chapter sums up the introduction and overview of T&D Systems 
View. 
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Review 
T&D Systems View provides a model of defined systems and processes for any enterprise 
to adopt and adapt to fit its business situation. It defines interface points with the key 
T&D stakeholders from across the enterprise and brings their needs, as well as their 
strategic and tactical plans, into the T&D system’s planning process. 
 

 
Figure 7.1 T&D Systems View Model 

 
You probably have each of these leadership systems and processes in place right now. 
They are either working just fine for you or not. They may be articulated well enough or 
not. They may be in enough control or not. But one way or another, these systems and 
processes are what it takes to run a T&D system. Unfortunately for the shareholders, 
most T&D systems are out of control because they are not in enough control. 
 
No enterprise has the resources to deploy every piece of T&D where a need can be 
determined by the skilled T&D analyst. Nor should they want to. 
 
No enterprise should allow a sloppy governance and advisory system to lose focus and 
control of the primary business system for ensuring the business performance 
competence of the human assets of the enterprise.  
 
But be careful, because not all T&D opportunities warrant the investment of developing 
and deploying T&D.  
 
Not all quality T&D deployed just in time, using state-of-the-art learning vehicles, and 
addressing the technical and nontechnical knowledge and skills for the majority of the 
enterprise staff will provide a return on those investments. Only some will. 
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The business of being a provider of T&D products and services is serious business 
indeed. It’s inherently complex. It’s no less complex than for any other manufacturer of 
a vast array of products for a vast array of customers. It is, after all, a product 
development business. 
 
The success of the entire T&D effort, the system, is in how well you approach the issue. 
Approach T&D as a business. Either the products of your T&D business add value for 
your customers, or they will quit buying from you. And then you go out of business or 
are replaced. 
 
You should approach T&D the same as you would the management of a complex 
product line for a complex audience. They have many competing needs, and meeting all 
of them will not return a sufficient value-add to make the effort worthwhile. 
Successfully meeting the high-payback needs of the customer will provide the return on 
investment and economic value add that the stewards of the T&D resources owe the 
enterprise shareholders. 
 
The competence of the critical human capital of your enterprise is the main issue. Your 
enterprise’s ability to achieve well-thought-out business strategies enabling you to 
compete in a fierce global marketplace is what is at stake. 
 
You want to help your enterprise become a high-performing organization. To do that it 
takes, among other things, being a learning organization—but learning for the sake of 
the business, not learning for the sake of learning. 
  
To feed the insatiable appetite for the evolving knowledge and skills needs of a high-
performing/learning organization, it takes a healthy, robust, well-governed T&D 
system. It takes Learning by Design. 
 
Not learning for learning’s sake. Not whatever, whenever, however T&D. That leaves it 
all very much to chance. Not LBC. Not Learning by Chance. Deliberate. Purposeful.  
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Chapter 8: Introduction to the 
T&D Leadership Systems and 
Processes 
 
 
This chapter provides a high-level overview of the leadership systems and 
processes for T&D. Succeeding chapters in this section will delve into more 
details. 
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T&D Leadership Systems Overview 
Leadership systems and processes do just that—they lead. A T&D system is not in 
business to perform leadership tasks. These are just one of the many necessary means to 
an end, with the end being successful operations of the systems of T&D and sufficient 
return on investment and economic value add from them for the shareholders. 
 

 
Figure 8.1 T&D Systems View Model 

 
The T&D leadership systems and processes include the following five positions on the 
T&D Systems View Model clockface (see Figure 8.1): 

 12 O’clock: T&D Governance and Advisory System 
 1 O’clock: T&D Strategic Planning System 
 2 O’clock: T&D Operations Planning and Management System 
 3 O’clock: T&D Cost/Benefits Measurement System 
 4 O’clock: T&D Process Improvement System 

 
A brief introduction follows for each of the T&D leadership systems and processes. 
 

 12 O’clock: T&D Governance and Advisory System – This system’s processes organize all 
of the key stakeholders of the enterprise, generating both advice from the T&D 
internal marketplace customers and governance from the leaders of the enterprise.  

 
 1 O’clock: T&D Strategic Planning System – This system’s processes organize all of the 
strategic planning for T&D to ensure that T&D’s plans and efforts are consistent 
with the strategic plans of the critical “business units/operating entities” of the 
enterprise. 
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 2 O’clock: T&D Operations Planning and Management System – This system’s processes 
organize and guide the day-to-day operations and management of the various T&D 
operations to ensure consistency with the strategies of T&D and the strategies of its 
key, critical stakeholders. 

 
 3 O’clock: T&D Cost/Benefits Measurement System – This system’s processes organize the 
measurement and reporting of all T&D metrics and provide the data and 
interpretations (where appropriate) to the T&D leadership, staff, and all of the key 
customers and stakeholders in the T&D marketplace. 

 
 4 O’clock: T&D Process Improvement System – This system’s processes organize the 
quality/process improvement efforts for both continuous improvement and 
discontinuous improvement to the processes of the entire T&D system. 

 
Again, the T&D leadership systems and processes guide both the core and support systems 
and processes of the overall T&D system.  
 
They provide a structure for advisory and governance by the T&D stakeholders of the 
enterprise. They align the T&D strategies and tactical plans with the critical business 
strategies and tactics of the other organizations of the enterprise.  
 
The members of the leadership systems’ board of governors and the various advisory 
councils review the projected results (costs/benefits) for T&D expenditures and 
investments along all points of the value chain. They plan for, and then conduct and 
manage, the continuous and discontinuous improvement projects for targeted processes 
within the overall T&D system to help T&D achieve its end-game goals. 
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Chapter 9: 12 O’clock: T&D 
Governance and Advisory 
System 
 
 
This chapter covers the system that aligns and responds to the various customer 
groupings and the enterprise leaders’ needs for high-impact T&D . . . for the 
sake of the business. 
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12 O’clock: T&D Governance and Advisory System 

T&D Processes 
 12.1: T&D Governance Process 

 
 12.2: T&D Advisory Process 

Principle 
T&D systems must be driven and governed 
by the voice of customers and stakeholders as 
they formalize their plans and manage their 
activities.  

Overview 

 
Figure 9.1 T&D Systems View Model 

This system’s processes organize and formalize communication with key enterprise 
stakeholders. They channel advice up from the T&D internal marketplace customers to 
leadership, and then channel governance down from the leaders of the enterprise in 
response to that advice.  
 
This system is the central, driving force behind the strategies and success of a business-
based approach to T&D. Without this in place, it’s unlikely that the other 
systems/processes will truly have real return on investment and economic value add. 
 
The Advisory Process provides a forum for T&D customers to communicate with 
governing decision-makers regarding which T&D products to build and which 
maintenance needs to address. The Governance Process gives the organization’s 
executive-level leadership specific process mechanisms to affect T&D strategies, tactics, 
and resource allocations in order to achieve worthy business results. 
 
If a T&D effort is not providing a positive return on the investments, then this system 
is clearly broken. In any T&D redesign/re-engineering effort, this is the place to start. 
 
The Governance Process and Advisory Process are interdependent. When operating 
properly, they drive the alignment of the remaining T&D processes, as well as the T&D 
products and services. T&D products and services should be aligned and targeted at 
high-payback business needs and not at T&D offerings with perhaps mass appeal but 
little potential return on investment and little or negative economic value add. 
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The advisory councils provide continuous advice to the board of governors as to where 
to strategically and tactically place the organizational “bets” for the greatest payback. 
The personnel on the board of governors select the members of the advisory groups to 
ensure that both the quality and a high-level confidence of the advice provided is 
presented by credible individuals, acceptable to the members of the board of governors. 

T&D Process 12.1: T&D Governance Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Governance Process organizes the executives of the enterprise for the 
purpose of directing both the overall T&D system and the specific efforts to expend the 
limited resources allocated to T&D, toward only the high-priority/high-payback needs. 

Process Description 
This process organizes the enterprise’s executives into a board of governors for the 
T&D system and charges them with stewardship for the overall T&D. They will act on 
behalf of the enterprise leadership, all other stakeholders, and especially the 
shareholders—the owners.  
 
The board of governors, with advice, will rule T&D. Business decisions will rule. 
 
No more undo attention will be paid to the “low-hanging fruit” with its mass appeal. If 
these executives target T&D for return on investment or economic value add, as 
measured by human performance and business process performance, “time 
management” probably won’t be given the time of day. 
 
If the T&D effort and investment aren’t projected to provide a significant financial 
return now or later, they simply are not attended to. The body count of personnel to be 
affected by the T&D isn’t the driver for prioritization and expenditures.  
 
Just because T&D professionals—who were recruited and selected for their skill in 
systematically uncovering T&D needs—uncover T&D needs, does not mean that the 
enterprise should meet those needs. Only those needs with potential returns above the 
corporate “hurdle rate” for return on investment, or that make other business sense, 
should be addressed. 
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The process performance-biased/oriented organization does not strive for T&D that 
will maximize the “butts in seats” measure (the key measure for the lowest of the “low-
hanging fruit”). Nor does it automatically address the current, popular, faddish spin on 
“age-old wisdom” packaged in up-to-date, sexy, newfangled technology, just because it’s 
currently vogue. That’s just “butts on sites.” If it won’t result in better process 
performance, it isn’t done. 
 
The only way to ensure that the T&D system is addressing the critical and highly 
important T&D is to systematically engage the leaders of the enterprise and to double-
check with them regarding the findings of our systematic analyses. They then will 
cherry-pick what to address and will also be involved in the discussion of the alternative 
approaches with which to affect the high-payback situations. After all, they live with the 
results. 
 
Depending on the overall complexity of the enterprise, the Governance System may be 
a hierarchy of committees/councils of the key leaders of the enterprise, or it could be 
one single group. It depends on the similarity or differences in the “business units” and 
their people’s T&D needs. Most companies can do with one single board of governors. 
 
In addition to their day jobs, the “governors” are charged with the collateral duty of 
overseeing the entire T&D system. They may meet in an established forum, where T&D 
topics are added to their existing agenda, or their responsibilities can be carried out 
through a new committee/council structure established exclusively to manage the T&D 
system and its limited resources. 
 
The top committee(s)/council(s) would typically meet twice a year. 
 
The T&D board of governors’ objective is to enable the human assets of the enterprise 
to better perform in all priority, critical business processes. It is consistent with the goals 
and objectives of the enterprise’s board of directors, which are typically to maximize 
shareholder return over the long run. 
 
They allocate the enterprise’s resources—headcount, facilities, equipment, and dollars—
as means to an end. The end target is high performance in targeted business operations 
or in all operations. It’s a business decision. 
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This team of executives establishes subprocesses to 
 Communicate the current challenges and opportunities of the business. 
 Communicate the general business plan. 
 Communicate the T&D goals in measurable terms linked to the business plan. 
 Establish and oversee the Advisory Process. 
 Provide resources and oversee T&D programs and projects to build the required 
infrastructure. 

 Provide resources and oversee T&D programs and projects to build and maintain the 
high-payback T&D products and services. 

 Collect measurement data and direct improvement efforts at targeted areas. 
 Champion the targeted development of relevant, economic value adding, enterprise 
competence. 

 
The T&D Governance Process works closely with the T&D Advisory Process.  
 
Where the T&D Advisory Process provides advice to the enterprise leadership board of 
governors from their parochial needs and perspectives, the T&D Governance Process 
then makes the business decisions, which might be simply to agree and then fund the 
requests from the T&D Advisory Process. More on the T&D Advisory Process is 
provided later in this chapter. 
 
The board of governors is more than just the final decision body regarding the 
allocation of most-likely limited enterprise resources. They are the stewards who target 
the results, redirect efforts as needed, and hold the entire system accountable, just as 
they are ultimately accountable to the enterprise shareholders. 
 
Ladies and gentlemen of the board of governors, please place your strategic bets. 
 
The T&D Governance Process interfaces with many of the other T&D system 
processes in order to provide direction and obtain inputs and feedback.  

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Governance Process include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

General goals, objectives, 
and measures for the T&D 
system’s operations 

These help others within the T&D operations 
processes determine where to focus their 
improvement and investment resources. These 
channel efforts and build and maintain the 
infrastructure required to operate. 
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Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Specific goals, objectives, 
and measures for the T&D 
system’s products and 
services 

These help others outside the T&D operations 
processes determine where to focus their 
improvement and investment requests for 
resources. These operate the infrastructure to build 
products and services for key targets with high-
payback potential. 

Ultimate approval for any 
and all initiated T&D 
business case projects, and 
the business rationale for 
any/all T&D efforts and 
resources 

These help others understand the impetus and 
importance of any effort that they may be 
directed to participate in, as well as explain and 
document the “costs of conformance” (to a 
standard/benchmark), and the “costs of 
nonconformance.” 

Budget, headcount, 
facilities, and other 
resources within their 
budgetary control or 
influence 

These ensure that the executives in control of 
enterprise resources (and on the board of 
governors for T&D) understand the link between 
their requests for T&D and the resources necessary 
to accomplish their goals. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Governance Process may be broken if 

 The priorities and projects of the T&D system often change midstream, with little 
business rhyme or reason. 

 There is little energy or enthusiasm for many of the T&D projects, and it is difficult 
to get the internal customer engaged and involved in timely, meaningful ways. 

 Projects are underresourced or improperly resourced (any “body” “will do”). 
 Projects have unrealistic cycle times. 
 Projects themselves have no structure and do not seem to be scheduled activities on 
the calendars of the customer to be served. 

 T&D is not a major component of either the overall business plan, or the HR plan, 
or the business plans for the other business units and functions. 

Process Summary 
The T&D Governance Process governs. The leaders get together to go through the 
processes, with guidance and support from T&D professionals, to make business 
decisions regarding T&D. 
 
The board of governors of the T&D system directs the overall T&D system to meet the 
needs of the enterprise, wherever the cost of nonconformance or return on investment 
situation dictates. 
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But where will these leaders get the insight into what issues, problems, and 
opportunities exist that have high-payback potential? Where will they get such advice? 
From T&D Process 12.2, the T&D Advisory Process, which we’ll cover next.  

T&D Process 12.2: T&D Advisory Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Advisory Process is a set of advisory committees/councils that identify and 
communicate to the board of governors the parochial, high-payback, potential targets. 
They then oversee and conduct the approved, targeted T&D project efforts for their 
area of concern. The advisory committees/councils are immediately below the decision-
making body of the board of governors of the T&D Governance Process. 

Process Description 
The advisory groups represent the needs of the business. This process is intended to 
look out for the parochial needs of the individual business units, and/or functions, 
and/or major processes of the enterprise, and the “expertise disciplines” as well.  
 

 

Figure 9.2 Governance/Advisory Structure with Project Teams 
 
Their structure depends on how the customer groups are structured. That could be 
along business unit lines, process lines, or functional/discipline lines. As always, it 
depends on the organization. Form should follow function. 
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The preference for structure should typically go toward functional/discipline over 
process-based councils due to the similarity of T&D need within a functional group.  
 
Ignoring the value of the function was a mistake of the quality movement. Taking away 
the “homeroom” of peers in their function and strewing them up and down the 
processes as organizations reorganized into the natural process flows was an antisocial 
move from the viewpoints of many of the citizens of the enterprise. 
 
Enterprise T&D needs may more often fall in line with a functional/discipline 
segmentation scheme that recognizes and addresses the uniqueness of the focus of 
varied business units. This occurs after recognizing and addressing all of the “common 
needs” of all of the target audiences, such as mechanical engineers, merchandisers, 
finance professionals, human resource professionals, welders, or maintenance crew 
members. 
 
The opportunity to see common needs, as well as unique needs (for, say, marketing 
professionals or welders), is easiest when the T&D Advisory Process is not process 
oriented, which may change over time, but focused on the discipline first and their 
related processes second. The performance orientation to T&D (which will be 
addressed later for positions 5 and 6 on the clockface) ensures that the specific process-
related needs for those disciplines will be properly addressed. 
 
The following two figures (Figures 9.3 and 9.4), along with Figure 9.2, present three 
options for the potential structures that may be an appropriate starting point for your 
customized spin on this concept.  
 

 
Figure 9.3 ABC Governance/Advisory Structure 
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Figure 9.4 TMC Governance/Advisory Structure 

 
No matter how you structure the T&D Advisory Process, the goal is to elicit the T&D 
needs from the entire organization in a systematic manner so that business decisions can 
be made about real, high-payback needs. With priorities in hand, the Advisory Process 
then drives the T&D efforts according to the level of resources that the enterprise is 
willing and able to invest based on the anticipated/projected returns.  
 
It is still a business decision, even for a learning organization. 
 
The T&D Advisory System directs the T&D product and service “lines” definition and 
design processes, in terms of which priority target audiences need to be addressed with 
products and services. This is accomplished via the establishment of Project Steering 
Teams for each effort. (See Figure 9.2) 
 
The team members are handpicked by the advisory committees. Project Steering Teams 
may be disbanded after their projects have been completed, or they may be kept intact 
for when the high-priority gaps are addressed later by the T&D Product and Service 
Line Development/Acquisition processes. They would then oversee those T&D project 
efforts as well.  
 
The designated Project Steering Teams populate the high-priority projects, established 
by the advisory councils, with members for the various teams on those projects, and 
then oversee each project to ensure high-payback return on investment and economic 
value add. 
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The T&D Marketing and Communications System communicates the messages 
consistent with the enterprise leadership’s desires and directions. 
 
The T&D Financial Asset Management System identifies where the financial resources 
are going to assist in the stewardship role of the T&D Governance and Advisory 
System.  
 
The T&D Advisory Process interfaces with many of the other T&D systems and 
processes in their effort to determine and prioritize the needs of the enterprise, and 
manage the efforts to meet those needs.  

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Advisory Process include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Proposed T&D projects, 
return on investment, and 
the budget requirements 
(headcount and expense 
dollars) 

These allow the board of governors to see a longer 
range approach to meeting the needs of critical 
audiences in successive waves, driven by priorities 
based on both their cost of conformance and cost 
of nonconformance. 

Completed T&D project 
efforts and specific T&D 
products and byproducts 

Products are then released to T&D deployment 
(delivery) after successful completion of the 
development projects. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Advisory Process may be broken if  

 The advice given to the ultimate, executive decision-makers regarding T&D resource 
allocations is happening without T&D’s active, structured involvement, and is more 
political than rational/process-performance based. 

 There is no macrodevelopment plan for key target audiences. 
 Most T&D projects are “one-offs,” one-shot efforts, that do not lead to anything 
cohesive for key target audiences. 

 T&D development projects are conducted without a clear understanding of their cost 
of conformance and cost of nonconformance or forecasting the life-cycle costs that 
will be incurred over time to offer this T&D product/service to the T&D 
marketplace. 

 You feel that you have to continually roll with the punches and are constantly going 
from one T&D project “fire” to another. 
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Process Summary 
The T&D Advisory Process is where the business drive comes from. T&D puts itself 
into the hands of its customers for key decisions regarding targets and value, but T&D 
controls the overall process on how customers address targets and conduct value 
determination. 
 
The T&D Advisory Process ensures that the voice of the customer is heard in T&D 
decision-making. It’s a voice too often heard off in the distance or just plain too late. 
It’s a voice crying out not in uniform harmony, but in discord. It sounds like “noise” 
unless you know how to break it down and channel it. 
 
This set of processes is one of the most critical. It pays homage to the adage of “know 
thy customer and listen, listen, listen.” The T&D Advisory Process provides everyone 
with just the forum for that occurrence. 

Alpha and Omega’s Governance and Advisory Systems 
At Alpha, the board of governors meets for two days twice a year to discuss recent 
T&D results, current and future business issues, and then reviews the advice from the 
advisory committees as to where to “strategically place their T&D bets.” 
 
The functional advisory committees meet quarterly for two days each to oversee their 
segments of Alpha’s internal customer segments. They provide advice to the board of 
governors regarding their parochial/functional issues (for the processes they own and 
support) and the T&D implications. They also oversee all ongoing projects and check 
results and feedback data for T&D deployed the last quarter. 
 
They feel that they are in control, directing T&D resources toward critical business 
issues; are also acutely aware of the limits of T&D to solve many process performance 
issues; and are open to T&D solutions in combination with other performance 
improvement interventions. They both forecast and measure their return on investment 
and economic value add impacts. 
 
Project Steering Teams, handpicked by the advisory committees, oversee designated 
projects where they handpick the master performers used to collaborate with ISD 
professionals to create performance-based T&D. 
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At Omega, the squeakiest wheels (as in vice presidents) get greased. 
 
T&D is forever rolling with the latest punches as it gets jerked from one organizational 
fire to the next. 
 
Politics rule and rationality is damned. Customer staff put in charge of collaborating 
with the T&D organization are uncooperative and demand development begin without 
proper analysis due to tight time constraints. They always get a late start on surprise 
projects that were, in fact, forecastable. 
 
There is no visible or explainable rationale for any of the many ongoing T&D projects, 
in terms of their link back to the business strategy or plan. There are no forecasts for 
returns for the investments, or even costs that get tracked and lessons learned from 
experiences. 

12 O’clock System Summary 
The T&D Governance and Advisory System includes two processes. 

 12-1: T&D Governance Process 
 12-2: T&D Advisory Process 

 
The T&D Governance and Advisory System drives the T&D system via its engagement 
of key enterprise leaders from many of the enterprise constituencies in a rational set of 
systems and processes, to ensure value is achieved at the end of the day, month, and 
year, every year. 
 
How important is it to have this tight a linkage with your T&D’s customers? The next 
system’s set of processes is a key feed to the T&D Governance and Advisory System. 
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Chapter 10: 1 O’clock: T&D 
Strategic Planning System 
 
 
This chapter presents the system and processes for strategic planning for T&D 
based on the drivers of the various enterprise customers’ own strategic plans. 
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1 O’clock: T&D Strategic Planning System 

T&D Processes 
 1.1: Enterprise Strategic Plans Surveillance 
Process 

 
 1.2: T&D Strategic Planning Process  

Principle 
T&D strategic plans are driven by the 
strategic and tactical plans of their key 
customers.  
 

 
Figure 10.1 T&D Systems View Model 

Overview 
From a performance standpoint, the T&D system should guide, enable, and support the 
business units in achieving their targeted goals with high-impact T&D where 
appropriate. T&D staff must help their customers figure this out. They must provide a 
viable process for achieving the determination of these “mission-critical” needs. 
 
This system is effective only if it helps direct the T&D system to address both today’s 
and tomorrow’s business needs—the showstoppers and make-or-break opportunities of 
the business.  
 
This system uncovers exactly where key stakeholders and shareholders want their 
strategic T&D bets placed. It also rationally determines the resource requirements for 
addressing those strategic needs and then addresses the T&D organization’s current 
ability to carry out the plans to meet those needs. 
 
This system’s processes organize all of the strategic planning for T&D to ensure that 
T&D’s plans and efforts are consistent with the strategic plans of the critical elements 
of the enterprise. 
 
This system is tied to the enterprise’s strategic planning system; tied as tightly as the 
situation will allow. It attempts to get on the radar screen for each business planning 
entity. It also seeks early warning for all T&D requests that might come their way. 
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T&D Process 1.1: Enterprise Strategic Plans Surveillance 
Process 

Process Purpose 
The Enterprise Strategic Plans Surveillance Process ensures that the T&D system, 
including the T&D leadership and their T&D Governance and Advisory System, is 
acutely aware of all of the strategic business drivers of the various components of the 
enterprise and takes those into account when generating T&D’s own strategic and 
operational plans and activities. 

Process Description 
The Enterprise Strategic Plans Surveillance Process deliberately and systematically 
engages the key elements of the enterprise, typically via the T&D Governance and 
Advisory structures, to determine those showstopping needs that will help or hinder the 
accomplishment of the strategic intent for those business-critical needs. Not all needs 
across the enterprise are equal in their potential payback.  
 
This proactive uncovering of the potential enterprise investments in T&D by the T&D 
system, as led by T&D leadership in collaboration with both the T&D Advisory and 
Governance Process elements, is critical to the viability of the T&D system. The system 
and processes put in place should formally elicit annual strategic plans of the enterprise.  
 
This will lead to uncovering exactly where the key stakeholders, the shareholders of the 
enterprise, would want their strategic bets placed. 
 
The Enterprise Strategic Plans Surveillance Process interfaces with many of the other 
T&D systems’ processes. 

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the Enterprise Strategic Plans Surveillance Process include the 
following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

List of strategic issues and list  
of relevant T&D needs and the 
ROI, cost of conformance, 
and cost of nonconformance 
for each, by enterprise 
planning unit/entity 

This focuses both the T&D organization staff and 
the T&D Governance and Advisory System 
members on those strategic issues (problems 
and opportunities) critical to the overall 
enterprise. 
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Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your Enterprise Strategic Plans Surveillance Process may be broken if 

 You have no clue about the high-payback strategies of the key T&D customer 
segments of your enterprise. 

 Your T&D resources that help you meet the strategic needs of your customers are 
not seen as strategic themselves. 

Process Summary 
The Enterprise Strategic Plans Surveillance Process ensures a clear, visible 
understanding of the strategic issues and their related T&D needs by the T&D 
organization staff and also the T&D Governance and Advisory System members. This 
process deliberately provides knowledge and insight. 
 
The next process describes what to do with that knowledge and insight. 

T&D Process 1.2: T&D Strategic Planning Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Strategic Planning Process ensures that the T&D system’s own strategic plans 
are in alignment with, and are supportive of, the key needs of the enterprise. 

Process Description 
T&D must create its own strategies after assessing its customers’ strategic and 
operational plans and then assessing its current capabilities for carrying them out.  
 
If it finds itself in a shortfall regarding these capabilities, then it must strategically plan 
to compensate for the shortfall. It either ignores certain projects or gets the additional 
resources needed via the Governance and Advisory System. The strategic planning drill 
must plan, assess, and replan to address any of its own current lack of capabilities, and 
this is a “chicken or egg first” issue. 
 
Also, the T&D strategies may need to be updated quarterly, or more often as the 
business conditions require. Each enterprise must dance to the tune of its own unique 
industry and marketplace situation. 
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Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The T&D Strategic Planning Process interfaces with many of the other T&D systems’ 
processes. It gets its primary inputs from the Enterprise Strategic Plans Surveillance 
Process. It provides its outputs primarily to the T&D Governance and Advisory 
System. The key outputs from the T&D Strategic Planning Process include the 
following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

T&D strategic plan  Provides a visible link between the T&D strategies 
and drivers of them (the strategic plans of T&D’s 
key customers) and provides input to T&D resource 
plans to keep them aligned with the needs of their 
customers. 

 
The T&D Strategic Planning Process should address 

 Strategic plans and needs of T&D’s key customers 
 Identification of any gaps or excesses of T&D resources, given current levels and 
other work plans 

 Key gap closing/growth issues of the T&D system 
 T&D strategic plans for projects and other “gap/growth” initiatives necessary to 
meet those needs 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Strategic Planning Process may be broken if 

 You have no strategic plan for T&D. 
 Your T&D strategies of where you are going and why are not documented. 
 Your T&D strategies have not been reviewed and/or approved by the enterprise 
leadership as in alignment with the needs of the enterprise. 

 Enterprise executives don’t know the strategic value of the T&D organization’s 
contributions from the past, the present, or the future. 

 Your T&D team is not aware of and cannot summarize the strategic direction of the 
T&D organization itself. 

Process Summary 
The T&D Strategic Planning Process ensures that the T&D system is in sync with the 
main drivers of its customers and has a strategic plan in place to guide its growth and 
evolution to meet both the current and future needs of the enterprise. 
 
How important is that to your enterprise? 
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Alpha and Omega’s Strategic Planning Systems 
At Alpha, the T&D organization meets annually in a formal process with its key 
customer groups on their turf and discusses the customers’ critical business challenges, 
strategies, tactics, and timing. 
 
A response plan is prepared and priced. A life-cycle view is taken for both costs and 
returns (for both return on investment and economic value add). 
 
These plans per customer group are rolled up into a multiyear T&D Strategic Plan 
(updated annually or more often as needed) and reviewed, approved, and funded by the 
T&D board of governors. The T&D advisory committees have input into the process 
from their segments of the internal customer marketplace for T&D. 
 
At Omega, the business issues of the internal customers’ leadership are not 
systematically reviewed, and a support response is not planned and priced by T&D.  
 
T&D efforts are often begun without a clear understanding of the issues, strategies, and 
tactics the T&D is intended to impact. 

1 O’clock System Summary 
The T&D Strategic Planning System ensures that the T&D system is acutely aware of, 
and in sync with, the needs of its key constituencies, the T&D Governance and 
Advisory System, and other T&D systems. Its key constituencies are also aware of the 
key T&D strategies in support of the enterprise. 
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Chapter 11: 2 O’clock: T&D 
Operations Planning and 
Management System 
 
 
This chapter covers the system and processes involved in achieving the strategic 
goals operationally. 
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2 O’clock: T&D Operations Planning and 
Management System 

T&D Processes 
 2.1: Annual Operations Planning and 
Budgeting Process 

 
 2.2: Quarterly Operations Planning and 
Budgeting Updates Process 

 
 2.3: Forecasting and Accounting Process 

Principle 
Limited T&D resources must be allocated 
consistently with the strategic needs of the 
business and the T&D system.  

 

 
Figure 11.1 T&D System View Model 

Overview 
The T&D organization must be ready to re-aim and reallocate as the business’s strategic 
drivers change, and it should do so in a planned manner. This is the system in which 
day-to-day operations and management of the various T&D functions are organized 
and guided to ensure consistency with the strategies of T&D and the strategies of its 
key, critical stakeholders. This includes planning both operations and budgets and 
updating them on an annual, quarterly, and monthly cycle. 
 
This system and its processes plan, track, and account for the investments in T&D that 
are required to support the strategic, high-payback needs of the enterprise. This system 
and its processes also routinely readjust to their dynamic situation as the needs and 
situation of the enterprise dictate. 
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T&D Process 2.1: Annual Operations Planning and Budgeting 
Process 

Process Purpose 
The Annual Operations Planning and Budgeting Process plans for and allocates the 
resources that the enterprise has partitioned to the T&D system and to all of the various 
T&D organizations and processes, in a manner consistent with the strategic needs of 
both the enterprise and the T&D system itself. 

Process Description 
The Annual Operations Planning and Budgeting Process allocates its constrained, 
limited resources to its current targets. Those targets include projects for its customers, 
as well as projects for its internal processes and infrastructure development or 
improvement projects. 
 
If the T&D system is not undertaking efforts to meet its own strategic needs (for 
example, conducting T&D-related research and development or eliminating its own 
current shortfalls), one day it will not be “at the ready” to assist the high-performing 
organization in meeting the knowledge and skill needs of the critical human assets. 
 
The Annual Operations Planning and Budgeting Process must be built using reality-
based estimates from prior experiences. Using pretend, aggressive estimates in the desire 
to drive down costs or cycle times, without any real experience, needs to be recognized 
for what it is. That approach/philosophy only drives a need for a backup plan in case 
the “blue-sky plans” need to be adjusted back to reality. 
 
It’s no good running out of resources midway through the year, forcing drastic plan 
changes and dropping some efforts altogether due to unrealistic numbers and unrealistic 
plans that are “discovered” too late. 
 
The Annual Operations Planning and Budgeting Process interfaces with many of the 
other T&D systems’ processes. It gets input from the T&D Strategic Planning System 
and the T&D Governance and Advisory System. It provides plans (marching orders) 
and budgets (funding authorization or actual funds/assets) to all of the other T&D 
systems in order to carry out the current operational plan. These will be updated as 
needed by the other two processes within this system. 
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Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the Annual Operations Planning and Budgeting Process include 
the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Operational plan and 
budget 

Provides specific, detailed annual plans and 
budgets to all of the other T&D systems in order to 
carry out the current T&D operational plan through 
the other T&D systems (to be adjusted as needed). 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your Annual Operations Planning and Budgeting Process may be broken if 

 You don’t have an annual plan tied to specific projects and efforts. 
 You never have the right amount of human, environmental, and financial resources 
necessary for getting the high-priority demand/must-do projects completed in a 
timely, quality fashion. 

 Forecasted project costs, schedules, and returns on investments are seldom accurate. 

Process Summary 
The Annual Operations Planning and Budgeting Process is intended to ensure that you 
are knowledgeable, in sync, and in control of the investments being made with the 
shareholders’ equity, in conformance with the priority needs of the enterprise. 
 
Hopefully, your T&D system already has a great deal of the planning and budgeting 
processes in place. 
 
Next, we will look at the operations planning and budgeting updates that should be 
examined quarterly. 

T&D Process 2.2: Quarterly Operations Planning and 
Budgeting Updates Process 

Process Purpose 
The Quarterly Operations Planning and Budgeting Updates Process systematically re-
examines and reallocates the T&D resources, consistent with the ever-changing strategic 
and tactical needs of both the enterprise and the T&D system itself. 
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Process Description 
The Quarterly Operations Planning and Budgeting Updates Process is an adjustment 
process typically required to provide plans and financial data to non-T&D systems (such 
as other enterprise financial systems, operational management systems, etc.). 
 
The frequency of updates to the T&D plans and budget allocations will be required at a 
pace unique to each enterprise’s current cycles. 
 
If the T&D system is not undertaking efforts to keep pace with and understand the 
implications of the inevitable changes and challenges that the high-performing 
organization will surely face, it will fall short in providing knowledge/skill development 
required. Let no one in T&D safely assume that the needs and plans of itself or the 
enterprise are “that sure” for “that long.” 
 
Quarterly might be too seldom in some high-tech, fast-paced industries and too often 
for others. Your situation and business culture will dictate a pace sufficient and/or 
tolerable. 
 
The Quarterly Operations Planning and Budgeting Updates Process interfaces with 
many of the other T&D systems’ processes to continuously realign with “what’s 
happening now.” The T&D Governance and Advisory System is a key driver, but 
additional inputs may come from each and every other T&D system. 

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the Quarterly Operations Planning and Budgeting Updates 
Process include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Updated annual plan and 
resource forecasts 
(quarterly) 

Ensure that the T&D plan update/change 
requirements driven by the customers and other 
internal entities are understood and are in control. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your Quarterly Operations Planning and Budgeting Updates Process may be broken if 

 You can’t tell quarter by quarter how well you will do in meeting the project goals 
with the necessary resources. 

 The shifting needs of the enterprise and the tradeoff decisions between projects 
aren’t being made (if there are not enough resources to allocate in a timely manner). 
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Process Summary 
The Quarterly Operations Planning and Budgeting Updates Process keeps everyone 
abreast of the current status of projects and resource consumption, so that if “push 
comes to shove” and not everything can be addressed, the critical, weighted, strategic 
needs of the enterprise drive the reallocation decisions. 
 
Next is the process for forecasting and accounting. 

T&D Process 2.3: Forecasting and Accounting Process 

Process Purpose 
The Forecasting and Accounting Process tracks all of the T&D expenditures and the 
contractual/planned commitments to ensure that the price tags for all of the current 
and planned efforts are known before all of the invoices arrive.  

Process Description 
The Forecasting and Accounting Process tracks and reports all of the T&D 
expenditures and allows the T&D system to be in a position to declare its ability to 
“give back” if asked to “give back” resources at the end of the third quarter or 
whenever things get too tight. 
 
This T&D system clearly understands where its financial obligations stand contractually. 
It understands the implications of the enterprise headquarters’ requests to not spend it 
all, but to give a portion of it back so that it might fall straight back to the bottom line 
and improve the financial view of the enterprise.  
 
After all, “a dollar not spent is a dollar back on the bottom line!” That is a notion for 
the T&D community to demonstratively reflect in all of their communications to their 
marketplace stakeholders. Cost avoidance where appropriate, and worthy investments 
where determined. 
 
The corollory, however, is that a dollar not invested is a greater return deferred or 
foregone. 
 
If the T&D has contractual obligations, it may or may not be in a position to give back 
any funds to management if requested. It had better understand its financial/contractual 
situation in an ongoing manner. 
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Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the Forecasting and Accounting Process include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Financial status updates for 
all operational projects 
and activities 

Allow monitoring of each project or activity 
individually and in total to better manage and 
adjust as needs dictate.  

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your Forecasting and Accounting Process may be broken if  

 You don’t know where you stand at all times and for all current projects in regard to 
your project and financial status and your project continuation/completion financial 
obligations. 

Process Summary 
The Forecasting and Accounting Process keeps financial score of the T&D system. You 
should know where you are project by project in terms of completion status, both time-
wise and cost-wise. 

Alpha and Omega’s Operations Planning and Management 
Systems 
At Alpha, the T&D organization operates per an operations plan and budget that is 
updated quarterly (or more often as the situation and needs of the business dictate) and 
reviewed and approved overall by the T&D board of governors. 
 
Each of the T&D advisory committees has involvement in the planning for each of the 
initiatives delegated to them by the board of governors. 
 
At Omega, T&D stuff happens and happens fast. 
 
They are very proud of the “development ratios,” which are lower than the national 
averages published by the T&D magazines and journals. They are also proud of their 
ability to shortcut ISD processes to be very responsive to their customers. 
 
They can shift plans, people, and projects on a dime, and drop one project for a more 
pressing need in less than a day, in response to changes in business conditions, which is 
quite typical in their industry. 
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2 O’clock System Summary 
The T&D Operations Planning and Management System ensures that the limited T&D 
resources are targeted to the critical, strategic needs of the business and the T&D 
system. 
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Chapter 12: 3 O’clock: T&D 
Cost/Benefits Measurement 
System 
 
 
This chapter covers the system and processes used by T&D and enterprise 
leadership to ensure that the forecasted benefits always outweigh the forecasted 
costs for all T&D investments. 
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3 O’clock: T&D Cost/Benefits Measurement System 

T&D Processes 
 3.1: Cost/Benefits Measurement System 
Design and Deployment Process 

 
 3.2: Ongoing Cost/Benefits Measurement 
and Feedback Receiving Process 

 
 3.3: T&D Project Lessons Learned Process 

 
 3.4: Results Reporting and Archiving 
Process 

 
Figure 12.1 T&D Systems View Model 

Principle 
For a T&D system to remain healthy, it must report both costs and benefits to its 
customers and stakeholders—what gets measured gets attention. 

Overview 
This system measures and reports the metrics of the T&D system. It turns data into 
information and interprets and reports it to the T&D leadership, staff, and its key 
customers and stakeholders. 
 
This system pulls data from everywhere in the T&D system and reports it back to all of 
its constituencies, appropriate to each audience and their specific needs. 

T&D Process 3.1: Cost/Benefits Measurement System Design 
and Deployment Process 

Process Purpose 
The Cost/Benefits Measurement System Design and Deployment Process creates, 
deploys, and maintains the measurement system and mechanism(s) for all of T&D. It’s 
T&D’s balanced scorecard (BSC). 

Process Description 
The Cost/Benefits Measurement System Design and Deployment Process creates a 
measurement system and a plan and process to deploy that mechanism. A decision will 
need to be made whether or not to measure each new T&D product or service, as well  
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as whether or not to measure each new internal T&D process or infrastructure 
improvement effort. 
 
Addressing these (or not) should be a conscious business decision. It should be a 
decision made with an eye toward the return on investment, because there will always 
be a cost involved for any effort at measurement. Before being gathered, it should be 
clear why the data is being gathered and how it will be used. After it’s been up and 
running for a while, this process will need to be continuously improved.  
 
The measurement mechanism(s) for each new T&D product and/or service must be 
considered in terms of the value for cost of obtaining the data.  
 
The exactness of the data required needs to be determined on a case-by-case basis. The 
amount of data and the extent and cost of the effort to capture the data needs to be 
determined. The statistical accuracy requirements of the data need to be accounted for 
in the measurement plan.  
 
The results of the other elements of the entire T&D system, such as the cost/benefits 
of the T&D Governance and Advisory System, need to be tracked, along with many 
other T&D systems and process efforts. 

Process Outputs and Their Utilities 
The key outputs from the Cost/Benefits Measurement System Design and Deployment 
Process include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

T&D measurement system 
design, e.g., BSC 

This design allows the T&D Governance and 
Advisory System to judge the need for and 
potential effectiveness of the planned process, 
before development/deployment planning. 

T&D measurement system 
development and 
deployment plans 

These plans guide the effort to create (or buy) and 
install the T&D measurement system. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your Cost/Benefits Measurement System Design and Deployment Process may be 
broken if 

 You don’t measure or plan to measure key T&D efforts. 
 There is not a systematic business approach used to decide which efforts get 
measured and which do not. 
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 Measurement is inconsistent, labor intensive, and the results reported are not 
insightful. 

 You rarely or never measure learning, performance, and/or business results. 

Process Summary 
The Cost/Benefits Measurement System Design and Deployment Process needs to 
create a meaningful measurement system and a plan and process to both develop and 
deploy that mechanism. 
 
Next is the process for ongoing cost/benefits measurement and feedback. 

T&D Process 3.2: Ongoing Cost/Benefits Measurement and 
Feedback Receiving Process 

Process Purpose 
The Ongoing Cost/Benefits Measurement and Feedback Receiving Process captures 
the data from the T&D Cost/Benefits Measurement System, packages it, and reports it 
out to the appropriate parties within the enterprise. 

Process Description 
The Ongoing Cost/Benefits Measurement and Feedback Receiving Process measures 
all T&D efforts and results, including similar measures of impact as in Kirkpatrick’s 
four levels of evaluation for T&D and more!  
 
Kirkpatrick’s four levels of evaluation require that measurement effort be expended to 
assess both the costs incurred as well as the results obtained for the T&D products. The 
four levels measure 

 Satisfaction (Level 1) – Whether or not the target audiences were satisfied with the 
product 

 Mastery (Level 2) – Whether or not learning objectives were mastered 
 Transfer (Level 3) – Whether what was mastered was taken back and used on the job 
 Return on investment (Level 4) – The return on investment for the effort and expense 

 
T&D can be measured in many manners from the impact of an individual product of 
T&D to the overall impact of customer and other stakeholder satisfaction, return on 
investment, and economic value add. 
 
This system creates an open communications channel into the T&D system for any and 
all cost/benefit feedback or other related inputs and inquiries from its customers and 
stakeholders. 
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Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the Ongoing Cost/Benefits Measurement and Feedback 
Receiving Process include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Measurement (raw) data Provides specific data regarding any one T&D 
product(s) or other T&D effort, enabling 
calculations and projections for return on 
investment, cost of conformance, and cost of 
nonconformance. 

Measurement reports and 
interpretations 

Provide both generalized and specific data 
(depending on the target audience for the report) 
regarding any one or any group of T&D products 
or other T&D efforts, enabling calculations and 
projections for return on investment, cost of 
conformance, and cost of nonconformance. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your Ongoing Cost/Benefits Measurement and Feedback Receiving Process may be 
broken if you 

 Don’t know your general or specific costs, satisfaction levels for any or all of your 
stakeholders, mastery levels of learners after training, transfer levels back to the job, 
and return on investment for any or all of your critical T&D efforts. 

 Initially collected data, but efforts to do it have declined over time. 

Process Summary 
The Ongoing Cost/Benefits Measurement and Feedback Receiving Process is necessary 
to measure the health of T&D and its products and services, and any or all internal 
project efforts for T&D process or infrastructure improvements. 
 
Next, we will look at the process for T&D project lessons learned. 

T&D Process 3.3: T&D Project Lessons Learned Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Project Lessons Learned Process captures data unique to the internal lessons 
learned by the participants within T&D processes regarding their experiences in using or 
being a part of the process.  
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Process Description 
The T&D Project Lessons Learned Process captures mostly nonfinancial data. This 
system gathers feedback from all of the participants engaged in the T&D system, such 
as customers, suppliers, or other stakeholders. 
 
Feedback is the lifeblood of continuous improvement.  
 
Lessons learned are intended to share what works and under what conditions, as well as  
what doesn’t work under what conditions, for the purpose of continuously improving 
the processes. 
 

 

Figure 12.2 Stakeholder Hierarchy Model 

See Chapter 23 for more information about this model. 

 
Stakeholders may be viewed per Figure 12.2. Each stakeholder has a stake in either the 
processes themselves or in the results of the processes. Their needs vary. There may be 
conflicting requirements among the varied stakeholders. Each needs to be balanced and 
weighed to assess which requirements will win in the inevitable conflicts that arise. 
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Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Project Lessons Learned Process include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Lessons learned reports (by 
project) 

Provide feedback to all involved in the particular 
project/effort. 

Lessons learned archives  Enable a search for information about what works 
and what doesn’t under certain conditions in 
similar projects/efforts. It is an enterprise wide 
compilation, organized by system and process 
type. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Project Lessons Learned Process may be broken if 

 You keep seeing the same kinds of mistakes and ineffective, costly approaches being 
used over and over again in successive projects. 

 Your team doesn’t know what worked and what didn’t work in the past, or why. 

Process Summary 
The T&D Project Lessons Learned Process provides best practices and lessons learned 
from specific projects, in an attempt to help others deal with similar issues and avoid 
common problems. 
 
Next, we’ll look at the process for reporting and archiving results. 

T&D Process 3.4: Results Reporting and Archiving Process 

Process Purpose 
The Results Reporting and Archiving Process gathers all of the T&D results data, puts 
the data in an intelligent and understandable form, and then reports it to stakeholders 
appropriate to their needs. It also archives it for future reference. 

Process Description 
The most appropriate tool to use to report results is something similar to the balanced 
scorecard. The measurement philosophy to avoid is the “butts in seats” or “butts on 
sites” (Web sites) numbers. These numbers may have some value, but they don’t 
adequately assess what is needed to better understand the return on investment and 
economic value add potential of human capital investments. 
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Gathering data and reporting it can occur in different cycles. Project data can be 
gathered throughout the project period or after the fact. Issues will arise regarding data 
timeliness and quality versus costs and inconveniences. Understanding exactly what, 
where, and when decisions will be made using such data can lead to better plans for 
gathering and reporting. 

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the Results Reporting and Archiving Process include the 
following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Results reports Provide feedback to project teams and sponsors 
soon after projects are completed (or in process, 
depending on the system design) for individual 
project management. 

Results summaries Provide feedback to T&D management and the 
governance and advisory groups soon after 
projects are completed (or in process, depending 
on the system design) for overall system 
management. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your Results Reporting and Archiving Process may be broken if 

 Your stakeholders don’t know the results of the investments and expenses made in 
enterprise T&D. 

 You can’t really begin to predict the future in terms of T&D costs and returns based 
on past T&D projects/efforts. 

 You can’t go back and look at or find past project results. 

Process Summary 
The Results Reporting and Archiving Process reports what happened, when and where, 
to stakeholder groups in order to better meet their needs. Some have simple interest 
needs to be met, while others have due diligence and fiducial/financial responsibilities 
to the enterprise and the enterprise shareholders/owners.  
 
If “what gets measured gets attention,” then the T&D Governance and Advisory 
System needs to put in place the mechanisms to gather, report, and archive meaningful 
data. Then the T&D governance and advisory groups and T&D leadership need to act 
on that data. 
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Alpha and Omega’s Cost/Benefits Measurement Systems 
At Alpha, the costs and returns are forecasted and tracked for each effort as part of the 
preproject approval process. 
 
The T&D board of governors and the T&D advisory committees help prepare the 
forecasts and measure the returns, and they are acutely aware of their previous, bad 
forecasts and nonrealized returns. 
 
At Omega, it is deemed too difficult to forecast the costs or to measure the true impact 
of T&D. 
 
As a dedicated learning organization, it is thought unwise to challenge any T&D efforts, 
as the company is always touting its corporate university and vast library of e-learning 
modules available on the corporate intranet. 
 
The benefits are assumed and resources are, therefore, saved from trying to prove 
returns for investments, leaving more dollars for investing in even more e-learning 
modules to expand the library. 

3 O’clock System Summary 
The T&D Cost/Benefits Measurement System ensures that the T&D system is 
measuring the costs of investments and the returns of its results and provides this as 
feedback for management and improvement efforts. 
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Chapter 13: 4 O’clock: T&D 
Process Improvement System 
 
 
This chapter provides an overview of the processes within the system for the 
deliberate process improvement of any portion of the T&D system. 
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4 O’clock: T&D Process Improvement System 

T&D Processes 
 4.1: T&D Issues Generation and 
Assessment Process 

 
 4.2: T&D Improvement Project Planning  
and Management Process 

Principle 
In order to better use the shareholders’ equity, 
process improvement must focus on high-
payback areas consistent with the T&D 
objectives and the direction from the T&D 
Governance and Advisory System. 

 
Figure 13.1 T&D Systems View Model 

Overview 
This system is responsible for improving T&D’s own systems and processes in response 
to issues and trends uncovered by the measurement system. This system also provides 
structure and order to the quality and process improvement efforts for both 
incremental, continuous improvement, and radical, discontinuous improvement to 
T&D processes. 
 
This system’s processes organize the quality/process improvement efforts for both 
continuous improvement and discontinuous improvement of the T&D systems and 
processes.  

T&D Process 4.1: T&D Issues Generation and Assessment 
Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Issues Generation and Assessment Process identifies both T&D current and 
future issues (high-payback problems/opportunities) and brings them to the attention 
of the T&D Governance and Advisory System. 
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Process Description 
The T&D Issues Generation and Assessment Process identifies things to work on 
within the T&D system: either problems and/or opportunities. It validates and “costs 
out” the problem/opportunity and better forecasts return on investment and economic 
value add for any improvement effort. 
 
The systems and mechanisms for initially gathering this data might include the balanced 
scorecard, suggestion boxes, E-mail, or other complaint systems, and/or polling of the 
various enterprise leaders and employees participating within each of the T&D systems’ 
many processes. 
 
Regardless of the source of initial insight regarding the T&D systems’ shortcomings and 
missed (current or future) opportunities, they will need to be validated. 
 
The validation processes might be similar to most enterprises’ quality or problem-
solving methods. The problems’/opportunities’ cost of nonconformance can be 
determined as well as the cost of conformance to determine ROI potential. 
 
The cost of conformance can be estimated based on rough plans and prior experience 
activities for addressing other, similarly scoped projects. 

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Issues Generation and Assessment Process include the 
following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

T&D issues and 
opportunities report 

Provides insight and potential targets for 
improvement for consideration by the T&D 
Governance and Advisory System and T&D 
leadership. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
The T&D Issues Generation and Assessment Process may be broken if 

 Big T&D system problems and opportunities are not determined, validated, or 
addressed in a rational, systematic manner. 

 Major T&D problems that aren’t addressed incur avoidable, recurring costs that 
reach a level of significance and/or intolerance that detracts from the key business 
focus of the T&D system. 
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Process Summary 
The T&D Issues Generation and Assessment Process ensures that rational steps are 
taken to implement improvements in the T&D system. 
 
The data, not opinions, should inform and rule resourcing decisions made inside the 
T&D system. 
 
Next is the T&D Improvement Project Planning and Management Process. 

T&D Process 4.2: T&D Improvement Project Planning and 
Management Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Improvement Project Planning and Management Process takes the validated 
problems/opportunities and plans a project to address the needs and then oversees the 
improvement initiative efforts, much as any other major/minor improvement initiative. 

Process Description 
The T&D Improvement Project Planning and Management Process is much like any 
other project planning effort. This process practices good project management and gets 
the job done.  
 
Using best project management practices appropriate to the size, scope, and impact of 
the project’s anticipated results, the improvement project proceeds as guided by the 
project’s management/governance structure. 
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Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Improvement Project Planning and Management 
Process include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Project plans for each 
improvement 

Allow better management of each project. 

Master plan for all ongoing 
projects 

Allows better management of the bundle of 
projects (a program). 

Project status reports Allow visibility of project performance in terms of 
schedule and cost performance, and raise issues 
(problems/opportunities) related to the project’s 
success. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
The T&D Improvement Project Planning and Management Process may be broken if 

 Improvement initiatives are undertaken without a clear plan of tasks, responsibilities, 
schedule, or costs. 

 Improvement initiatives are routinely poorly conceived, behind schedule, or over 
budget. 

 Improvement initiatives are not considered “true projects” with expectations for 
results, resources, communication, etc., equivalent to “client work.” 

 Projects drift and seem uncontrolled despite a well-documented plan. 
 None of the really big problems are being addressed. 

Process Summary 
The T&D Improvement Project Planning and Management Process rationally plans 
improvement initiatives much as any major or minor initiative planning effort, and 
manages the project job done per the plan or adjusted as the situation dictates. 
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Alpha and Omega’s Process Improvement Systems 
At Alpha, T&D process performance improvements are systematically targeted by the 
T&D board of governors and the T&D advisory committees and actively managed 
much the same as T&D development projects are planned and managed. Again, both 
costs and returns are forecasted and tracked for each improvement initiative. 
 
The T&D staff, as supported by others from both inside and outside the organization, 
plans and manages the improvement efforts. 
 
At Omega, things are always in a continuous improvement mode. 
 
One improvement often is locally beneficial but harmful to other parts of the enterprise. 
Many improvements have to be reversed and the short-term damage repaired. 

4 O’clock System Summary 
The T&D Process Improvement System ensures that as needs are uncovered/ 
discovered, they are addressed methodically and rationally, using the best practices of 
good project management, scaled to the project it oversees. 
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Chapter 14: Alpha and Omega 
 
 
This chapter summarizes the T&D leadership at Alpha and Omega. 
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Alpha and Omega 
The T&D leadership approaches at Alpha and Omega vary considerably. 

An Internal Alpha T&D Customer 
My manager sits on an advisory panel that focuses T&D efforts on our critical business 
needs. And they don’t respond with some generic package of content that sounds right. 
We get content that speaks to our specific needs, if it’s a priority across the board! 

An Internal Omega T&D Customer 
My manager and peers are always complaining that we can’t seem to get the right 
training for our needs. We have a huge inventory of generic modules that are supposed 
to help, but most of us ignore them. Its as if they believe that their presentation skills in 
a “book” approach, a one-size-fits-all approach, is adequate. It’s not. We have to really 
raise a fuss to get attention on the right areas. 

An External Alpha Customer 
As an Alpha customer, I appreciate the professionalism of their people. If they don’t 
have answers for me when I call, and they usually do, they typically get them for me 
within two hours, but usually it’s within minutes. They have a fantastic electronic 
performance support system capability. And their customer training is exactly what we 
need from them. I know. I’m on one of their governance and advisory panels. 
 
I recommended that we benchmark them for our own customer support and T&D 
systems, and we found out that they have an electronic support system that goes way 
beyond the needs of customer support alone. It supports all of their employees’ 
information needs for all of their business processes. We were impressed and intrigued. 
I believe we are making plans to borrow their content architecture for an adaptation 
project.  
 
They’ve already blazed a lot of trails and made their fair share of mistakes. As strategic 
partners, they will help us avoid the pitfalls they’ve experienced, and I’m sure we will 
share with them our mistakes as we make our own path. It’s a win-win. 

An External Omega Customer 
I’ve been a customer of Omega for too long. I don’t know where they are wired in to 
our company, but it must be way at the top! They are too slow in their responses to fix 
way too many errors.  
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They can’t give me the information I need, even though they supposedly have this blue-
sky database that contains every piece of information that everyone in their entire 
company needs. But it must be too difficult to access.  
 
When I complain they complain back. They complain that it was never adequately 
covered in their training sessions. They complain that they attend training on such 
generic content that it is not unusual for them to be in the same class with marketing, 
engineering, sales, finance, manufacturing, service, and human resources types. Frankly, 
that cannot be training with a high-level “value add.” Not for me, anyway. 

The HR Executive at Alpha 
As the vice president of HR at Alpha, I can tell you that we could easily spend twice our 
T&D budget on all the obvious opportunities and problems. And believe me, many 
years ago we did. But we learned a long time ago that we could leverage our limited 
resources on the critical few versus the important many if we had a system in place that 
was designed to do just that!  
 
We spend more dollars on the strategic T&D requirements, including support for all the 
new technologies, as well as the fundamentals. But even the fundamentals must show us 
a promise of a return on investment that beats the corporate “hurdle rate.” T&D is no 
different than any other opportunity to invest our dollars on behalf of the shareholder. 

The HR Executive at Omega 
As the vice president of HR at Omega, I spend most of my time focused on T&D 
budget issues. Everyone clamors for more support and money for their T&D needs and 
blames it either on re-engineering projects or the constant stream of change initiatives 
from executive management.  
 
But we have redeveloped the same team-building course 12 times. And that’s just the tip 
of the iceberg. Half of everything we have developed in the last three years we had 
developed previously, or we already are doing so somewhere here in the empire. 

The Top Corporate Executive at Omega* 
As the president of Omega, I worry about spending all kinds of money on people’s 
development and then having them leave. 

The Top Corporate Executive at Alpha* 
As the CEO of Alpha, I worry about not spending all kinds of money on people’s 
development and then having them stay.  
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*With credit to Daniel Burris for this adaptation of his story told in his keynote speech at the 1995 
ISPI conference in Atlanta. 

Alpha and Omega Review 
Which T&D system is driven systematically by its own customers? 

 Alpha or Omega? 
- Alpha has organized its customers to ensure their voice is heard in decision-making. 

 
Which T&D system is focused on the return on investment potential for its efforts and 
products? 

 Alpha or Omega? 
- Alpha prioritizes its efforts based on the potential return. 
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Chapter 15: T&D Leadership 
Systems and Processes 
Summary and Transition 
 
 
This chapter provides a summary for all of the leadership systems and processes. 
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T&D Leadership Systems and Processes Summary 
and Transition 
The T&D Leadership Systems and Processes are the keys to ensuring that the T&D 
resources, always limited, are targeted at business-critical, high-payback areas and are 
not squandered on the latest T&D fads or T&D with mass appeal.  
 
Using our clockface icon, the leadership 
systems include the following processes: 
 

 12 O’clock: T&D Governance and 
Advisory System 
- T&D Governance Process 
- T&D Advisory Process 
 

 1 O’clock: T&D Strategic Planning 
System 
- Enterprise Strategic Plans Surveillance 

Process 
- T&D Strategic Planning Process 

 
Figure 15.1 T&D Systems View Model 

 
 2 O’clock: T&D Operations Planning and Management System 
- Annual Operations Planning and Budgeting Process 
- Quarterly Operations Planning and Budgeting Updates Process 
- Forecasting and Accounting Process 
 

 3 O’clock: T&D Cost/Benefits Measurement System 
- Cost/Benefits Measurement System Design and Deployment Process 
- Ongoing Cost/Benefits Measurement and Feedback Receiving Process 
- T&D Project Lessons Learned Process 
- Results Reporting and Archiving Process 
 

 4 O’clock: T&D Process Improvement System 
- T&D Issues Generation and Assessment Process 
- T&D Improvement Project Planning and Management Process 

Is This Real? 
You have these systems and processes in place right now. They are either formally in 
place and understood or informally done and not well understood.  
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They are either working well or not. They may be articulated and documented or not. 
They may be in control or not. But one way or another, these systems and processes are 
a portion of what it takes to run a T&D system.  
 
Unfortunately for the enterprise shareholders, most T&D systems are out of control or 
just not in enough control.  
 
There is often a lack of clarity regarding the T&D processes in place that need to be 
directed. Most T&D systems are missing a unifying model to tie their various systems 
together. Without the T&D Governance and Advisory System, the resources and efforts of 
the T&D system may never have a significant return on investment and/or economic 
value add potential.  
 
The T&D organization, left to its own to respond to the many squeaky wheels within 
the enterprise, may be making more political decisions than business decisions. It may 
have no choice. There are too many no-win decisions that have to be faced, and there 
will always be constituents that will lose out in any decision-making process.  
 
There are too many parochial number one priorities across the complex, organizational 
landscape. T&D needs to be directed by the enterprise leaders to ensure that it has only 
one number one priority, one number two priority, etc.  
 
Without a T&D Strategic Planning System work gets done, but there is no strategic rhyme 
or reason. It’s just one reactionary “one-off” after the next that never gets ahead of the 
curve. The T&D Strategic Planning System gets T&D ahead of the curve and focuses 
resources on things with future high value instead of work that was important in the 
past or just currently important. 
 
Without a T&D Operations Planning and Management System work gets done, but there are 
no long-term targets driving what gets attention and what does not. It’s business as 
usual in a time when the external forces reshaping the world make it anything but usual. 
 
Without a T&D Cost/Benefits Measurement System work gets done, but there is no 
understanding of the returns for those investment efforts. Total costs are not tracked. 
Only partial costs are tracked, automatically inflating the return on investment. 
 
Without a T&D Process Improvement System work gets done, but there is no systematic 
learning nor systematic improvement. There is no control over where the next 
improvement dollar is spent. Imagine spending thousands, or hundreds of thousands, of 
dollars improving T&D systems that are being replaced next quarter by other 
evolutions. 
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All of these leadership systems and processes are there for one critical reason: to direct 
and resource the core T&D processes to produce products and services of high-
payback value to the enterprise. We’ll now cover those core processes. 
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Chapter 16: Introduction to the 
T&D Core Systems and 
Processes 
 
 
This chapter provides an overview of the core systems and processes of a T&D 
function. Succeeding chapters in this section will delve into more details. 
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T&D Core Systems Introduction 
Core systems and processes are the central focus of any function. They are the 
processes that deliver the really meaningful products and services. A T&D system is in 
business to do these core things. These are the key means to the key ends. The end goal 
is the successful enterprise operation and sufficient return on investment and economic 
value add from the core T&D systems and processes. 
 

 
Figure 16.1 T&D Systems View Model 

 
The T&D core systems and processes include the following three positions on the T&D 
Systems View Model clockface (see Figure 16.1): 

 5 O’clock: T&D Product and Service Line Design System 
 6 O’clock: T&D Product and Service Line Development/Acquisition System 
 7 O’clock: T&D Product and Service Line Deployment System 

 
A brief introduction follows for each of the T&D core systems and processes.  
 

 5 O’clock: T&D Product and Service Line Design System – This system’s processes 
organize the efforts to systematically define the performance-based T&D product 
line architecture designs and the T&D service line required to deploy those T&D 
products to the appropriate learners for high-payback and critical business needs 
instead of medium- and low-importance needs. 

 
 6 O’clock: T&D Product and Service Line Development/Acquisition System – This system’s 
processes organize the efforts to build, buy and use, or buy and modify T&D 
consistent with the performance-based requirements and the T&D product line 
architecture designs, as well as the services necessary to meet the high-payback, 
critical business needs. 
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 7 O’clock: T&D Product and Service Line Deployment System – This system’s processes 
organize the operations of the T&D distribution channels, including traditional 
instructor-led, group-paced classroom deliveries; Web site delivery systems; CD-
ROM; CBT modes; etc. All of the deployment media and methods that are feasible 
for the enterprise are utilized as appropriate to the awareness, knowledge, and skill-
building content being deployed. 

 
These systems and processes are at the core of what T&D is on the payroll to 
accomplish.  
 
ISD professionals, in collaboration with their customers, figure out the need, then build 
or acquire it, implement it, and continuously deploy it. They also make sure that there 
are significant enterprise issues being addressed and that the shareholders’ needs are 
served for return on investment and economic value add, or they don’t start it in the 
first place. 
 
T&D should help the enterprise identify, assess, prioritize, and address only the 
significant problems and opportunities, whether shareholder driven, regulatory driven, 
customer driven, competition driven, employee driven, supplier driven, or community 
driven. 
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Chapter 17: 5 O’clock: T&D 
Product and Service Line Design 
System 
 
 
This chapter presents the system and processes for architecting, or systems 
engineering, the T&D product line and service line prior to the start of any actual 
development (or purchase) activities. 
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5 O’clock: T&D Product and Service Line Design 
System 

T&D Processes 
 5.1: T&D Product and Service Line 
Program Management Process 

 
 5.2: T&D Product Line Design Process 

 
 5.3: T&D Service Line Design Process 

Principle 
T&D products and services have value to 
the enterprise when they focus on helping 
humans achieve high levels of performance 
in their job tasks within critical enterprise 
processes. Learning to perform, via 
appropriate T&D, is but one of many means 
to that end. 

 

 
Figure 17.1 T&D Systems View Model  

Overview 
This system’s processes organize and conduct the efforts to “systematically engineer” or 
“architect” the performance-based T&D product lines that make sense 
“programmatically.” 
 
There are many potential T&D targets within an enterprise. Many are important. Few 
are absolutely critical. Few enterprises are in a current state of self-actualizing and have 
enough time and dollars to “spray and pray” or “oil all of the squeaky wheels” when it 
comes to T&D. Resources are always scarce, and there are always more problems and 
opportunities that you could, rather than should, address. 
 
This system should use a reputable ISD approach to systematically define the 
performance-enabling awareness, knowledge, and skills; assess any existing T&D that 
the shareholder has already invested in; and then architect or systems engineer the T&D 
product line (and the T&D service line if nonproduct “services” are intended to be 
made available). The process produces a curriculum architecture and service line 
program management system. Product and service priorities for high-payback and 
critical business needs should be quickly, but carefully, identified and quantified.  
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Only those enterprise needs of highest impact in terms of return on investment and 
economic value add should be addressed, and only at the appropriate time given that 
there would probably be more efforts than just “training.” While the final list of 
medium and low priorities may be someone else’s highest priority, maybe even their 
number one priority, that does not make it right to address from an enterprisewide 
view. But the high priorities may be numerous, and some may need an integrated, 
program management effort to conduct many projects simultaneously. 
 
Also, the elements of any business process are more than just the human knowledge 
and skill required. There are other factors that cause or inhibit performance, and some 
T&D professionals are in a great position to help the enterprise managers and 
executives see what the other gaps are in critical enterprise processes so that they may 
guide and resource noninstructional intervention development and deployment efforts 
to address them. Maybe a process and a tool needs to be improved, and no training is 
really needed! Or maybe both instructional and noninstructional interventions will be 
needed, making all projects more independent and complex. 
 
Only those potential knowledge-/skill-deficient targets with high-payback, via increased 
revenues and/or reductions in costs and cycle time, should be planned, resourced, and 
managed. Only those targets that are critically important to the enterprise in the short 
and/or long term should be funded. No low-hanging fruit T&D projects/products 
should ever be addressed. 
 
There is no reason to do otherwise from a shareholder view of where to strategically 
place their bets. When the bets are placed, the T&D system needs to be able to handle a 
complex load of projects and activities. 

T&D Process 5.1: T&D Product and Service Line Program 
Management Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Product and Service Line Program Management Process oversees the effort 
to determine, across the enterprise, which T&D priorities to address. The decisions 
made as to which of the highest priorities from the various units/segments of the 
enterprise should be addressed, and in what order, are the province of the governance 
and advisory group. This process interacts with the Governance and Advisory System 
and responds, perhaps planning and implementing over a multiyear period, depending 
on the complexity of the enterprise. 
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Process Description 
The T&D Product and Service Line Program Management Process exists to determine 
the sequence of projects to address specific performance-based needs, with available 
T&D resources based on the prioritized, critical enterprise needs. 
 
No target audience should be addressed because it’s their turn. Only address those 
target audiences that are in mission-critical processes and are experiencing performance 
issues or are expected to have performance issues where the cost of nonconformance 
(CONC) is large, and the cost of conformance (COC) suggests return on investment 
that is sufficient compared to the enterprise hurdle rates and other opportunities. 
 
There is no sense in spending shareholder equity, future profits (or investment dollars), 
for low-payback returns. You wouldn’t invest your own money that way. 
 
If the T&D system is supporting a Knowledge Management System, human 
competency effort, or ERP systems, it should deliberately populate such a system for 
“push” audiences only.  
 
A “push” audience is one for which the T&D Governance and Advisory System 
specifically targets and resources T&D efforts to address an issue of sufficient 
magnitude. If T&D expenditures are to become investments with significant payback, 
the leaders of the enterprise need to deliberately identify these targets and then resource 
the efforts for T&D to carry out. 
 
All T&D efforts for development and delivery should be for “push” audiences only, 
and all T&D content should be built specifically for them. T&D content is expensive in 
terms of both its initial costs and its life-cycle costs. But design and development can be 
done in such a way that T&D content chunks, also known as learning objects (as well as 
other names), are made available to “pull” audiences at a minimal incremental cost. 
Never should the typically constrained resources of an enterprise be invested in the low-
hanging fruit of meeting the lower-payback needs of “pull” audiences. 
 
The T&D staff assigned to this process collaborates with advisory groups representing 
their functions and any of their “owned” enterprise processes. Functions, such as sales 
or finance, own certain systems and processes that include players from multiple 
functions. Examples include engineers involved in sales-owned proposal and bid 
process, or sales reps and engineers involved in finance-owned expense reimbursement 
process. The various T&D product and service lines are determined by addressing these 
constituencies as reflected in the advisory group structure. See Figures 9-2, 9-3, and 9-4. 
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Advisory groups could be structured as simply as marketing and sales, engineering, 
manufacturing, staff, and management. As always, it depends. Look at your organization 
chart. Then take similar disciplines (such as accountant, engineers, writers), organize 
them into learning communities, and establish a T&D advisory committee. 
 
The advisory groups are facilitated in this process to make their case to the board of 
governors as to what T&D efforts should take place, and provide business cases for 
each of their requests. The T&D board of governors will allocate the limited resources 
at their disposal to maximize returns. The board of governors may have provided input 
initially to the advisory groups as to their role in upcoming/ongoing enterprise 
initiatives and where to focus their own investigations. 
 
This approach helps to meet the current issues of the enterprise as well as to prepare the 
enterprise for its future, based on inputs from the functional process owners.  
 
Current issues and strategic needs should always get all of the resources, very 
deliberately, as determined by the Governance and Advisory System. This process 
works the T&D side of the collaboration and feeds it. 

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Product and Service Line Program Management 
Process include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

A list of prioritized T&D 
project targets with CONC 
and COC figures from 
each advisory group 

This will enable the Governance and Advisory 
System to make rational business decisions as to 
where to “strategically place their bets.” 

A final priority list of target 
projects for T&D to address 

These are the marching orders for the T&D system 
for either product/service line design projects 
and/or product development efforts. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Product and Service Line Program Management Process may be broken if 

 Projects undertaken by the T&D system are not the most critical to the enterprise. 
 Return on investment and economic value add forecasts do not exist or suggest a 
low-payback for the efforts. 

 You’ve spent hundreds of thousands of dollars to develop/acquire generic content, 
e.g., time management and communications skills, when strategic and/or critical 
enterprise initiatives have been underresourced in the past. 
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 No project management portfolio exists. 
 The portfolio is not aligned with business or T&D organization strategy. 
 The portfolio is not logical, and it doesn’t align with functions and/or management’s 
model of business. 

Process Summary 
The T&D Product and Service Line Program Management Process ensures that all 
T&D product development efforts are targeted for significant payback areas.  
 
Systematic efforts are made, involving all members of the T&D Governance and 
Advisory Processes, to better ensure sufficient return on investment and economic 
value add for all T&D projects and programs, and that those metrics are the drivers for 
making the tough allocation decisions. 
 
Next, we’ll look at the process to design the T&D product line. 

T&D Process 5.2: T&D Product Line Design Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Product Line Design Process is a macro-ISD process. It is a systematic 
process for conducting the project planning, performance and enabling analysis, 
macrodesign of T&D, and prioritization of any product line gaps. It is very different 
from traditional ISD processes that develop only a course (or an e-learning module) as a 
“one-off” effort. 

Process Description 
The T&D Product Line Design Process should look at the total needs of the critical 
target audience(s) to architect the product line and reuse content chunks where 
appropriate to save large sums of money, time, and effort for both initial development 
costs and life-cycle costs for administration and maintenance. 
 
The T&D Product Line Design Process designs the entire T&D product line. It does 
this incrementally by target audience(s), one at a time (or several in parallel), by 
systematically analyzing the critical performers within critical business processes.  
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Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Product Line Design Process include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

T&D product architecture 
for a target audience and 
priority gaps in that 
architecture 

Provides a blueprint for process performance 
improvement via human enhancement of 
knowledge and skills. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Product Line Design Process may be broken if  

 T&D efforts are “one-offs” and not part of a comprehensive effort to understand 
the total, critical needs of targeted audiences and address those high-payback needs 
on a priority basis. 

 “Chunks”/products don’t maximize potential for appropriate reuse. 
 There are gaps in critical content. 
 There is redundant content between T&D products. 
 T&D products don’t directly target performance and impact performance adequately. 
 Key, critical jobs do not have a logical menu and path for career development—
members of key target audiences don’t know what T&D to complete in what order. 

 Your product offerings don’t align with critical, high-payback business/T&D 
strategies and needs. 

Process Summary 
The T&D Product Line Design Process architects or engineers the product line using a 
reusable content chunk (object) strategy in a systematic manner. Priority gaps, in that 
architecture, are then targeted to be addressed in the system and processes of 6 o’clock, 
covered in Chapter 18. 
 
The T&D Product Line Design Process creates an architecture of modularized T&D 
subassemblies and products where shareable and unique modules of content are used to 
create performance-based T&D products (courses; workshops; structured, on-the-job 
training; CBT programs; book reading assignments; project assignments; etc.).  
 
The T&D Product Line Design Process creates a systems view of the target audiences 
and learning platforms designed to maximize use of “common components/content 
modules.”  
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The intent is to define and design the entire architecture of all of the T&D products 
that could be, so that critical, high-payback business strategies and needs drive the 
prioritization of the T&D that should be, and the T&D organization can be resourced 
appropriately to manage the system’s processes and develop or acquire the T&D that 
will be. 
 
Next, we’ll look at the process to design the T&D service line. 

T&D Process 5.3: T&D Service Line Design Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Service Line Design Process is similar to the previous process, except that it 
macrodesigns the nonproduct T&D service line. Those services might include 
performance improvement consultation, executive and manager coaching, job redesign, 
etc. (depending on the capabilities of the T&D system’s personnel skills and the 
intentions of the T&D Governance and Advisory System). A nonproduct service is not 
a “widget,” such as a course, book, video, attendance at a seminar, etc. It could be 
something such as a “coaching service” that is provided to new supervisors. 

Process Description 
The T&D Service Line Design Process approaches the need for other-than-product 
needs best met by the T&D resources versus other functions/organizations (TQM, 
industrial engineering, etc.). For example, “executive coaching or mentoring” is a service 
and not a product. Conducting a needs analysis is also a service and not a product. 
 
All of the potential nonproduct service offerings are determined and approved by the 
T&D Governance and Advisory System before being built or bought via this process. 

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Service Line Design Process include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

T&D service architecture 
and priority gaps in that 
architecture 

Allows the T&D Governance and Advisory System 
insight into the other potential offerings needed by 
the enterprise for their resource allocation decision 
processes. 
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Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Service Line Design Process may be broken if  

 Portions of the enterprise are complaining of a lack of needed services from T&D or 
are recommending/demanding them. 

 T&D efforts are “one-offs” and not part of a comprehensive effort to understand 
the total, critical needs of targeted audiences, and then address and meet those high-
payback needs in a priority basis. 

 T&D services don’t directly target performance improvement. 
 Service offerings don’t align with critical, high-payback business/T&D strategies and 
needs. 

Process Summary 
The T&D Service Line Design Process determines the needs for high-payback, 
nonproduct services from the T&D system. 

Alpha and Omega’s T&D Product and Service Line Design 
Systems  
At Alpha, the performance-based T&D product line is systematically designed to 
address the performance of the critical processes and is targeted to specific, primary 
target audiences. 
 
Each critical T&D target audience has a T&D path or menu (depending on the nature 
of the job). T&D is pushed to these critical audiences, with many offerings mandated (for 
either participation or testing, or both). 
 
The T&D products themselves are composed of core, shareable, and unique content 
objects to save overall life-cycle costs, reduce cycle times for development, and help 
“commonize” concepts, language, and models across the entire enterprise.  
 
The chunking strategy used prior to development or acquisition also facilitates some 
needs of pull audiences, to even further generate return on investment. 
 
At Omega, new T&D is brought on board on demand. The thousands of T&D 
offerings are posted on the corporate intranet to enable learners easy access with search 
capabilities.  
 
There is no defined path or menu, as that was deemed too old style and command and 
control oriented. Each learner is faced with endless opportunities to learn whatever they 
each feel is important to their needs. 
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They are opportunity rich and overwhelmed. 

5 O’clock System Summary 
The three processes of the T&D Product and Service Line Design System are needed to 
define and architect or engineer the T&D product and service line in a very deliberate, 
systematic manner to ensure that the various stakeholders of the enterprise are served as 
optimally across the entire enterprise (or major business units) as the key leaders deem 
appropriate.  
 
The three processes of this system are 

 5.1: T&D Product and Service Line Program Management Process 
 5.2: T&D Product Line Design Process 
 5.3: T&D Service Line Design Process 

 
The three processes within this system deliberately organize to and then analyze the 
needs of the enterprise for T&D products and services in a priority-driven manner, and 
then macrodesign the solution set of products and/or services to meet the needs of the 
enterprise.  
 
There are simply too many needs, some with high-payback promise and many with  
low-, zero-, or negative-payback promise. The goal is to address the most critical needs 
first, and to never address many of the other, lower priority, lower payback needs. 
 
Besides T&D products, there could be service offerings from the T&D system, such as 
performance improvement consultation, executive and manager coaching, mentoring, 
job redesign, etc. 
 
The many processes of the T&D Product and Service Line Design System define and 
control the large-scale, business-critical T&D programs (multiproject), as well as the 
small-scale, individual projects/products to develop or acquire. These are the T&D 
products and services that are “by design” intended to be offered and rendered in the 
internal enterprise marketplace to key customer groups.  
 
Every target audience will not necessarily get the focused treatment of the processes 
within the system of 5 o’clock—at least not if return on investment and economic value 
add are part of the allocation/decision process. Only the needs of “push” audiences 
should be resourced, and then are built to also meet some of the needs of “pull” 
audiences with low incremental cost. 
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The T&D Product and Service Line Design System’s processes also define the high-
priority, critical T&D services that must be developed or acquired to support key 
customer strategies and tactics. Not every service provided to the enterprise by the 
T&D organization has to be strictly T&D oriented. The decisions made need to be 
conscious, business-oriented decisions, agreed to and approved by the T&D board of 
governors. 
 
Next, we’ll review 6 O’clock: The T&D Product and Service Line Development/ 
Acquisition System, where these designs are brought to reality through internal 
development, external (outsourced) development, or by acquiring (and perhaps 
modifying) the appropriate T&D materials already available in the T&D marketplace. 
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Chapter 18: 6 O’clock: T&D 
Product and Service Line 
Development/Acquisition 
System 
 
 
This chapter presents the system and processes necessary to actually build or buy 
the T&D products and services, as approved and funded by the T&D 
Governance and Advisory System. 
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6 O’clock: T&D Product and Service Line 
Development/Acquisition System 

T&D Processes 
 6.1: T&D Product and Service Line 
Development and Acquisition Program 
Management Process 

 
 6.2: T&D Custom Development Process 

 
 6.3: T&D Purchased Product Acquisition 
Process 

 
 6.4: T&D Purchased Product 
Modification Process 

 
 6.5: Existing T&D Maintenance Process 

 

 
Figure 18.1 T&D Systems View Model 

Principle  
Properly designed, performance-based T&D meets current needs and is more robust to 
future changes to better minimize total life-cycle costs. 

Overview 
This system’s processes organize the efforts to build, buy and use, or buy and modify, 
and then maintain T&D consistent with the performance-based requirements and the 
T&D product line architecture designs. These expensive efforts are always done in 
order to meet only the high-payback, critical business needs of the enterprise, not every 
need uncovered. 
 
If they are cost-conscious at all, too many T&D organizations still focus on minimizing 
initial development costs. They typically don’t understand the life-cycle costs. 
 
They would serve the shareholders/owners better if they were focused on reducing 
overall life-cycle costs. Life-cycle costs include first costs for development and 
implementation, but they also include operating costs as well as maintenance costs for 
all T&D systems and processes and each product or service. There is tremendous 
pressure in the T&D world to reduce costs or increase cost-efficiency.  
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Increasing the value of T&D interventions requires investments. Investment costs (all 
costs) need to be compared to the potential returns (all returns)—to determine return 
on investment. Then business decisions need to be made. 
 
The opportunity to spend the enterprise’s limited capital resources, entrusted to T&D in 
terms of the people, facilities, equipment, materials, and budget provided by the 
organization, always needs to be compared to the return on investment opportunities 
everywhere in the enterprise.  
 
This issue is not unique to T&D products. Many companies have problems and/or 
opportunities to reduce costs by using common processes, systems, and 
tools/techniques. The auto industry faced this need back in the late 1970s and ’80s and 
then changed their production and operations methods based on a theory of 
commonization of both their processes and systems. This is not very different from 
standardizing the “flint lock” system for rifles two hundred years ago. 
 
Today, enterprisewide resource planning (ERP) systems intend to capitalize on 
information technology (IT) capability and will facilitate the data capture, storage, 
reporting, and retrieval needs of almost everyone in the organization.  
 
Knowledge Management Systems (KMS) can also utilize this data to better facilitate 
organizational development, hopefully as a means to either increase revenues and/or 
reduce costs, resulting in improved operations and better capability in meeting the 
future challenges of the enterprise. 

T&D Process 6.1: T&D Product and Service Line Development 
and Acquisition Program Management Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Product and Service Line Development and Acquisition Program 
Management Process, much as the first process within 5 o’clock, is intended to 
deliberately control the multiple efforts for development and acquisition for putting 
high-priority, high-payback T&D products and services in place. 
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Process Description 
The T&D Product and Service Line Development and Acquisition Program 
Management Process provides the program-level command and control (and targeted 
empowerment) that is very necessary in this Internet-speed world in which we live. 
Command and control does not necessarily need to proceed and operate in slow motion 
if the processes are well specified, defined, and developed.  
 
Too much is at stake and “haste makes waste.” The need to avoid waste, of course, has 
to be balanced with the need for rapid responses to meet fast-moving issues and needs.  
 
Just as our personal lives move fairly rapidly in today’s world, we probably do not 
subscribe to the notion that “whatever, whenever, however” is okay when it comes to 
our house purchase, life savings and retirement investment strategies, where our kids go 
to school and college, and what kind of training and car we put our new 16-year-old 
drivers in before anxiously waving goodbye as they drive off to pick up their friends for 
an evening of cruising. 
 
And so it goes for the not-so-minor investments in human competence development 
needed to deal with current issues and/or move the enterprise forward. 
 
Assuming that the number of T&D products and services to either develop, acquire, 
modify, or maintain is large, careful control is necessary to safeguard both the 
shareholders’ and other stakeholders’ interests.  
 
T&D is very expensive. Initial costs can be very high. Life-cycle costs are too often an 
afterthought in many situations and are also very expensive. You not only need to ask 
“if we build it, will they come?” but also “if we build it, can we maintain it?” And then 
ask, “What does that do to return on investment and economic value add?” 
 
The same is true for services as well as products. Why build it if you’re not willing to 
project future needed life-cycle costs for maintenance and administration? Too often 
T&D is built or acquired without the due diligence of asking what else have we 
purposely or inadvertently signed ourselves up for in terms of costs over the long haul. 
 
Shareholders would be both against past practices and angry if they truly understood the 
history of our oblivion. This process ensures that this problem is minimized, as nothing 
is perfect in a non-zero defect world, according to the statisticians. 
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Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Product and Service Line Development and 
Acquisition Program Management Process include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Portfolio/program plans for 
developing and updating 
T&D content, reusing 
“content chunks” as 
appropriate 

• For program/project management plans and 
budgets. 

• For ongoing deployment after pilot-testing. 

Portfolio/program plans for 
purchasing T&D content 

• For program/project management plans and 
budgets. 

• For ongoing deployment after pilot-testing and 
modification (as the license agreement permits 
with the copyright holder). 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Product and Service Line Development and Acquisition Program 
Management Process may be broken if 

 You can’t measure positive return on investment and economic value add actuals 
against plans for T&D products/services. 

 T&D product and service development is being done because someone internal to 
the T&D system thinks it’s a good idea—the T&D portfolio is not being managed. 

 T&D products and services developed aren’t maintained due to T&D resource 
constraints. 

 Resources are not reallocated as needed based on changes in business direction. 
 You don’t know what to work on next if a project is completed early. 
 Projects are not sequenced to take appropriate advantage of synergies (e.g., similar 
content/subject matter experts between projects). 

Process Summary 
The T&D Product and Service Line Development and Acquisition Program 
Management Process is intended to deliberately control the development and 
acquisition processes to put high-priority, high-payback T&D products and services into 
place, across many target audiences. It creates a portfolio of projects. 
 
It’s either that or “whatever, whenever, however.” And that’s no way to run an 
enterprise. Even if the enterprise were in a position for self-actualizing, it’s a temporary 
situation at best in today’s world. 
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We believe that it’s still a business decision, even for a learning organization. 
 
We hope you do as well.  
 
Next, we’ll review the T&D Custom Development process, where traditional ISD 
happens. This could be for one of the many projects within the Development/ 
Acquisition Program Management portfolio that we just covered. 

T&D Process 6.2: T&D Custom Development Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Custom Development Process is a formal ISD process to develop 
performance-based T&D or, minimally, performance-relevant awareness, knowledge, 
and skills. This process can be done via insourcing, outsourcing, or a combination of 
the two. 
 
Anything other than a formal process to develop performance-based T&D is equivalent 
to taking enterprise dollars and burning them in the headquarters’ parking lot, which is 
actually cheaper than building ill-advised T&D. It’s those other costs for deployment 
and other life-cycle costs that we could then avoid, which only add to the shareholder 
loss. 

Process Description 
The T&D Custom Development Process builds 
custom training & development, as opposed to 
purchasing a T&D product for deployment.  
 
The T&D could take the form of group-paced;  
self-paced; or structured, on-the-job training.  
 
The ISD process generally known as ADDIE is used 
to build T&D. ADDIE is akin to almost any “new 
product development process” model used today in 
many enterprises and in many development-oriented 
functions. See Figure 18.2.  

Figure 18.2 The Traditional 
ISD Model: ADDIE  
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Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Custom Development Process include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

T&D product “masters” for 
ongoing deployment 
(composed of content 
chunks) 

• These are the products of the overall T&D 
product line. 

• The chunks, either shareable or unique, reduce 
overall life-cycle costs for the product and the 
entire T&D product line. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Custom Development Process could be broken if your 

 T&D does not meet the established objectives for transferring awareness, knowledge, 
or skills to the target audiences. 

 T&D development efforts are somewhat ad hoc, not in control, and not predictable 
in terms of their eventual costs or cycle times. 

 T&D development does not design and build appropriately reusable “chunks” of 
content for sharing with other target audiences. 

Process Summary 
The T&D Custom Development Process develops T&D product offerings.  
 
These could be group-paced; self-paced; and structured, on-the-job training. The 
offerings should be performance-based or, minimally, performance relevant. T&D 
products can deploy and create awareness, knowledge, and skills in their target 
audiences.  
 
Next, we’ll review the T&D Purchased Product Acquisition Process, where T&D is 
bought, not built. 

T&D Process 6.3: T&D Purchased Product Acquisition Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Purchased Product Acquisition Process is a formal process to buy T&D for 
use as is or for modification prior to use or deployment. 
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Process Description 
The T&D Purchased Product Acquisition Process is similar to the last process, where 
T&D built its T&D products.  
 
This process also uses the ADDIE model, but only as a starting point. The major 
difference in the T&D Purchased Product Acquisition Process is that in ADDIE’s step 
three, development, the T&D is bought instead of built. Buying is cheaper, but may get 
you generic content, missing the “how to apply this in my job setting” spin. 
 
Therefore, to make decisions rapidly and correctly, your ADDIE-type process needs to 
be designed to accommodate a build or buy development approach. 
 
The next process is where any modifications that need to be made to the purchased 
T&D happen. If the target audiences’ needs specifications cannot be met exactly with 
the purchased product, then modifications may be needed, if legally doable. Sometimes 
all you can do is buy a T&D product and augment it with other T&D versus modify it.  
 
It all depends on what you bought and the terms and conditions of that sale. Do the 
“legal thing,” please. 

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Purchased Product Acquisition Process are the same as 
for the prior process and include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Purchased/licensed T&D 
products for ongoing 
deployment 

These are some of the products of the overall T&D 
product line. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Purchased Product Acquisition Process may be broken if 

 T&D bought often doesn’t make the grade in terms of creating the awareness, 
knowledge, and skills as measured in the target audiences during/after the T&D 
deployment. 

 It takes too long evaluating and deciding on “low-value return”/“low-hanging fruit” 
T&D that you could simply purchase. 
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Process Summary 
The T&D Purchased Product Acquisition Process is a rational business process needed 
to safeguard the shareholders and other enterprise stakeholders. It needs to reflect the 
principles and practices of good ISD. 
 
Next, let’s review the process to modify purchased T&D, as necessary to the situation.  

T&D Process: 6.4: T&D Purchased Product Modification 
Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Purchased Product Modification Process is a formal process used to make 
modifications or augmentations to purchased products, depending on the legalities of 
making modifications to copyrighted content, per the terms and conditions of the 
purchase. 

Process Description 
The T&D Purchased Product Modification Process needs to practice good ISD. This is 
where any T&D bought that isn’t a good enough fit can be modified to better meet the 
specific needs of the enterprise’s target audiences.  
 
This is also where custom case studies might be built to augment and support the 
purchased product. In the “modular/object oriented/chunked” world of both  
e-learning (electronic) and some traditional learning design philosophies, modifying or 
augmenting existing T&D may or may not be a big deal. As always, it depends. Here it 
depends on the terms and conditions of the sale of that purchased product. 
 
After the rework (adds, deletes, and modifications), a full pilot test is conducted, and 
then postpilot revisions are made as needed. Next, determine and document the lessons 
learned, call it a project, and get on to the next priority effort. 
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Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Purchased Product Modification Process include the 
following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

T&D products for ongoing 
deployment 

These are the products of the overall T&D product 
line. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Purchased Product Modification Process may be broken if 

 You have/have had any legal issues (lawsuits, complaints, or future risks) resulting 
from making modifications to copyrighted T&D materials. 

 The cycle times and costs for making modifications are not reliably predictable. 
 T&D bought and modified often doesn’t make the grade in terms of creating the 
awareness, knowledge, and skills as measured in their target audiences during/after 
the T&D deployment. 

Process Summary 
The T&D Purchased Product Modification Process is an ISD process that takes the 
T&D that is bought, as well as the front-end data from the planning and analysis efforts, 
and completes the ISD process by reworking the “bought” materials (always within the 
legal restrictions of the copyright law and any agreements with that copyright owner).  
 
Next, we’ll look at the process to maintain existing T&D. 

T&D Process 6.5: Existing T&D Maintenance Process 

Process Purpose 
The Existing T&D Maintenance Process allows any existing T&D product to be 
updated as needed. It employs sound ISD processes. It uses the original project data, as 
available, and revalidates that before moving forward with updates.  

Process Description 
The Existing T&D Maintenance Process is equivalent to the product development 
process. It can move more quickly through its phases and tasks, because it may simply 
need to validate data rather than create data. 
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Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the Existing T&D Maintenance Process include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

T&D products for ongoing 
deployment 

These are the updated products of the overall T&D 
product line. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your Existing T&D Maintenance Process may be broken if 

 T&D products are still being deployed that are in need of updating. 
 Updating cycle times and costs cannot be reasonably predicted. 
 You never stop updating. 
 Maintenance is not a resourced, prioritized project effort. 

Process Summary 
The Existing T&D Maintenance Process needs to practice good ISD. It needs to be a 
process in control. It needs to be directed by the T&D Governance and Advisory 
System to meet the highest priority needs of the enterprise.  
 
Note: An alternative to maintenance is always deletion from the product line. If the 
costs of keeping, deploying, or maintaining T&D are greater than its returns to the 
enterprise, it is a drain on shareholder equity and should be dropped. It is a “money 
loser” despite there being real audiences for the product. It is still a business decision, 
even for a learning organization. 

Alpha and Omega’s Product and Service Line 
Development/Acquisition Systems 
At Alpha, professionals employ updated, systematic ISD methods to quickly generate 
performance-impacting T&D in chunks that facilitate both its proactive deployment 
(push) to the designated “push” target audiences and its access for “pull” audiences. 
 
Templates are used for planning, analysis, design, development, and pilot testing. 
 
All critical offerings are fully tested prior to release. 
 
At Omega, teams rapidly develop prototype content and updates in quick, successive 
rounds to shorten the development cycles and hold down costs. 
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Every project is a one-off and nothing built previously is used, resulting in redundant 
content that further increases life-cycle maintenance costs. As a result, out-of-date 
content exists and competes with new-build projects for the generous but limited 
budget provided by Omega management. 
 
Testing is done when the offering goes live. Improvements are done continuously based 
on the feedback systems available with the learning management system (LMS) 
purchased. 

6 O’clock System Summary 
The five processes of the T&D Product and Service Line Development/Acquisition 
System develop and acquire T&D products consistent with the directives of the T&D 
Governance and Advisory System. 
 
The five processes of this system are 

 6.1: T&D Product and Service Line Development and Acquisition Program 
Management Process 

 6.2: T&D Custom Development Process 
 6.3: T&D Purchased Product Acquisition Process 
 6.4: T&D Purchased Product Modification Process 
 6.5: Existing T&D Maintenance Process 

 
These processes ensure that the product and service lines of the T&D system are 
appropriate to the high-priority, high-payback problems and opportunities of the 
enterprise, as seen by the T&D Governance and Advisory System. 
 
It’s not about e-learning, or the next breakthrough, or the next fad. It’s not about ISD. 
It’s not about content. It’s about enterprise process performance and return on 
investment and economic value add. That’s how score should be kept: on return on 
investment and economic value add terms. Everything else is either a distraction or just 
the latest set of smoke and mirrors. 
 
Next, we’ll view the 7 O’clock: Product and Service Line Deployment System. 
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Chapter 19: 7 O’clock: T&D 
Product and Service Line 
Deployment System 
 
 
This chapter presents the system and processes necessary for delivering T&D to 
its customers. 
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7 O’clock: T&D Product and Service Line Deployment 
System 

T&D Processes 
 7.1: T&D Master Materials Storage 
and Retrieval Process 

 
 7.2: T&D Master Materials Change 
Management Process 

 
 7.3: T&D Scheduling Process 

 
 7.4: T&D Facilitator and Coach 
Development and Certification 
Process 

 

 

 
Figure 19.1 T&D Systems View Model 

 7.5: Facilitator-led T&D Deployment Process 
 

 7.6: Self-paced T&D Deployment Process 
 

 7.7: Coached/Mentored T&D Deployment Process 

Principle  
Audiences, customers, shareholders, and stakeholders shape the way T&D is deployed. 
One method and one size do not fit all situational needs. 

Overview 
This system’s processes organize the operations of the T&D distribution channels, 
including traditional instructor-led, group-paced classroom deliveries, but also Web site 
delivery systems; CD-ROM; CBT modes; structured, coached, or mentored delivery; 
paper-based delivery; and all other delivery channels. T&D services may be delivered via 
people and nonpeople-based mechanisms, or a combination of the two in a blend. 
 
All of the methods and media that are feasible within the enterprise and for the specific 
target audiences need to be considered when making the packaging decisions in the 
prior systems (5 o’clock and 6 o’clock). In this system (at 7 o’clock), the packaged 
content is stored, maintained, and used for delivery. 
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Now let’s look at each of the seven processes that compose this system. 

T&D Process 7.1: T&D Master Materials Storage and Retrieval 
Process  

Process Purpose 
The T&D Master Materials Storage and Retrieval Process stores all material masters for 
access by developers and delivery staff. 

Process Description 
Deployment staff will need the masters to deploy the T&D, whether paper masters or 
electronic masters. 
 
Development staff may need to update content, and delivery and/or administrative staff 
will pull those master materials (depending on the deployment channel used for delivery 
that impacts content packaging) to reproduce learner materials and instructor/facilitator 
materials used in the delivery. 
 
Development staff may also need to pull materials for reuse purposes with other target 
audiences and for reuse in other T&D Events. If the content is being deployed over the 
Internet or intranet, the original masters (used for uploading into those systems) are still 
archived in this system. 
 
Version control is a key issue. A key question to ask is whether or not the materials 
could or should be used during the update process. Obviously, content that deals with 
laws, regulations, and codes that have changed should be taken out of the loop until 
updated. Content that deals with new concepts and thoughts needs less rigor. As always, 
it depends.  
 
The voice of the T&D Governance and Advisory System needs to be heard, as well as 
any “T&D content product line manager” who can best make the appropriate decision 
as to what risks exist and what to do about them. 
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Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Master Materials Storage and Retrieval Process include 
the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Available T&D products for 
ongoing deployment 

These are the products of the overall T&D 
product line and their subassemblies. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Master Materials Storage and Retrieval Process may be broken if 

 It is too difficult to retrieve material masters for updating or deployment purposes. 
 It is too difficult to access current content to attempt reuse. 
 Materials are used in deployment when the intent should have been to make them 
unavailable during updates. 

 There is no version control of material masters that ensures all materials are up to 
date. 

Process Summary 
The T&D Master Materials Storage and Retrieval Process archives/keeps all of the 
current material masters needed to support ongoing deployment of the T&D. It handles 
all materials appropriate to the delivery/deployment channels being used, and functions 
as the central storage repository of material masters to facilitate content updating/ 
maintenance needs. 
 
Next, we’ll view the T&D Master Materials Change Management Process, where the 
actual changes (updates) to the material masters are completed. Note that the changes to 
the material would be accomplished by the T&D developers in 6 o’clock. 

T&D Process 7.2: T&D Master Materials Change Management 
Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Master Materials Change Management Process is responsible for displacing 
the old content with the new and making sure that the old doesn’t inadvertently get out 
along with the new content. 
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Process Description 
The T&D Master Materials Change Management Process takes the updated materials 
from 6 o’clock (Existing T&D Maintenance Process) and replaces/displaces the old 
with the new. 
 
It’s that simple, unless your situation is overly complicated and out of control because 
you don’t have the other processes in place and in control. 

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Master Materials Change Management Process include 
the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Updated T&D products for 
ongoing deployment 

These are the updated products of the overall 
T&D product line. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Master Materials Change Management Process may be broken if 

 Outdated materials are still being used in deployment after updating. 

Process Summary 
In summary, the T&D Master Materials Change Management Process of the T&D 
system captures the changes to the content (or any other change) and updates the 
master materials files (paper files and/or electronic files). 
 
Next, we’ll view the T&D Scheduling Process, where that type of T&D that needs to be 
scheduled is scheduled for future deliveries. 

T&D Process 7.3: T&D Scheduling Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Scheduling Process is used to develop market-demand schedules of delivery 
for any T&D that is scheduled. 
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Process Description 
Not all T&D is scheduled, nor should it be. Web/Internet deployments may or may not 
be scheduled. The types of Web and Internet deployment that may need to be 
scheduled are part of the new “collaborative” e-learning type T&D Events.  
 
The point is that the schedule demand of the marketplace should be the starting point 
for a process to dictate the schedule for making those types of T&D available. It does 
most of it proactively based on the forecasted demand, but it can also be used reactively 
after a specific delivery has been requested. 
 
This process requires something at the front end that gathers information about the 
“when” do they want it. The answer for this is to have a plan for T&D participation for 
each and every employee targeted (“pull” audiences) in the enterprise and for critical 
nonemployees as well. 
 
Of course, not everyone will take T&D per their original plan, but models can be built 
over time to better adjust the demand forecast. This is nothing new in most businesses 
that must try to guess the consumption of their other products and services to avoid 
their own over- or understock situations. 

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Scheduling Process include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

T&D deployment schedule Allows all sorts of other plans and activities to be 
scheduled. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Scheduling Process may be broken if 

 There are complaints from the target audience about availability of T&D offerings. 
 T&D seats (or sites) go underused or seat spaces are backlogged. 
 Materials are overstocked or understocked (unavailable) when requested. 

Process Summary 
The T&D Scheduling Process schedules all T&D that requires scheduling. The 
customer voice-driven schedules are based on their forecasted demands. 
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Next, we’ll look at the process for preparing the facilitators and coaches for T&D 
requiring those human supports. 

T&D Process 7.4: T&D Facilitator and Coach Development 
and Certification Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Facilitator and Coach Development and Certification Process is used to 
prepare the humans in T&D deployment and/or support. 

Process Description 
The T&D Facilitator and Coach Development and Certification Process ensures the 
quality of the instructors/facilitators and the coaches/mentors required to deploy and 
support the T&D. 
 
Not all T&D needs humans in these roles, but some do. Sometimes known as 3T or 
TTT or train-the-trainer, this process is critical to every deployment method other than 
self-paced T&D. 
 
Where appropriate, and as typically specified in the original T&D design and final 
deployment strategies and plans, instructors, facilitators, coaches, and support/help 
desk individuals must be prepared for their jobs if this was deemed a necessary T&D 
offering. 
 
Sometimes a T&D facilitator only needs to be trained. But sometimes the process needs 
to go beyond simply training them to a higher level of certifying them, due to either 
regulatory requirements or because it’s the only smart thing to do. 
 
Sometimes support personnel, as with a help desk model, need to be prepared to assist 
the learners and others involved in the deployment process (facilitators, coaches, and 
administrators). 

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Facilitator and Coach Development and Certification 
Process include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Trained deployment and 
support staff 

These are needed for the deployment and 
support required by the T&D design. 
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Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Facilitator and Coach Development and Certification Process may be 
broken if 

 There is an insufficient number of staff to deploy T&D per the demand-driven 
schedules. 

 Evaluation feedback identifies any problems with the knowledge, skills, and 
attitudes/demeanor of the facilitators, coaches, or other support staff. 

Process Summary 
The T&D Facilitator and Coach Development and Certification Process ensures the 
quality of the instructors/facilitators, coaches/mentors, and other support and 
administration staff (per the T&D design) required to deploy the T&D. 
 
Next, we’ll view the Facilitator-led T&D Deployment Process. 

T&D Process 7.5: Facilitator-led T&D Deployment Process 

Process Purpose 
The Facilitator-led T&D Deployment Process controls the deployment of all instructor-
led/facilitator-led T&D. 

Process Description 
The Facilitator-led T&D Deployment Process gets this type of T&D out the door, per 
the schedule established in the previous process. It is ongoing delivery. 
 
From initial scheduling of the specific instructors/facilitators, to arranging for the 
delivery site specifics (rooms, furniture, equipment, and materials), to the actual delivery, 
and through the final evaluations conducted, this process makes it all happen. 
 
This effort can be quite complex in large organizations. 
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Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the Facilitator-led T&D Deployment Process include the 
following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Delivered group-paced 
T&D 

People are trained in performance-relevant 
knowledge and skills by competent delivery 
staff using appropriate environmental supports. 

Deployment metrics and 
feedback 

Allow assessment and evaluation of things 
beyond the content and the delivery staff. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your Facilitator-led T&D Deployment Process may be broken if 

 Feedback from delivery evaluations (learners, instructors, administrative, etc.) 
suggests problems from the learners’ perspective with things other than facilitator 
credibility or content accuracy, completeness, and appropriateness, including 
noncontent items such as room, facility, and equipment issues. 

Process Summary 
The Facilitator-led T&D Deployment Process is the ongoing delivery process for 
group-paced T&D. 
 
Next, we’ll examine the Self-paced T&D Deployment Process. 

T&D Process 7.6: Self-paced T&D Deployment Process 

Process Purpose 
The Self-paced T&D Deployment Process handles the deployment of all learner-
controlled (self-paced) T&D. 

Process Description 
The Self-paced T&D Deployment Process responds to orders placed for this type of 
T&D, ships it out to the recipient, and then follows up with whatever is appropriate 
(evaluations, etc.) per the initial design and final deployment and evaluation strategies. 
Or, it might be as simple as publishing “e” content to the Web, your Knowledge 
Management System (KMS), or your learning management system (LMS). 
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Shipping T&D products may be included, unless these are downloadable from the 
enterprise intranet. Again, as always, it depends. 
 
And then this process facilitates collection of any oversight data/evaluation data or any 
work done by the learners. 

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the Self-paced T&D Deployment Process include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Delivered self-paced T&D People are trained in performance-relevant 
knowledge and skills. 

Deployment metrics and 
feedback 

Allow assessment and evaluation. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your Self-paced T&D Deployment Process may be broken if 

 Feedback from evaluations suggests problems from the learners’ perspective for 
things other than content accuracy, completeness, and appropriateness, including 
items such as availability, timeliness of receipt, or accessibility. 

Process Summary 
In summary, the Self-paced T&D Deployment Process of the T&D systems ships 
T&D, either physically or virtually (electronically), and makes T&D accessible. 
 
Next, we’ll view the Coached/Mentored T&D Deployment Process. 

T&D Process 7.7: Coached/Mentored T&D Deployment 
Process 

Process Purpose 
The Coached/Mentored T&D Deployment Process deploys all T&D using coaches and 
mentors to support the learners. 

Process Description 
The Coached/Mentored T&D Deployment Process provides for the delivery of all 
T&D, with the assistance of designated, and perhaps certified, coaches or mentors.  
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This type of T&D is very much like group-paced T&D, only the coach provides some 
one-on-one (or one-on-a-small-group) interaction on the job instead of an 
instructor/facilitator dealing with many learners, most likely in a traditional classroom 
setting.  
 
This type of T&D is also very much like self-paced T&D because it offers more 
flexibility (depending on who the learner is or who the coach is) in timing, focus, and 
pacing. The coach/mentor is given structured T&D materials to guide their delivery, 
allowing for local customization if needed. 
 
The coaches and mentors can be certified as needed/warranted by the topic or as 
dictated by law or regulation. 

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the Coached/Mentored T&D Deployment Process include the 
following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Delivered coached/ 
mentored T&D 

People are trained in performance-relevant 
knowledge and skills. 

Deployment metrics and 
feedback 

Allow assessment and evaluation. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your Coached/Mentored T&D Deployment Process may be broken if 

 Feedback from delivery evaluations (learners, instructors, administrative, etc.) 
suggests problems from the learners’ perspective with things other than 
coach/mentor credibility or content accuracy, completeness, and appropriateness, 
including noncontent items such as room, facility, and equipment issues. 

Process Summary 
The Coached/Mentored T&D Deployment Process delivers all T&D designed for 
delivery that is supported by coaches/mentors.  
  
Next, we’ll compare Alpha and Omega and then review the 7 o’clock position: T&D 
Product and Service Line Deployment System. 
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Alpha and Omega’s T&D Product and Service Line 
Deployment Systems 
At Alpha, T&D is deployed via a blended strategy, using the Web, classrooms, books 
and readings, interviews and interactions, as well as task, project, and job assignments to 
develop and test/certify performance capability for critical performance capability. 
 
Instructors are both T&D professionals and local master performers who have been 
certified in both classroom delivery and on-the-job coaching. 
 
At Omega, the primary deployment mechanism is the Web, as the savings over 
traditional classroom deliveries are reinvested in the purchase of additional modules for 
the library. 
 
Instructors are, therefore, not needed, and when the customer asks for performance 
coaches to help their people with specific performance problems, T&D professionals 
are on call to assist with resolving any issues. 

7 O’clock System Summary 
The seven processes of the T&D Product and Service Line Deployment System hold 
and maintain the T&D material masters, deploy/deliver the T&D from the supplier to 
the customer, and participate (except for some self-paced T&D) in the actual delivery 
activities (lectures, demos, and application exercises).  
 
The seven processes of this system are 

 7.1: T&D Master Materials Storage and Retrieval Process 
 7.2: T&D Master Materials Change Management Process 
 7.3: T&D Scheduling Process 
 7.4: T&D Facilitator and Coach Development and Certification Process 
 7.5: Facilitator-led T&D Deployment Process 
 7.6: Self-paced T&D Deployment Process 
 7.7: Coached/Mentored T&D Deployment Process 

 
Next, we’ll review all of the T&D core systems and processes, after a look at Alpha and 
Omega. 
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Chapter 20: Alpha and Omega 
 
 
This chapter presents Alpha and Omega’s T&D leadership’s comments 
regarding the core processes of their T&D systems. 
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Alpha and Omega 

Vice President of T&D at Alpha 
As the vice president of T&D at Alpha, I spend most of my time working with the 
executives from our many business units in an attempt to understand the future 
challenges they face. I also work with them to continuously determine the strategic 
T&D needs of their people. We almost never focus on the basics, or what we 
sometimes call the fundamentals, but it has come up at times.  
 
We then work to involve the executive managers we have placed within our T&D 
Governance and Advisory System. We have deliberately put them in place so that our 
customers and stakeholders have a say, or rather, have the say in where we strategically 
place our dollars for T&D. We are driven by our customers and their needs. 
 
If we aren’t supporting the high-payback needs of our internal customers, then we have 
no business being in business. I’ll personally oversee the shutdown of this system if it 
doesn’t do that. I’ll then wish my replacement well as he or she re-engineers the process 
to better serve our business needs, because we will have missed the boat.  
 
And it’s not like we have a choice of developing our people or not. The competitive 
forces in our marketplaces and the advances of technology force us to do this. It’s the 
price of admission for players in our marketplace. 
 
When we do attack a T&D need, we use a process that is very similar to the marketing 
and engineering processes employed by our largest customer segments. Their four-
phase “Marketing Plan Process” and six-phase “New Product Development” process 
familiarity make it easy for them to see our T&D approaches as data-driven versus 
opinion-driven. And just like those nontraining processes, ours focuses on return on 
investment and economic value add opportunities and a rational, quick approach to 
buying and building what we need. But it has to be performance oriented, whether we 
build or buy. Our focus is not on cost savings alone, but with adding economic value: 
building shareholder equity by strategically placing our bets. 
 
That’s why we have a blended approach, where we use many deployment methods, 
which we call channels, to allow us to match the content and type of learning to the best 
methods and media. You can’t develop the skill of negotiating from a book or an e-
module, but you can learn the prerequisite knowledge about negotiations and then 
practice those with a coach so that shaping feedback is part of the learning equation. 
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Director of T&D at Omega 
I’m the director of T&D Product Development at Omega corporate. That means I’m in 
charge of development of T&D, where I spend most of my time, along with my peers at 
our other facilities, coordinating the development of T&D modules and events so that 
we can appropriately share the modules and events across the entire enterprise.  
 
It’s no different than in the automotive industry, where there are many component 
manufacturing plants producing an array of subassembly products for final assembly at 
an assembly plant. It’s a complex undertaking, with thousands of business tradeoffs and 
decisions to be made, but you can’t shy away from it just because it’s only training.  
 
Training, and development as we like to think of it, is as critical to our business success 
as the complex business processes of deciding what Omega products and services to 
bring to the market, how to develop or acquire them, and how to deploy them.  
 
At Omega, we like to buy self-paced e-training modules to make our product line more 
flexible for our internal customers. Plus, we can have an almost instant turnaround. All 
modules are two hours in length, and we feel that that makes it more likely that our 
managers will schedule training for their staffs if they can get the job done in two hours. 
And today, many modules are deployed over the company intranet, which really reduces 
our costs. 
 
If they want to spend more time, they can add another two hours into their schedule 
and participate in typical chat rooms that we coordinate.  
 
My job as director of development is to ensure that these modules add value. I 
coordinate with all of our other facilities to manage our acquisition of T&D and manage 
their scheduled release to our internal customers. It’s a tough job.  
 
We pilot test all purchased modules to make sure that they get the development job 
done, and we find ourselves often caught up in making a lot of modifications. Almost 
no modules meet everyone’s expectations at first, but that’s the tradeoff with this 
modular strategy. We are sure this is a money-saving approach. 
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Alpha and Omega Review 
Which T&D system has thought out its value proposition and put a lot of thought into 
its full range of “offerings”? 

 Alpha or Omega? 
- Alpha has a systematic approach used with its customers that Omega is missing. 

 
Which T&D system has a performance orientation built into its 
development/acquisition process? 

 Alpha or Omega? 
- Alpha is concerned with performance and value add, Omega with size (two-hour chunks) and cost 

reduction. 
 
Which T&D system has matched deployment to the type of knowledge/skill to be 
learned? 

 Alpha or Omega? 
- Alpha uses many methods and media; Omega uses e-learning almost exclusively. 
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Chapter 21: T&D Core Systems 
and Processes Summary and 
Transition 
 
 
This chapter summarizes the core systems and processes of the T&D Systems 
View. 
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T&D Core Systems and Processes Summary and 
Transition 
The T&D Core Systems and Processes are the main value chain for the T&D business 
within your enterprise. They are directed by the leadership processes and assisted by the 
support processes of the T&D system.  
 
Using our clockface icon, the core systems include the following processes: 
 

 5 O’clock: T&D Product and Service Line 
Design System 
- T&D Product and Service Line 

Program Management Process 
- T&D Product Line Design Process 
- T&D Service Line Design Process 
 

 6 O’clock: T&D Product and Service Line 
Development/Acquisition System 
- T&D Product and Service Line 

Development and Acquisition Program 
Management Process 

- T&D Custom Development Process 

 
Figure 21.1 T&D Systems View Model 

- T&D Purchased Product Acquisition Process 
- T&D Purchased Product Modification Process 
- Existing T&D Maintenance Process 
 

 7 O’clock: T&D Product and Service Line Deployment System 
- T&D Master Materials Storage and Retrieval Process 
- T&D Master Materials Change Management Process 
- T&D Scheduling Process 
- T&D Facilitator and Coach Development and Certification Process 
- Facilitator-led T&D Deployment Process 
- Self-paced T&D Deployment Process 
- Coached/Mentored T&D Deployment Process 

 
You have these systems and processes in place right now. They may be articulated or 
not. They are either working well or not. They may be in control or not. But one way or 
another, these systems and processes are a portion of what it takes to run a T&D 
system. 
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Unfortunately for the shareholders, most T&D systems are out of control because these 
systems and processes are neither understood nor in enough control. 
 
Without a Learning by Design oriented T&D Product and Service Line Design System, the 
products and services of your T&D system may simply be a collection of faddish, mass 
appeal stuff, never having been fully rationalized as having the level of impact and 
financial returns that warrant keeping and maintaining them due to their calculated 
return on investment and economic value add potential. 
 
Without a Learning by Design oriented T&D Product and Service Line Development/ 
Acquisition System, the T&D products may not be addressing the actual performance 
requirements for the target audiences, despite having fully articulated terminal and 
enabling learning objectives, as well as terminal performance objectives. The products 
may have been brought on board because they have mass appeal, and “butts in seats” is 
the key metric driving these not-so-business decisions of where to place our strategic 
T&D bets.  
 
The services being rendered by the T&D system may also be missing the mark. If there 
are legitimate needs with high-payback potential for doing it right and high costs for not 
getting it right, the T&D system needs to be able to serve the customers and 
stakeholders of the enterprise with quick and quality components of T&D when the 
situation allows for nothing more. 
 
Without a Learning by Design oriented T&D Product and Service Line Deployment System, 
the best T&D products in the world may be misused, misapplied, poorly deployed, and 
all the value potential squandered.  
 
Just as with the T&D leadership systems and processes, you already have these systems 
and processes in place right now. And they are either working just fine, or not.  
 
These core systems and processes require both the leadership and support systems and 
processes to be effective. Next, we’ll cover the necessary support systems and processes 
of a T&D system. 
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Chapter 22: Introduction to the 
T&D Support Systems and 
Processes 
 
This chapter provides an overview of the support systems and processes of a 
T&D function. Succeeding chapters in this section will delve into more details. 
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Introduction to the T&D Support Systems and 
Processes 
Support systems and processes do just that, they support. An enterprise is not in 
business to do these support tasks. These are just one of the many necessary means to 
the ends—the end goals being successful operations and sufficient return on investment 
and economic value add from the core systems and processes of the T&D system. 
 

 
Figure 22.1 T&D Systems View Model 

 
The T&D support systems and processes include the following four positions on the 
T&D Systems View Model clockface (see Figure 22.1): 

 8 O’clock: T&D Marketing and Communications System 
 9 O’clock: T&D Financial Asset Management System 
 10 O’clock: T&D Human and Environmental Asset Management System 
 11 O’clock: T&D Research and Development System 

 
Together, these systems’ processes provide all of the support to enable the leadership 
systems’ processes and the core systems’ processes, as well as its own systems’ 
processes. 
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Let’s preview each. 
 

 8 O’clock: T&D Marketing and Communications System – This system’s processes 
organize all of the communications and marketing/selling efforts to provide timely, 
easily accessible information to all of the customers and stakeholders in the T&D 
organization’s marketplace. It also includes the registration or ordering of T&D 
products and services by the internal customers of the T&D marketplace. 

 
 9 O’clock: T&D Financial Asset Management System – This system’s processes organize 
all of the financial planning, tracking, and reporting processes. These will eventually 
be compared with the benefits, including cost reductions and revenue increases, to 
allow the calculating of the actual return on investment and economic value add for 
individual products or services, as well as for the entire T&D system. 

 
 10 O’clock: T&D Human and Environmental Asset Management System – This system’s 
processes organize the human resource assets of the business-based T&D processes 
in conjunction with all of the environmental assets needed to perform the processes. 

 
 11 O’clock: T&D Research and Development System – This system’s processes organize 
the surveillance, benchmarking, and trial-testing of various T&D methods and T&D 
technologies for potential continuous and discontinuous improvement efforts. 

 
Now let’s view the system’s processes at 8 o’clock. 
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Chapter 23: 8 O’clock: T&D 
Marketing and Communications 
System 
 
 
This chapter presents the system and processes that both market and 
communicate to the many constituencies of the T&D system. 
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8 O’clock: T&D Marketing and 
Communications System 

T&D Processes 
 8.1: T&D Stakeholder Communications 
Process 

 
 8.2: Individual T&D Planning Process 

 
 8.3: T&D Ordering and Registration 
Process 

Principle 
If stakeholders don’t know about your 
offerings and how to select and participate  
in them, it’s as if you have nothing to offer. 

 

 
Figure 23.1 T&D Systems View Model 

Overview 
These systems organize and distribute information throughout the T&D’s marketplace.  
 
These communications and marketing/selling efforts are not about selling all T&D to 
everyone—a Learning by Chance approach, but helping customers make informed 
choices—a Learning by Design approach.  
 
This is also where the T&D Paths and Individual Planning Guides from 5 and 6 o’clock 
efforts are deployed, communicated, and used to plan T&D participation. 

T&D Process 8.1: T&D Stakeholder Communications Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Stakeholder Communications Process determines exactly who the T&D 
system’s stakeholders are and what their needs for information are, and it delivers 
information and data to each stakeholder group via the most efficient communication 
channels. 
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Process Description 
In the T&D Stakeholder Communications Process, stakeholders vary by the type of 
organization the enterprise is and its marketplace.  
 
A general model of ours that we’ve found useful is presented in Figure 23.2. 

Figure 23.2 Stakeholder Hierarchy Model 
 

 Government – This stakeholder group wins all disputes and conflicts of opinions under 
the laws of its jurisdiction and domain, and it decides issues of both compliance and 
penalties.  

 
 Shareholders/Owners – This stakeholder group can always sell out or take their money 
(sell their shares) and invest elsewhere. If the enterprise is not meeting their financial 
targets for growth and returns, they can remove their money from this concern and 
place theirs bets elsewhere. 

 
 Board of Directors – This group of stakeholders is the elected representatives of the 
owners/shareholders and have a special fiduciary responsibility to the owners. They 
develop strategies and tactics and oversee the development and deployment of 
policies and procedures consistent with strategy. 

 
 Executives – This group of stakeholders is hired to strategize, plan, and manage the 
overall direction of the enterprise. They hire and fire managers to conduct daily 
operations consistent with the business plans, strategies, and tactics the board 
approved, and they provide the necessary resources and funds. 

 GovernmentGovernment

Shareholders/OwnersShareholders/Owners

Board of DirectorsBoard of Directors

ExecutivesExecutives

ManagementManagement

EmployeesEmployees

CommunityCommunity
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GovernmentGovernment
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 Management – These are the managers, supervisors, and leads of the targeted learners 
(at all levels). 

 
 Customers – These are the learners: the participants in and users of the T&D, 
regardless of format/media used.  

 
 Employees – These are the staff members of the T&D organization. 

 
 Suppliers – These are the external and internal suppliers who support the T&D 
processes and provide inputs, task performance, and/or deal with outputs. They 
could include team members from within the enterprise, caterers, material suppliers, 
consultants, and contractors. 

 
 Communities – This can include formal or informal groups such as professional 
societies, street pickets, industry standards groups, and family members. Anyone in 
the surrounding/affected communities that is touched by the actions of the 
enterprise and by the T&D system, and doesn’t have their interests and views 
recognized and formalized into the laws, regulations, and codes to force compliance, 
is a member of this stakeholder group.  

 
The T&D Stakeholder Communications Process ensures that the customers and 
stakeholders of enterprise T&D, including the potential learners to be served by the 
T&D products and services, get information about what T&D is offered that would 
help them gain awareness, knowledge, and skills to enable them to meet their current or 
targeted future job performance requirements. 

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Stakeholder Communications Process include the 
following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Various “proactive” T&D 
communications, e.g., 
brochures, videos, flyers, 
mailers, posters, Web sites, 
etc. 

These create/establish awareness, knowledge, 
and insight into the offerings and doings of the T&D 
system, targeted specifically to each stakeholder 
group or subgroup. 

Various “reactive” T&D 
communications 

Answer specific questions by both individuals and 
groups. 
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Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Stakeholder Communications Process may be broken if 

 Stakeholder groups have had to ask for information that is really viewed as “needed 
to know” by both of them and by the T&D governance and advisory groups. 

 Stakeholders complain about the lack of information available. 
 Frequently asked questions are not being captured, and then the answers proactively 
“pushed” out to like audiences. 

 Surveys discover that T&D target audiences and other stakeholder groups do not 
understand what’s available and how to access it or participate in it. 

Process Summary 
The T&D Stakeholder Communications Process is intended to ensure that information 
is available to those who want to access (“pull”) it and/or is proactively deployed 
(“pushed”) to those critical audiences who need it. 
 
Next, we’ll view the Individual T&D Planning Process. 

T&D Process 8.2: Individual T&D Planning Process 

Process Purpose 
The Individual T&D Planning Process is used for planning an individual employee’s 
T&D, but also for compiling (rolling up), locally or enterprisewide, all of the plans in 
order to place a “demand forecast” on the T&D deployment/delivery system. 

Process Description 
The Individual T&D Planning Process can be manual and on paper, or it can be 
accomplished using sophisticated electronic tools, which many learning management 
systems (LMS) today enable. 
 
The goal is to allow learners and their management to deliberately plan on T&D 
participation totally consistent with the needs of the business, whether they need to stay 
focused on the short term or they need to look further out and plan for the long haul. 
 
They might need to start planning and implementing T&D to grow staff to meet future 
needs or to prepare for future job changes, such as promotions or lateral moves across 
the organization. Individual needs vary within larger enterprises, so a one-size approach 
or philosophy to T&D participation doesn’t meet the needs of the enterprise. 
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The goal is to prioritize T&D participation to ensure human competence in the right 
amount and the right time in the right enterprise processes for return on investment and 
economic value add at the enterprise level. 

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
Our approach is to use the outputs of the 5 O’clock: T&D Product and Service Line 
Design System efforts, including both the T&D Paths and Individual Planning Guides, 
as the start for this process. The key outputs from the Individual T&D Planning 
Process include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Individual T&D plans Allow managing actual to plan schedule and cost 
performance. 

Group T&D plans (roll-up) Allow managing actual to plan schedule and cost 
performance at the departmental/business unit 
levels. 

Enterprise T&D plans (roll-
up) 

Allow managing actual to plan schedule and cost 
performance and places a demand forecast on 
the entire T&D system. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your Individual T&D Planning Process may be broken if 

 There are no individual-to-group-to-enterprise roll-ups of the T&D participation 
plans. They are all discrete and not linked. 

 Individual plans are not used and/or no common format exists. 
 No one has a realistic clue of the future demand for T&D products and services. 
 T&D seats are underfilled or sites are underutilized for many deployments. 

Process Summary 
In summary, the Individual T&D Planning Process of the T&D systems provides a 
management planning, monitoring, and control tool at the local, unit, or enterprise 
levels. 
 
It provides a “heads-up” to the deployment/delivery systems on who wants what T&D 
when. This provides for better, more efficient scheduling of T&D. 
 
Next, we’ll view the T&D Ordering and Registration Process where the customer (the 
learner) and their management both time and place their bets as to the timing of their 
need and the potential returns versus the costs to them for participating. 
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T&D Process 8.3: T&D Ordering and Registration Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Ordering and Registration Process is where the customers of T&D can place 
their orders appropriate to the type of T&D products/services offered. 

Process Description 
The T&D Ordering and Registration Process is used for obtaining a seat in classroom 
deliveries or ordering books, videotapes, CD-ROMs, and audiotapes. It isn’t used when 
e-learning is individually taken and is available on demand via the enterprise Web site or 
the enterprise intranet. At other places in the enterprise, this process may be known as 
order fulfillment. Customers place orders and then their orders are fulfilled. 

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Ordering and Registration Process include the 
following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Orders for T&D Formalize the requests for T&D and allow tracking 
various metrics (time to ship, backlogged orders, 
etc.). 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Ordering and Registration Process may be broken if 

 Customers complain that their “orders” are not being filled in a timely manner or are 
being filled incorrectly. 

 Expediting orders is usually necessary and taking a lot of people’s time and attention. 

Process Summary 
The T&D Ordering and Registration Process is the order fulfillment process that 
customers use to obtain the T&D product/service offerings of the T&D system. It 
allows the T&D customers to order, register, and participate in the T&D 
product/service events. 
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Alpha and Omega’s T&D Marketing and Communications 
Systems 
At Alpha, T&D is marketed and communicated via many formal communication 
channels, per a marketing and communications strategy and plan that is produced 
annually and updated as needed. 
 
Specific (and sometimes multiple) communication channels are used to deliver planned 
content to meet the determined needs of each key target audience segment, and level, in 
the enterprise. 
 
Registration for T&D product offerings and ordering information is available via the 
phone, fax, the corporate intranet, and live at many of the T&D sites across the 
corporation. 
 
At Omega, E-mails and notes in the company’s monthly magazine are used to market 
new programs.  
 
Registration is available to all electronically via the learning management system. 

8 O’clock System Summary 
The three processes of the T&D Marketing and Communications System systematically 
access and engage all key enterprise stakeholders to inform, market, and sell T&D. 
 
These three processes are 

 8.1: T&D Stakeholder Communications Process 
 8.2: Individual T&D Planning Process 
 8.3: T&D Ordering and Registration Process 

 
Next, we’ll view the T&D Financial Asset Management System at 9 o’clock, where all of 
the T&D system financials are centrally tracked and reported to the appropriate 
financial systems of the enterprise.  
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Chapter 24: 9 O’clock: T&D 
Financial Asset Management 
System 
 
 
This chapter presents the system and processes necessary for “good 
stewardship” of the enterprise’s financial assets and capital assets allocated to the 
T&D community. 
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9 O’clock: T&D Financial Asset 
Management System 

T&D Processes 
 9.1: Organizational T&D Plans and 
Budget Roll-up and Adjustment 
Process 

 
 9.2: T&D Physical Property 
Management Process 

Principle 
The T&D organization has a fiduciary 
responsibility to use T&D assets for 
return on investment and economic 
value add returns and to track returns 
against plans and goals. 

 

 
Figure 24.1 T&D Systems View Model 

Overview 
This is the process that tracks and monitors the fiscal obligations of the T&D 
organization and keeps them within predetermined budget levels. This system’s 
processes organize, allocate, monitor, and control all financial matters for T&D, for 
example, project budgets, hardware/software purchases, travel expenses, and all other 
T&D financial matters. 

T&D Process 9.1: Organizational T&D Plans and Budget Roll-
up and Adjustment Process 

Process Purpose 
The Organizational T&D Plans and Budget Roll-up and Adjustment Process is where 
all financial plans and actuals are accumulated for internal review and T&D managerial 
control, including adjustments throughout the planning period as necessary to the 
current situation. 
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Process Description 
The Organizational T&D Plans and Budget Roll-up and Adjustment Process allows 
T&D management and the T&D governance and advisory members to provide 
oversight to all things financial, so that they may perform their fiduciary responsibilities 
to the shareholders/owners of the enterprise. 
 
Most T&D organizations have some semblance of this in place already, if only to meet 
the needs and demands of the enterprise’s financial organization and any legal or 
regulatory requirements currently imposed. 
 
This system includes the T&D budgets for projects and programs, but it also extends to 
include other financial obligations/assets such as 

 Income from T&D “sales” 
 Staff salaries 
 Operating expenses 
- Rent 
- Utilities 
- Services 
- Materials/supplies 
- Etc. 

 Corporate overhead 
 Capital expenses 
 Asset records/management 
- Computers 
- Furniture 
- Equipment 
- Inventories of T&D products 
- Etc. 

 
Many other types of financial assets may need to be accounted for, as required by the 
enterprise’s financial system. 

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the Organizational T&D Plans and Budget Roll-up and 
Adjustment Process include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Financial records and 
projections for the planning 
period 

Provide insight into both the current financial status 
and future obligations of the T&D system. 

Annual inventory updates 
of all T&D assets 

Provide managerial insight into any asset “shrink” 
issues (damaged, stolen, obsolete, etc.) for future 
planning. 
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Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your Organizational T&D Plans and Budget Roll-up and Adjustment Process may be 
broken if 

 You’re not getting timely actuals on financial status and obligations. 
 No one knows where all of the T&D assets reside, what their total value is, and if 
they’ve been moved, removed, or stolen, or if they are obsolete. 

 You’ve received negative feedback from the financial organization regarding T&D’s 
accounting practices and numbers. 

 You’re unable to create or use management “check ratios” to assess 
performance/status improvement. 

Process Summary 
The Organizational T&D Plans and Budget Roll-up and Adjustment Process gives 
T&D management, and the T&D governance and advisory members, the information 
necessary to provide leadership regarding all of the T&D assets, including its financial 
operation. 
 
Next, let’s look at the process for managing T&D physical property. 

T&D Process 9.2: T&D Physical Property Management Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Physical Property Management Process accounts for physical property assets 
as driven by the enterprise’s policies and procedures, as well as federal, state, and local 
laws, regulations, and codes. 

Process Description 
Most organizations of any significant size probably have a set of policies and procedures 
and tools for inventorying (accounting for) the enterprise’s property. Follow those. If 
you don’t have such rules and tools, software is available in the marketplace. 
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Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Physical Property Management Process include the 
following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

T&D property records and 
status 

Provide data to various enterprise accounting 
systems and other requirements. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Physical Property Management Process may be broken if 

 You don’t know the book value and replacement value of your physical assets. 
 You don’t know if “shrinkage” (loss due to theft or negligence) is an issue. 

Process Summary 
Accounting requirements and practices will govern both your concern specifics and 
response guidelines you need to be compliant. See your accountant. 

Alpha and Omega’s Financial Asset Management Systems 
At Alpha, the T&D organization operates with an open book approach with its T&D 
customers as represented by the T&D board of governors and the T&D advisory 
committees. 
 
At Omega, finances are not reviewed. T&D management is perceived as a group of 
professionals who should know how to manage the money its been provided. No one 
looks over their shoulder other than the financial audit teams, which look everywhere 
within the enterprise. 

9 O’clock System Summary 
The T&D Financial Asset Management System enables T&D management, as well as 
the T&D governance and advisory members, to ensure themselves that the finances of 
the T&D system and the assets entrusted to T&D are being cared for appropriately. 
 
Next, we’ll look at both the human and environmental infrastructure enablers of the 
T&D systems and processes. 
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Chapter 25: 10 O’clock: T&D 
Human and Environmental Asset 
Management System 
 
 
This chapter presents the system and processes employed to ensure that the right 
human and environmental assets are in the right place at the right time per the 12 
systems, 47 processes, and the strategic and operational plans of the T&D 
system. 
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10 O’clock: T&D Human and Environmental Asset 
Management System 

T&D Processes 
The 10 o’clock T&D system is divided into 
two categories: the Human Asset 
Management System and the Environmental 
Asset Management System.  
 
This system is divided because of its large 
size and importance. The T&D Human and 
Environmental Asset Management System is 
part of a larger EPPIC model and is also 
discussed in more detail in the Targeting 
EPPISM: Enterprise Process Performance 
Improvement book, published by CADDI 
Press, of EPPIC Inc. 
 

 

 
Figure 25.1 T&D Systems View Model 

The Human Asset Management System includes the following five processes: 
 10.1: T&D Staff Recruiting and Selection/Succession Process 
 10.2: T&D Staff Training and Development Process 
 10.3: T&D Staff Assessment Process  
 10.4: T&D Staff Compensation and Benefits Process 
 10.5: T&D Staff Rewards and Recognition Process 

 
The Environmental Asset Management System includes the following six processes: 

 10.6: T&D Organization Structural Design Process 
 10.7: T&D Facilities Development and Deployment Process 
 10.8: T&D Equipment and Tools Development and Deployment Process 
 10.9: T&D Materials and Supplies Acquisition and Deployment Process 
 10.10: T&D Information Systems Development and Deployment Process 
 10.11: T&D Methods Deployment Process 
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Principle 
For optimal results, both the human and the environmental sides of the business 
processes must be in balance and in control. 

Overview 
This system’s processes organize all of the infrastructure of the T&D systems and 
processes, including both the human and nonhuman infrastructure elements of the 
processes. The T&D Human and Environmental Asset Management System organizes 
and manages the acquisition, development, assessment, and retention of the T&D staff. 
It also includes management of the supporting infrastructure such as facilities, 
equipment, and information that is needed to deploy T&D. None of the T&D systems 
and processes will operate without these infrastructure elements in place (the humans 
and the nonhuman data, methods, materials, equipment, budget dollars, consequences, 
and feedback).  
 
A great process design can be thwarted by deficient infrastructure, and the best 
infrastructure can be misapplied to and squandered by poor business processes.  
 
The T&D infrastructure systems break out into both human and environmental 
(nonhuman) components. Both of these need to be acquired, operated, and 
maintained/improved. All 11 processes make that happen. 
 
First, let’s focus on the five Human Asset Management System’s processes. After we 
summarize this first category’s processes, we’ll examine the six Environmental Asset 
Management System’s processes. 

T&D Process 10.1: T&D Staff Recruiting and Selection/ 
Succession Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Staff Recruiting and Selection/Succession Process seeks applicants and 
screens candidates for defined jobs/positions. 

Process Description 
The T&D Staff Recruiting and Selection/Succession Process fills the organization chart 
with names for the various role/job responsibilities within all of the T&D processes 
(the 47 processes of the 12 systems presented in this book). 
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Once this systems and processes view has been adapted, the processes have been 
articulated, and the workload has been assessed, then the staffing plan can be 
completed. This process fulfills the human assets that are required, whether via a 
permanent employee strategy, an outsourcing strategy, or a combination of the two. 
 
Job management and team members, if appropriate, conduct the final selection 
evaluation for overall personal and organizational fit. 

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Staff Recruiting and Selection/Succession Process 
include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

People to staff all of the 
roles/jobs articulated 

Allow management to specify the selection 
requirements (both the “nice to haves” and the 
showstopping “got to haves”). 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Staff Recruiting and Selection/Succession Process may be broken if 

 Your incoming staff members do not have the necessary entry knowledge and skills.  
 Incoming staff have wildly varying incoming knowledge and skills. 
 Existing staff are frequently not trainable or cannot be developed to competently 
meet the process requirements of the T&D systems and processes. 

 Staff complains that the job was not what they expected (the real job requirements 
do not match job incumbents’ incoming expectations). 

 Staff is not brought on board in a timely manner. 

Process Summary 
The T&D Staff Recruiting and Selection/Succession Process gets the right people into 
the right jobs where they can be successful, either immediately or soon after any 
necessary T&D occurred to get them to where they need to be to be competent 
employees. 
 
Next is the T&D process for the T&D staff. 
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T&D Process 10.2: T&D Staff Training and Development 
Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Staff Training and Development Process assesses knowledge and skill 
compliance and develops an Individual T&D Plan from an organized, documented, and 
resourced curriculum of traditional and nontraditional information, education, training, 
and development events to ensure competence and development consistent with the 
projected, overall staffing needs of the T&D system. 

Process Description 
The T&D Staff Training and Development Process “walks the talk,” but not for 
everyone on the T&D staff. We never subscribe to the notion that everyone should receive 
equal treatment regarding T&D. The owners/shareholders of the enterprise simply 
cannot afford that philosophy and approach. There are probably numerous other, better 
investments to make on behalf of the shareholders. 
 
We subscribe to the plan to conduct T&D development projects for key, critical targets 
within the T&D processes and for T&D staff populations, always consistent with the 
problems and opportunities within the T&D system and within the entire enterprise. 
This means first priorities first, second-level priorities second, and some priorities never. 

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Staff Training and Development Process include the 
following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Trained and developed 
staff to the levels of 
competency required by 
the processes within which 
they perform 

Will allow the T&D systems and processes 
themselves to run more efficiently: better, faster, 
and cheaper. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Staff Training and Development Process may be broken if 

 Your critical T&D staff is not as competent as they need to be for knowledge/skills 
capability items outside the scope of the recruiting and selection process. 

 Staff complains about the lack of T&D or lack of a clear path for development. 
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Process Summary 
The T&D Staff Training and Development Process ensures that key enabling 
knowledge/skills are developed for key roles/jobs within key T&D processes. 
 
Next, we’ll look at assessing the individual performance of the T&D staff. 

T&D Process 10.3: T&D Staff Assessment Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Staff Assessment Process provides routine and continuous assessment of 
performance, positive/constructive feedback, negative/constructive feedback, 
additional development and progression monitoring, progressive discipline, and 
termination, if necessary. 

Process Description 
The T&D Staff Assessment Process uses the enterprise’s existing system (or its own) 
for appraising the T&D staff and providing feedback to the individual and/or team. It 
then provides “input” to the training and development process, the compensation and 
benefits process, and the rewards and recognition process. 

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Staff Assessment Process include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Staff feedback Provide encouragement and reinforcement for 
desirable behaviors and attitudes, or provides 
discouragement and extinguishes undesirable 
behaviors and attitudes. 

Inputs to other human 
asset processes 

Ensure a link and consistency between systems 
and processes. 
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Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Staff Assessment Process may be broken if 

 Performance appraisals/staff evaluations don’t happen routinely, or as needed, or 
with quality and consistency. 

 The T&D staff does not know where they stand in management’s eyes regarding 
their competence and performance adequacy. 

 Staff T&D plans are not being driven by these formal assessments, which are driven 
by the needs of the business. 

 Performance appraisals and criteria are too general and/or do not match the job. 

Process Summary 
The T&D Staff Assessment Process ensures that the T&D staff and their management 
are fully aware of their areas of competency or areas needing improvement.  
 
Next is the compensation and benefits process. 

T&D Process 10.4: T&D Staff Compensation and Benefits 
Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Staff Compensation and Benefits Process provides total compensation and 
benefits for all of the permanent employees of the T&D system; it typically provides 
only compensation for the outsourced staff. 

Process Description 
The T&D Staff Compensation and Benefits Process ensures that local market 
conditions are reflected in the pay scales being used in each employment market within 
which the T&D staff works. This process also includes the administration of various 
types of benefits including vacation, sick leave, etc. 
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Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Staff Compensation and Benefits Process include the 
following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Total compensation goals 
and amounts determined 
for each staff position 

Keep key staff from looking elsewhere due to 
compensation issues. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Staff Compensation and Benefits Process may be broken if 

 The staff complains about their salary compared to others elsewhere in T&D. 
 Pay is uneven across multiple jobs without solid rationale. 
 Turnover is greater than in other areas of the enterprise, and exit interviews indicate 
that people are leaving due to pay and benefits issues. 

Process Summary 
The T&D Staff Compensation and Benefits Process ensures that the T&D staff is being 
compensated adequately given the job performance expected and the local market 
conditions. 
 
Next, we’ll cover rewards and recognition. 

T&D Process 10.5: T&D Staff Rewards and Recognition Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Staff Rewards and Recognition Process provides small monetary and other 
nonmonetary rewards and recognition to the T&D staff, other non-T&D staff, and 
various contributors to the overall T&D effort. 

Process Description 
The T&D Staff Rewards and Recognition Process uses small monetary and 
nonmonetary (noncash) rewards to reinforce certain behaviors and attitudes. 
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Examples of rewards and recognition could include 
 Publicity in enterprise paper and electronic publications/news organs 
 Project commemoratives (paperweights, T-shirts, caps, golf umbrellas, pens, pencils, 
banners, photos, plaques, etc.) 

 Press releases and photos sent to local newspapers, plus video clips sent to all local 
radio and TV stations (and national press if warranted) 

 Two week-long professional conferences anywhere in Hawaii  
 Bonuses and stock options 
 Company car 

 
Some of the above (e.g., company car) may be a component of the compensation and 
benefits system. 
 
All of this must be administered fairly. The acknowledgment by the T&D staff that the 
rewards and recognition process is fair is critical to its success. 
 
Individuals, as well as teams, may be recognized for their efforts and/or results.  
 
Failures (projects, not people) can also be recognized and “celebrated” and “promoted,” 
but that is always done in an attempt to extinguish the key factors of the failure in order 
to stop it from reoccurring. Lessons learned come from both successes and failures. 

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Staff Rewards and Recognition Process include the 
following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Noncash or small cash 
rewards and other forms of 
recognition 

Motivate the staff. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Staff Rewards and Recognition Process may be broken if 

 No one ever or seldom receives rewards or recognition for jobs well done. 
 The staff feels that the rewards and recognition are being awarded unfairly. 
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Process Summary 
The T&D Staff Rewards and Recognition Process uses noncash and small monetary 
rewards to motivate and recognize the T&D staff and all other participants in the 
overall T&D effort. 

10 O’clock – The T&D Human Asset Management Processes 
Summary 
In summary, the five Human Asset Management System processes of the T&D system 
provide the humans with the right knowledge, skills, physical attributes, psychological 
attributes, intellectual assets, and values required by the processes of the T&D system.  
 
The five processes supply all of the people (the human resources) needed in all of the 
T&D organization’s processes and projects. Then they help manage them, develop 
them, assess their performance, develop them further, compensate them, and provide 
other rewards and recognition. These five processes involve the managers, with support 
and guidance from the HR department. 
 
The Human Asset Management System processes are summarized below. 
10.1 The T&D Staff Recruiting and Selection/Succession Process seeks applicants and 

screens candidates for defined jobs/positions. Job management and team 
members, if appropriate, conduct the final selection evaluation for overall 
personality and organizational fit. 

 
10.2 The T&D Staff Training and Development Process assesses knowledge and skill 

compliance and develops an Individual T&D Plan from an organized, 
documented, and resourced curriculum of traditional and nontraditional 
information, education, training, and development events to ensure competence 
and development consistent with the projected, overall staffing needs of the 
T&D system. 

 
10.3 The T&D Staff Assessment Process provides routine and continuous assessment of 

performance, positive/constructive feedback, negative/constructive feedback, 
additional development and progression monitoring, progressive discipline, and 
termination, if necessary.  

 
10.4 The T&D Staff Compensation and Benefits Process provides total compensation and 

benefits for all of the permanent employees of the T&D system; it provides only 
compensation for the outsourced staff.  
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10.5 The T&D Staff Rewards and Recognition Process provides small monetary and other 
nonmonetary rewards and recognition to the T&D staff, other non-T&D staff, 
and various contributors to the overall T&D effort.  

 
Those are the five Human Asset Management processes from the first category in 10 
o’clock. Next, we’ll view the second category in the 10 o’clock T&D system, the 
Environmental Asset Management System and its six processes. 

The Environmental Asset Management System 
The Environmental Asset Management System provides all of the infrastructure and 
resources needed by the humans involved in the T&D systems.  
 
The Environmental Asset Management System includes the following: 

 10.6: T&D Organization Structural Design Process 
 10.7: T&D Facilities Development and Deployment Process 
 10.8: T&D Equipment and Tools Development and Deployment Process 
 10.9: T&D Materials and Supplies Acquisition and Deployment Process 
 10.10: T&D Information Systems Development and Deployment Process 
 10.11: T&D Methods Deployment Process 

T&D Process 10.6: T&D Organization Structural Design Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Organization Structural Design Process designs the organization (the form 
and structure) based on the T&D leadership, core, and support processes in place and 
the systems, tools, and methods required to render the T&D services and provide the 
T&D products that have high-payback to the enterprise in terms of their return on 
investment or economic value add. 

Process Description 
The T&D Organization Structural Design Process designs the organization and jobs 
required to carry out the work of the T&D system, as articulated in the T&D systems 
and processes specifics. Form should follow function. 
 
Many T&D organization designs and the job designs within have evolved over time and 
were not necessarily designed to meet all of today’s current requirements. They need to 
be re-engineered from a process performance perspective. 
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Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Organization Structural Design Process include the 
following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

T&D organization chart Portray reporting relationships. 

T&D job designs for both 
full- and part-time positions 
and for permanent or 
outsourced staff 

Will be used to drive both the recruiting/selection 
system elements and the T&D elements presented 
earlier. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Organization Structural Design Process may be broken if 

 Job responsibilities overlap or are gapped. 
 Organization responsibilities overlap or are gapped. 
 Staff, management, and/or customers do not know who does what. 

Process Summary 
The T&D Organization Structural Design Process ensures a sound process 
performance orientation to the design of each T&D job and each T&D organization 
that is needed to carry out the specific work required in the enterprise’s unique view of 
itself, as articulated in their own T&D systems view. 
 
Next, we’ll view the process for facilities development and deployment. 

T&D Process 10.7: T&D Facilities Development and 
Deployment Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Facilities Development and Deployment Process builds or acquires and 
maintains all of the facilities (buildings and grounds) needed by T&D. 

Process Description 
The T&D Facilities Development and Deployment Process will be driven by the 
method for T&D deployment, the number of staff members, the locations of where 
T&D will do its business, and the responsibilities for those locations. 
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If every T&D product was intended to be delivered electronically to the desktop 
(heaven and shareholders forbid!), then there wouldn’t be a need for classrooms, just 
space for the developers and administrators to sit. A more likely scenario will require a 
blend of facility types. 
 
This process may be owned by another enterprise/corporate group, but this T&D 
process ensures that T&D-specific input is provided to the owning organization, in 
order to ensure that T&D form follows T&D function (both current-state function and 
near-term, future-state function). 

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Facilities Development and Deployment Process 
include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Current and future T&D 
facility designs 

Guide development, acquisition, and 
implementation efforts over the long haul. 

T&D facilities available Meet current needs. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Facilities Development and Deployment Process may be broken if 

 Your space needs are not being met. 
 Your space is not conducive to what you are doing and how you are doing it. 
 There is no short- and/or long-term, strategically driven view of what those needs 
will be. 

Process Summary 
The T&D Facilities Development and Deployment Process attempts to forecast the 
needs of the T&D system for facilities that will be conducive to current needs and 
robust (flexible) to future needs. 
 
Next, we’ll look at the equipment and tools required. 
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T&D Process 10.8: T&D Equipment and Tools Development 
and Deployment Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Equipment and Tools Development and Deployment Process builds or 
acquires the T&D tools and equipment required and proven (pilot tested) by the 
research and development effort. This process ensures a successful implementation. 

Process Description 
The T&D Equipment and Tools Development and Deployment Process determines the 
equipment and tool needs based on the T&D systems’ processes and the job designs for 
performing within those processes. 
 
These tools and equipment can include various types of furniture, presentation 
equipment, computers and peripherals, etc. 

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Equipment and Tools Development and Deployment 
Process include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Current and future T&D 
equipment/tool designs 

Guide development, acquisition, and 
implementation efforts over the long haul. 

T&D equipment/tools 
available 

Meet current needs. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Equipment and Tools Development and Deployment Process may be 
broken if 

 The equipment and tools required to get the job done are lacking (totally, or in the 
correct quantity) or are otherwise inadequate for the tasks of the processes. 

 There are budget overruns and high costs for outsourcing and/or last-minute 
expediting. 

Process Summary 
The T&D Equipment and Tools Development and Deployment Process puts in place 
all of the equipment and tools needed by the T&D system. 
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Next, we’ll cover the T&D Materials and Supplies Acquisition and Deployment Process. 

T&D Process 10.9: T&D Materials and Supplies Acquisition 
and Deployment Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Materials and Supplies Acquisition and Deployment Process acquires and 
delivers all consumable materials and supplies necessary for T&D operations. 

Process Description 
The T&D Materials and Supplies Acquisition and Deployment Process ensures that the 
material and supply needs of the T&D system are being met. 

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Materials and Supplies Acquisition and Deployment 
Process vary tremendously. 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Various materials and 
supplies are available 

Meet the T&D system’s needs for such 
consumables. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Materials and Supplies Acquisition and Deployment Process may be broken 
if 

 Materials and supplies constantly run out. 
 Incorrect materials and supplies are ordered and inventoried. 
 Costs paid for materials and supplies often include expediting charges for rush 
orders. 

Process Summary 
The T&D Materials and Supplies Acquisition and Deployment Process ensures that the 
materials and supply needs of the T&D system are met. 
 
Next, we’ll look at the T&D Information Systems Development and Deployment 
Process. 
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T&D Process 10.10: T&D Information Systems Development 
and Deployment Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Information Systems Development and Deployment Process builds or 
acquires the T&D information technology methods and systems (hardware and 
software) that are deemed required and have been proven (pilot tested) by T&D’s 
research and development effort to meet their intended functionality. 

Process Description 
The T&D Information Systems Development and Deployment Process ensures that the 
information capture, archiving, and deployment needs of the T&D system are capable. 
This process ensures a successful information technology (IT) or information system 
(IS) implementation. 
 
Everything today is bits and bytes: data. Powerful systems exist to capture, store, and 
report this data. Communications networks exist to deploy data and courseware (e-
learning). The advent of other e-learning approaches (AKA: Knowledge Management 
Systems and a host of other brand and generic names) will drive this need to a higher 
level than ever before. 
 
Even with a blended strategy (using both electronic and traditional deployment 
methods), the IT/IS systems can quickly and cheaply deploy the group-paced facilitator 
materials across the globe to wherever the facilitator is. 

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Information Systems Development and Deployment 
Process include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Information systems design Guides development, acquisition, and 
implementation efforts over the long haul. 

Information system in place Meets current needs in support of existing 
processes or future processes. 
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Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Information Systems Development and Deployment Process may be 
broken if 

 The current IT/IS system is inadequate to the task, from space (storage size) to 
speed (computational power and bandwidth in the distribution pipes). 

 There is no near-term or long-range plan for the IT/IS system. 

Process Summary 
The T&D Information Systems Development and Deployment Process ensures that the 
IT or IS systems will meet the current, near-term, and long-term needs of the T&D 
system. 
 
Next, we’ll look at the T&D Methods Deployment Process. 

T&D Process 10.11: T&D Methods Deployment Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Methods Deployment Process builds or acquires the T&D, ISD, or 
administrative methods that have been tested and proven by the research and 
development effort or are part of enterprisewide methods and procedures. This process 
ensures an overall, successful implementation of any new approaches to ISD or other 
T&D methods. 

Process Description 
The T&D Methods Deployment Process addresses procedures/methods for 
conducting various T&D processes such as T&D development, vendor selection, 
expense reimbursement, T&D material updates, internal communications, etc. 
 
These methods are derived from and are in sync with the overall T&D systems’ 
processes views and the process maps and Performance Models that describe the details 
of each. 

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Methods Deployment Process include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

T&D methods 
documentation 

Guides staff performance. 
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Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Methods Deployment Process may be broken if 

 You don’t have methods documented for key process performance tasks. 
 Variation in how things are done is causing problems with consistency in quality,  
cost, or schedule performance. 

Process Summary 
The T&D Methods Deployment Process provides guidance in critical tasks to ensure 
better quality and cost and schedule performance. 

Alpha and Omega’s Human and Environmental Asset 
Management Systems 
At Alpha, the human and environmental asset requirements are carefully determined 
and managed. 
 
All critical staff are both trained (or tested) and certified for certain critical tasks that are 
unique to their job title and specific roles.   
 
Environmental assets are systematically determined and managed to ensure that the 
people have data and information, equipment and tools, facilities, budget and 
headcount, and consequences and rewards adequate to their task performance 
requirements. 
 
At Omega, T&D staff are recruited from within, and those master performers are 
trained and turned into valuable advisors to T&D to ensure that the content is on 
target. This is viewed as job enrichment. 
 
With e-learning as the key deployment mechanism, very few environmental assets are 
needed, and those that are, are developed internally. 

10 O’clock – T&D Environmental Asset Management 
Processes Summary 
In summary, the Environmental Asset Management Processes of the T&D systems 
provides all of the process infrastructure needed by the humans involved in the T&D 
systems. 
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These Environmental Asset Management Processes are summarized below. 
 
10.6 The T&D Organization Structural Design Process designs the organization (the form 

and structure) based on the T&D leadership, core, and support processes in 
place and the systems, tools, and methods required to render the T&D services 
and provide the T&D products that have high-payback to the enterprise in 
terms of their return on investment or economic value add. 

 
10.7 The T&D Facilities Development and Deployment Process builds or acquires all of the 

facilities (buildings and grounds) needed by T&D. This process may be owned 
by another enterprise/corporate group, but this T&D process ensures that 
T&D-specific input is provided to the owning organization to ensure that T&D 
form follows T&D function (both current-state function and near-term, future-
state function). 

 
10.8 The T&D Equipment and Tools Development and Deployment Process builds or 

acquires the T&D tools and equipment required and proven (pilot tested) by the 
research and development effort. This process ensures a successful 
implementation. 

 
10.9 The T&D Materials and Supplies Acquisition and Deployment Process acquires and 

delivers all consumable materials and supplies necessary for T&D operations. 
 
10.10 The T&D Information Systems Development and Deployment Process builds or acquires 

the T&D information technology (IT) methods and systems (hardware and 
software) that are deemed required and have been proven (pilot tested) by 
T&D’ s research and development effort. This process ensures a successful 
information system (IS) implementation. 

 
10.11 The T&D Methods Deployment Process builds or acquires the T&D, ISD, or 

administrative methods that have been tested and proven by the research and 
development effort or are part of enterprisewide methods and procedures. This 
process ensures an overall, successful implementation of any new approaches to 
ISD or other T&D methods. 

 
Next, we’ll view the processes within the system at 11 o’clock: the T&D Research and 
Development System. 
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Chapter 26: 11 O’clock: T&D 
Research and Development 
System 
 
 
This chapter presents the system and processes for conducting relevant research 
and development for T&D efforts. 
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11 O’clock: T&D Research and Development System 

T&D Processes 
 11.1: T&D Methodology and Technology 
Surveillance Process 

 
 11.2: T&D Internal and External 
Benchmarking Processes 

 
 11.3: T&D Methodology and Technology 
Pilot-Testing Processes 

Principle 
Without a constant eye on the future, T&D 
will fail to keep pace with the changing  

 

 
Figure 26.1 T&D Systems View Model 

dimensions of the profession and the opportunities that new technology and methods 
present. 

Overview 
These are the processes that look into the future and keep the T&D organization on the 
cutting edge. They also serve as the “testing” processes that ensure T&D is delivering 
on its promise of improved performance and a high return on investment. 
 
The T&D Research and Development System organizes all deliberate/planned T&D 
research and development efforts; conducts internal and external benchmarking; and 
conducts pilot tests of new processes, products, tools, and techniques for potential 
incorporation into the standard T&D methods and processes throughout the T&D 
system.  
 
The research and development processes and outcomes are documented, stored, and 
made accessible in a format(s) best usable for all anticipated needs and for increased 
ease of future access to enable more efficient search efforts by users.  
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The results of these research and development efforts should drive continuous 
improvement in the overall T&D system. The T&D systems of the future must be in a 
position to respond efficiently and quickly to an organized and demanding customer— 
the members of the T&D Governance and Advisory System and all other users of 
T&D’s products and services.  
 
Research is needed into both ISD (design/development) processes and deployment 
processes and technology. Research and reviews need to be conducted of the constant 
flow of new T&D products and services from external sources. Literature searches 
should be continuously conducted, and appropriate content should be forwarded to 
interested parties. 
 
Research and development provides insights into how to increase T&D’s return on the 
enterprise’s bottom line, through adoption or adaptation of new business-based ISD 
processes and technology, and other changes and improvements to reduce costs. This is 
always done with no deterioration in performance capability, as proven in the 
development testing prior to any general rollout. 
 
Internal development and deployment of new or improved ISD and deployment 
processes and systems is required to enable the T&D organization to position itself as 
the rightful, preferred vendor of all things T&D, for all units of the overall enterprise.  

T&D Process 11.1: T&D Methodology and Technology 
Surveillance Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Methodology and Technology Surveillance Process keeps track of what is 
going on in the worlds of ISD technology and ISD methodology, as well as with all 
other elements of the T&D system, such as information technology/information system 
capabilities for development and deployment of T&D. 

Process Description 
T&D organizations should be conducting targeted, by design and not random, research 
into the leading-edge ISD processes, tools and techniques, and T&D products of 
various content and nature. They should then compare both new and old T&D systems, 
techniques, tools, and “what results achieved at what costs analyses,” for potential 
consumption by all of the various T&D systems and processes on the T&D Systems 
View clockface.  
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T&D should be focused on the evolving methods and technology of ISD processes and 
on ISD products and their deployment.  
 
Process technology might include what is already available in the ISD marketplace, such 
as analysis tools, design tools, development tools, evaluation tools, and project 
management tools. Are they compatible or “integrateable” into the current systems and 
tools?  
 
T&D product technology might include development and deployment systems or the 
marketing world’s “distribution system.” These systems and processes develop and 
deploy T&D via various media and methods, such as books, videotapes or audiotapes, 
wall charts, classroom sessions, auditorium sessions, computer access Web sites and 
computer-based learning programs, and satellite-downloaded two-way video and audio 
systems. The technology is rapidly evolving. 
 
Computer-delivered content is becoming less expensive to generate and deploy. If 
targeted at the right content and intermixed with other learning strategies, it can be the 
backbone of the organization’s human resource development/knowledge 
management/enterprise requirements planning (ERP) HR module systems. 
 
If T&D and its customers are skilled at tapping into the Internet, the intranet of the 
enterprise, and/or the use of other storage devices, then the amount and timing of 
content can be in much better control.  
 
Technology and methodology currently available from outside can be easily ascertained 
by attendance at any one of several T&D-oriented conferences and expos. 
Understanding some of the newer delivery methods nowadays requires a basic 
knowledge of information technology.  
 
After the data-gathering portion of your benchmarking of the available T&D 
technology, methodology, tools, and techniques, you can use the framework provided 
by the T&D Systems View clockface to help you better see fit and function issues as you 
determine the total life-cycle costs for any major or minor T&D system change.  
 
Don’t make a change in technology and methodology based simply on first costs. 
Understand the total life-cycle costs for any purchase before making any commitments. 
What are the technology and methodology installation costs, if any? What are the annual 
technology and methodology operations, maintenance, or repair costs? 
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You must determine where new technology and methodology may better enable, today 
and in the future, and at what costs. And how does the new technology and 
methodology square with how work will be conducted in the near- and medium-term 
future? 
 
The ever-evolving world of information technology will allow us to more easily (but not 
without some additional effort) capture and report data related to our function and 
impact within the enterprise. That same information technology evolution is changing 
how T&D is used by the customers (the T&D user). Other stakeholders, such as the 
target audience’s management and owners, should have easier access to data about the 
T&D investment and should know exactly what the returns are. 
 
Current and leading-edge ISD technology and methodology data can be gathered from a 
variety of sources, including the use of benchmarking processes. Training journals and 
books provide a wealth of information and methods from external sources. Internal 
T&D organizations can share their methods and results.  
 
Internal data needs to be gathered, such as target audience demographic data, that 
identifies many factors about the targets of the T&D investment, such as their current 
use of desktop computers, laptops, or palmtops, and helps the T&D system understand 
current systems. Insights such as these may help determine which T&D distribution 
channels might be used to better reach their customers. 
 
Additional research into those particular deployment technologies, in terms of their 
future, costs, user-friendliness, ease of learning, ease of usage, and costs typical for 
content development, need to be understood and considered in any large-scale system. 

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Methodology and Technology Surveillance Process 
include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Key T&D methodology and 
technology trends and 
emerging capabilities 

Will provide input to the next process where some 
will be explored further to assess their capability, 
feasibility, and desirability. 
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Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Methodology and Technology Surveillance Process may be broken if 

 You are not constantly, systematically surveying the marketplace for what’s new.  
 Customers or other leaders in the enterprise are asking you about methodology or 
technology that you are unaware of. 

Process Summary 
In summary, the T&D Methodology and Technology Surveillance Process of the T&D 
system keeps abreast of what’s going on in the wide world of T&D. It also provides 
input to the next two processes that will focus on new things as well as improvement 
efforts for all existing components in the T&D system. 
 
Next, we’ll view the T&D Internal and External Benchmarking Processes. 

T&D Process 11.2: T&D Internal and External Benchmarking 
Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Internal and External Benchmarking Processes compare all of the internal 
T&D organization’s processes to a series of benchmarks, comparing internal operations 
against each other as well as to external organizations in both similar and dissimilar 
situations. 

Process Description 
The T&D Internal and External Benchmarking Processes look both internally and 
externally at T&D systems and processes, as well as at non-T&D systems and processes, 
for insights into what might help to improve the cost, schedule, and/or quality 
performance of the T&D system. Benchmarking could focus on such processes as 
T&D development, authoring processes, order fulfillment, governance, etc. 
 
The T&D Systems View and its 47 processes provide a map for determining where to 
start these time-consuming and potentially costly efforts. We believe in targeted 
approaches. 
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Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Internal and External Benchmarking Processes include 
the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Benchmark studies Provide insights into how things are done 
elsewhere (internal or external to the enterprise). 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Internal and External Benchmarking Processes may be broken if 

 You reinvent systems, processes, or products that already exist. 
 You start development or improvement efforts with only the old model and a blank 
sheet in front of you, instead of with several new models borrowed from elsewhere. 

Process Summary 
In summary, the T&D Internal and External Benchmarking Processes of the T&D 
system help with continuous improvement efforts of both ISD and other T&D 
processes (e.g., registration systems) and products (e.g., LCD projectors) used by 
internal and external T&D organizations. 
 
Next, we’ll view the T&D Methodology and Technology Pilot-Testing Processes. 

T&D Process 11.3: T&D Methodology and Technology Pilot-
Testing Process 

Process Purpose 
The T&D Methodology and Technology Pilot-Testing Processes bring in the 
newfangled stuff found in the other two research and development processes of the 
T&D system to deliberately play with it and test it. 

Process Description 
The T&D Methodology and Technology Pilot-Testing Processes use structured, rational 
approaches for the formal “trying out” and testing methods, technologies, equipment, 
and tools.  
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Pilot tests are conducted in a precise, controlled manner to evaluate the process or 
product with the technology and/or methodology being tested for many “abilities” such 
as 

 Manufacture-ability 
 Use-ability 
 Maintain-ability 
 Storage-ability 

 
The T&D Methodology and Technology Pilot-Testing Processes help avoid potentially 
costly implementations for things that will not really work on the larger scale needed or 
will have other issues requiring more of an investment, throwing off the original return 
on investment and economic value add forecasts.  
 
T&D methods and technologies implemented too quickly often bring disasters. Haste 
makes waste is learned all over again. If it’s worth doing, it’s worth doing right. 
 
Yes, today life is operating at Internet speed, but going too fast does not always get you 
to exactly where you need to be. It just gets you someplace faster. 

Process Outputs and Their “Utilities” 
The key outputs from the T&D Methodology and Technology Pilot-Testing Processes 
include the following: 
 

Key Outputs Key Utilities 

Test results for T&D system 
methods, technologies, 
equipment, and tools 

Help avoid implementation of items that will not 
really work as needed or desired. 

Is It Broken? Clues and Cues  
Your T&D Methodology and Technology Pilot-Testing Processes may be broken if 

 Things get implemented without testing, resulting in scheduling and cost issues and 
reduced ROI. 

 You never pilot test new methods, techniques, tools, etc. 
 Too many things have been implemented in the past that just haven’t worked out as 
well as first thought. 
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Process Summary 
In summary, the T&D Methodology and Technology Pilot-Testing Processes test, prior 
to deployment, various promising methods and/or technologies to better learn what a 
successful, efficient deployment will require and to assure that return on investment and 
economic value add projections are based on realistic, total costs and revenues. As a 
result, the deployment can be better planned and followed during the implementation. 

Alpha and Omega’s T&D Research and Development 
Systems 
At Alpha, there is a systematic research and review process employed to stay abreast of 
all evolutions and revolutions in T&D concepts, methods, and technologies.  
 
Potential solutions for specific needs are proactively sought out per the annual plan. 
Those thought most promising are tested after careful benchmarking with others, and 
then brought into the systems when deemed appropriate. 
 
At Omega, attendees of conferences and reviewers of trade publications are forever 
bringing to management’s attention new things helpful to T&D efforts. 

11 O’clock System Summary 
The T&D Research and Development System is intended to keep the T&D suppliers 
and customers reasonably informed about status, available data or results, and feasibility 
of changes in the T&D marketplace regarding processes, methods, tools, and 
techniques.  
 

Next, we’ll review more from Alpha and Omega regarding all of their T&D Support 
Systems and Processes. 
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Chapter 27: Alpha and Omega 
 
 
This chapter summarizes the T&D support systems and processes at Alpha and 
Omega. 
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Alpha and Omega 

T&D Practitioner at Alpha 
I’ve been on several research and development projects for T&D where we investigated 
and sometimes pilot tested new technologies before we leapt into the future. Some new 
things weren’t quite ready for prime time, and we were better off not being early 
adapters, unlike my last employer. And, not surprisingly, it’s all part of a master plan for 
keeping us up with advances in both methods and technology. 

T&D Practitioner at Omega 
We always like to try new things. They don’t always work out, but that’s to be expected. 
However, sometimes the new thing is fully implemented before we’ve got the bugs 
worked out. But most of our customers understand that the leading edge is often the 
bleeding edge. 

T&D Executive at Alpha 
At Alpha, we know where we stand financially at all times. I know how much I’ve spent 
on what and what my outstanding contractual obligations are. If I have to cut my 
budget, I know where I stand. 

T&D Executive at Omega 
At Omega, I struggle to get my arms around our finances. I’ve been asked by 
headquarters to give back dollars in the third quarter and then had to ask for money 
back from headquarters in the fourth quarter when invoices rolled in late. It was 
embarrassing. 

T&D Manager at Alpha 
Here at Alpha, there is a systematic planning process for our T&D staff’s own training 
and development needs. As a manager, I can tell you that my people are the best 
developed in the business. I’ve worked at six of the top eight companies in our industry, 
including our rival Omega. 
 
We have an information, education, training, and development “architecture.” It’s pretty 
cool. It supports our goal to transform all of our independently evolved work processes, 
policies, and systems to a common framework. And that is something that everyone on 
the payroll needs to learn, share, and work toward. 
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T&D Manager at Omega 
Here at Omega, we deal with our people’s training needs as they come up and if budget 
is available. And if it’s really critical, we shift the money over to the right account. We 
find it a flexible approach for our ever-changing needs. But sometimes we do feel like 
the proverbial cobbler’s children without shoes. 

Staff Specialist at Alpha 
I’m an engineer at Alpha on one of our integrated product development teams. I’ve 
been here for almost 20 years. I’ve seen a lot of changes in how we deal with the 
development of our people. Now we are really doing it; before we just talked about it, 
but did damn little. 
 
It took a long time for the new approach to T&D to take hold here, something they call 
LBD, learning best something-or-other, I forget. As a senior engineer here, I’ve had the 
misfortune of having to work across the entire organization, and I can tell you that it 
wasn’t a level playing field between all the various departments. Some were terrific at 
the new methods we use here at Alpha, and some were horrific. Now the groups that 
were behind are catching up. That’s good. 

Staff Specialist at Omega 
I’ve been in marketing at Omega for 20 years. I keep up with the trends in marketing 
and have kept moving up the ladder here because of my own initiative. I read all the 
journals on my time, attend as many conferences as I can get Omega to pay for, and 
read books in a variety of subjects. You know, everything is marketing or sales—
everything. There are many good sources of information out there, lots of books and 
periodicals. It just takes me a lot of time to find them. 

Staff Specialist at Alpha 
I’ve done almost every job there is in the Alpha materials organization, whether at 
corporate or out in the field at almost half of our 13 factories. What I’ve liked about the 
last ten years I’ve had here is that Alpha makes it so easy to get what you need. I’ve got 
guides to help me determine what I should focus my development on—T&D Paths and 
Planning Guides, I believe they’re called. I’ve used these to determine my needs and 
prioritize what is critical, and for the past four years these have been automated, so now 
I can even schedule classes and order materials. It creates a plan and helps me manage 
the plan. 
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Staff Specialist at Omega 
I talk to Omega customers face to face, and it’s not always pleasant. There’s a lot of 
product knowledge and policy knowledge that people in my job need, and I don’t think 
attending our online training sessions, whenever we have them, is the way to go. I need 
to be able to look this stuff up, and I can’t even easily find out what’s offered! It needs 
to be in a usable electronic format, and not buried in old “e” sessions that are never up 
to date.  

Alpha and Omega Review 
Which T&D system is on top of its financial position? 

 Alpha or Omega? 
- Alpha knows its current and future liabilities much better. 

 
Which T&D system practices on itself what it preaches to its customers? 

 Alpha or Omega? 
- Both do; Alpha is systematic and deliberate, while Omega is more “whatever, 

whenever, however.” 
 
Which T&D system is consciously conducting relevant and timely research and 
development on “all things T&D?” 

 Alpha or Omega? 
- Alpha carefully scans, investigates, and tests and is in a position to better predict 

results. Omega implements and then discovers too late (too often) what worked 
and what didn’t. 
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Chapter 28: T&D Support 
Systems and Processes 
Summary and Transition 
 
 
This chapter presents a summary of the T&D support systems and processes. 
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T&D Support Systems and Processes Summary and 
Transition 
The T&D Support Systems and Processes feed the core and leadership processes of a 
learning by design based T&D system. Using our clockface icon, the support systems 
include the following processes: 
 

 8 O’clock: T&D Marketing and 
Communications System 
- T&D Stakeholder Communications 

Process 
- Individual T&D Planning Process 
- T&D Ordering and Registration 

Process 
 

 9 O’clock: T&D Financial Asset 
Management System 
- Organizational T&D Plans and Budget 

Roll-up and Adjustment Process 
- T&D Physical Property Management 

Process 
 

 

 
Figure 28.1 T&D Systems View Model 

 10 O’clock: T&D Human and Environmental Asset Management System  
- T&D Staff Recruiting and Selection/Succession Process 
- T&D Staff Training and Development Process 
- T&D Staff Assessment Process 
- T&D Staff Compensation and Benefits Process 
- T&D Staff Rewards and Recognition Process 
- T&D Organization Structural Design Process 
- T&D Facilities Development and Deployment Process 
- T&D Equipment and Tools Development and Deployment Process 
- T&D Materials and Supplies Acquisition and Deployment Process 
- T&D Information Systems Development and Deployment Process 
- T&D Methods Deployment Process 
 

 11 O’clock: T&D Research and Development System 
- T&D Methodology and Technology Surveillance Process 
- T&D Internal and External Benchmarking Processes 
- T&D Methodology and Technology Pilot-Testing Processes 
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You have these systems and processes in place right now. They may be articulated or 
not. They are either working just fine or not. They may be in control or not. But one 
way or another, these systems and processes are what it takes to run a T&D system. 
Unfortunately for the shareholders, most T&D systems are out of control. 
 
Without the T&D Marketing and Communications System, no one in the marketplace would 
know what T&D exists for their needs. Without knowing what exists, the potential 
customers and their management wouldn’t plan on participating. 
 
Without the T&D Financial Asset Management System, there would be no financial 
accounting to enable us to assess return on investment, economic value add, and 
shareholder value data. 
 
Without the T&D Human and Environmental Asset Management System, we can’t have the 
right people with the right skills operating the right environmental resources to achieve 
the desired results. 
 
Without the T&D Research and Development System, the T&D system would stagnate and 
wouldn’t help us keep up or surpass our competitors’ T&D systems. 
 
Each individual support system and its processes backs up both the core and the 
leadership T&D systems and processes, as well as the needs of the other support 
systems and processes. 
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Chapter 29: Introduction to Your 
Self-assessment 
 
 
This chapter overviews an assessment process and presents an assessment tool. 
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Introduction to Your Self-assessment 
The T&D Systems View Assessment Tool in the next chapter is a more detailed guide 
than provided earlier in Chapter 5 and can be used to self-assess your T&D system. It is 
then followed by a chapter providing a two-page prioritization matrix you can use to 
summarize your assessment. 
 
You can use this tool yourself for a solo effort, or you could facilitate a group of T&D 
stakeholders through the assessment. The goal, of course, is to target and prioritize 
improvement efforts based on their return on investment and economic value add 
potential. 
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Chapter 30: Detailed T&D 
Systems View Assessment Tool 
 
 
This chapter presents the Detailed T&D Systems View Assessment Tool. 
 
Chapter 31 will then provide a two-page summary sheet of your assessment. 
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Detailed T&D Systems View Assessment Tool  
The following T&D Systems View Assessment Tool is a detailed instrument that 
can be used to help you self-assess your T&D system.  
 
You may wish to customize it at the system/process name level. You may have 
already done this in Chapter 5. Please refer to those edits if you did that suggested 
step earlier. For later use internally, you’ll probably need to use the names of the 
systems and processes as they are currently referred to at your enterprise. 
 

Figure 30.1: T&D Systems View Assessment Tool Hybertgram 
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System 12 O’clock Process 12.1 Local/Process Name 

T&D Governance and Advisory System T&D Governance Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Governance Process organizes 
the executives of the enterprise for the 
purpose of directing both the overall T&D 
system and the specific efforts to expend the 
limited resources allocated to T&D, toward 
only the high-priority/high-payback needs. 

 

This governance process tells you what you 
will do and when. 

 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment: 

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 The priorities and projects of the T&D 
system often change midstream, with 
little business rhyme or reason. 

 There is little energy or enthusiasm for 
many of the T&D projects, and it is 
difficult to get the internal customer 
engaged and involved in timely, 
meaningful ways. 

 Projects are underresourced or 
improperly resourced (any “body” “will 
do”). 

 Projects have unrealistic cycle times. 

 Projects themselves have no structure 
and do not seem to be scheduled 
activities on the calendars of the 
customer to be served. 

 T&D is not a major component of either 
the overall business plan, or the HR 
plan, or the business plans for the other 
business units and functions. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Do the key enterprise 
stakeholders feel that they 
truly have control over 
where the T&D resources 
are directed? 

4. Are all areas of the 
enterprise covered? Which 
are not covered? Are any of 
those critical? 

5. How often do these 
governing councils/ 
committees/individuals 
meet? Is it often enough? 

6. Are the meetings truly 
“decision-making 
meetings” or just “dog-
and-pony shows?” 

 

$__________ 
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System 12 O’clock Process 12.2 Local/Process Name 

T&D Governance and Advisory System T&D Advisory Process 

 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Advisory Process is a set of 
advisory committees/councils that identify 
and communicate to the board of governors 
the parochial, high-payback, potential 
targets. They then oversee and conduct the 
approved, targeted T&D project efforts for 
their area of concern. The advisory 
committees/councils are immediately 
below the decision-making body of the 
board of governors of the T&D Governance 
Process. 

 

This advisory process makes 
recommendations to the governance body. 

 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment:

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 The advice given to the ultimate, 
executive decision-makers regarding 
T&D resource allocations is happening 
without T&D’s active, structured 
involvement, and is more political than 
rational/process-performance based. 

 There is no macrodevelopment plan for 
key target audiences. 

 Most T&D projects are “one-offs,” one-
shot efforts, that do not lead to anything 
cohesive for key target audiences. 

 T&D development projects are 
conducted without a clear understanding 
of their cost of conformance and cost of 
nonconformance or forecasting the life-
cycle costs that will be incurred over 
time to offer this T&D product/service 
to the T&D marketplace. 

 You feel that you have to continually roll 
with the punches and are constantly 
going from one T&D project “fire” to 
another. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Do the key enterprise 
constituencies feel that they 
truly have a formal voice in 
what their priority needs 
are regarding T&D? Or do 
they have to make noise to 
get attention? 

4. Are all key areas of the 
enterprise and their 
functions/disciplines 
covered? Which are not 
covered? Are any of these 
critical? 

5. Is the process used by 
these advisory councils/ 
committees to determine 
their priority needs fact or 
opinion based? 

 

$__________ 
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System 1 O’clock Process 1.1 Local/Process Name 

T&D Strategic Planning System Enterprise Strategic Plans 
Surveillance Process 

 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The Enterprise Strategic Plans Surveillance 
Process ensures that the T&D system, 
including the T&D leadership and their 
T&D Governance and Advisory System, is 
acutely aware of all of the strategic business 
drivers of the various components of the 
enterprise and takes those into account 
when generating T&D’s own strategic and 
operational plans and activities. 

 

This process identifies your customer’s 
strategic issues and needs. 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment: 

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 You have no clue about the high-
payback strategies of the key T&D 
customer segments of your enterprise. 

 Your T&D resources that help you meet 
the strategic needs of your customers are 
not seen as strategic themselves. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? Is it 
routine or demand driven? 

3. Is the T&D system and its 
efforts perceived as being 
“in alignment” with the 
critical, high-payback 
business strategies and 
tactics? 

4. Can the T&D leaders 
articulate the key business 
issues and drivers affecting 
their primary customers? 

 

$__________ 
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System 1 O’clock Process 1.2 Local/Process Name 

T&D Strategic Planning System T&D Strategic Planning 
Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Strategic Planning Process 
ensures that the T&D systems’ own 
strategic plans are in alignment with, and 
are supportive of, the key needs of the 
enterprise. 

 

This process aligns your strategies with 
your customer’s critical needs. 

 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment: 

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 You have no strategic plan for T&D. 

 Your T&D strategies of where you are 
going and why are not documented. 

 Your T&D strategies have not been 
reviewed and/or approved by the 
enterprise leadership as in alignment 
with the needs of the enterprise. 

 Enterprise executives don’t know the 
strategic value of the T&D 
organization’s contributions from the 
past, the present, or the future. 

 Your T&D team is not aware of and 
cannot summarize the strategic direction 
of the T&D organization itself. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? Is it 
routine or demand driven? 

3. Is the T&D strategy really 
driven by the strategic 
plans of the 
function/departments of 
the enterprise? Can you 
link your key efforts easily 
to them? 

4. Is the T&D Strategic Plan 
shared with and then 
commented on by the key 
leaders of the enterprise? 
Do you have their “stamp 
of approval” for what you 
are planning to do 
strategically? 

5. Is the consensus that T&D 
is aligned? 

 

$__________ 
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System 2 O’clock Process 2.1 Local/Process Name 

T&D Operations Planning and 
Management System 

Annual Operations Planning 
and Budgeting Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The Annual Operations Planning and 
Budgeting Process plans for and allocates 
the resources that the enterprise has 
partitioned to the T&D system and to all of 
the various T&D organizations and 
processes, in a manner consistent with the 
strategic needs of both the enterprise and 
the T&D system itself. 

 

This process plans your year and updates 
your annual plan as needed. 

 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment: 

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 You don’t have an annual plan tied to 
specific projects and efforts. 

 You never have the right amount of 
human, environmental, and financial 
resources necessary for getting the high-
priority demand/must-do projects 
completed in a timely, quality fashion. 

 Forecasted project costs, schedules, and 
returns on investments are seldom 
accurate. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? Is it 
routine or demand driven? 

3. Are the resources provided 
by the enterprise adequate 
given the T&D plan details 
driven by the T&D 
Strategic Plan? 

4. Do you know where and 
when your resources will 
run out? 

5. Are there deliberate 
tradeoffs being made in 
advance of resource 
depletion? 

 

$__________ 
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System 2 O’clock Process 2.2 Local/Process Name 

T&D Operations Planning and 
Management System 

Quarterly Operations Planning 
and Budgeting Updates 

Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The Quarterly Operations Planning and 
Budgeting Updates Process systematically 
re-examines and reallocates the T&D 
resources, consistent with the ever-changing 
strategic and tactical needs of both the 
enterprise and the T&D system itself. 

 

This process plans the quarter and links to 
the annual process. 

 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment:

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 You can’t tell quarter by quarter how 
well you will do in meeting the project 
goals with the necessary resources. 

 The shifting needs of the enterprise and 
the tradeoff decisions between projects 
aren’t being made (if there are not 
enough resources to allocate in a timely 
manner). 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? Is it 
routine or demand driven? 

3. Are the resources provided 
by the enterprise adequate 
given the T&D plan details 
driven by the T&D 
Strategic Plan? 

4. Do you know where and 
when your resources will 
run out? 

5. Are there deliberate 
tradeoffs being made in 
advance of resource 
depletion? 

 

 

$__________ 
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System 2 O’clock Process 2.3 Local/Process Name 

T&D Operations Planning & Management 
Systems 

Forecasting and Accounting 
Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The Forecasting and Accounting Process 
tracks all of the T&D expenditures and the 
contractual/planned commitments to 
ensure that the price tags for all of the 
current and planned efforts are known 
before all of the invoices arrive. 

 

This process forecasts your finances and 
reports your actuals in sync with the 
enterprise system. 

 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment: 

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 You don’t know where you stand at all 
times and for all current projects in 
regard to your project and financial 
status and your project continuation/ 
completion financial obligations. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out?  

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? Is it 
routine or demand driven? 

3. Are actual expenditures 
tracked and compared to 
budgets/forecasts? 

4. Do you always know where 
you are off plan and by how 
much? 

 

$__________ 
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System 3 O’clock Process 3.1 Local/Process Name 

T&D Cost/Benefits Measurement System Cost/Benefits Measurement 
System Design and 

Deployment Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The Cost/Benefits Measurement System 
Design and Deployment Process creates, 
deploys, and maintains the measurement 
system and mechanism(s) for all of T&D. 
It’s T&D’s balanced scorecard (BSC). 

 

This process establishes T&D’s balanced 
scorecard metrics. 

 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment:

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 You don’t measure or plan to measure 
key T&D efforts. 

 There is not a systematic business 
approach used to decide which efforts 
get measured and which do not. 

 Measurement is inconsistent, labor 
intensive, and the results reported are 
not insightful. 

 You rarely or never measure learning, 
performance, and/or business results. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out?  

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Is the cost/benefits data 
shared with the enterprise 
leaders? Is it reacted to? 
Are lessons being learned 
from past experiences 
(good and bad)? 

 

$__________ 
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System 3 O’clock Process 3.2 Local/Process Name 

T&D Cost/Benefits Measurement System Ongoing Cost/Benefits 
Measurement and Feedback 

Receiving Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The Ongoing Cost/Benefits Measurement 
and Feedback Receiving Process captures 
the data from the T&D Cost/Benefits 
Measurement System, packages it, and 
reports it out to the appropriate parties 
within the enterprise. 

 

This process feeds the balanced scorecard 
with measurement data. 

 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment: 

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 Don’t know your general or specific 
costs, satisfaction levels for any or all of 
your stakeholders, mastery levels of 
learners after training, transfer levels 
back to the job, and return on 
investment for any or all of your critical 
T&D efforts. 

 Initially collected data, but efforts to do 
it have declined over time. 

 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out?  

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Is there documented proof 
that T&D meets the 
enterprise internal return 
on investment and 
economic value add 
“hurdle rates?” 

4. Are the results 
communicated to the 
leadership across the 
enterprise? Are they reacted 
to? Are lessons being 
learned from past 
experiences (good and 
bad)? 

 

$__________ 
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System 3 O’clock Process 3.3 Local/Process Name 

T&D Cost/Benefits Measurement System T&D Project Lessons Learned 
Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Project Lessons Learned Process 
captures data unique to the internal lessons 
learned by the participants within T&D 
processes regarding their experiences in 
using or being a part of the process. 

 

This process captures experiential lessons. 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment:

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 You keep seeing the same kinds of 
mistakes and ineffective, costly 
approaches being used over and over 
again in successive projects. 

 Your team doesn’t know what worked 
and what didn’t work in the past, or why. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out?  

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Are the data and lessons 
learned shared with key 
personnel and commented 
on? 

4. Is there any evidence that 
the data and lessons 
learned being shared are 
received by those who need 
them?  

5. Is there any evidence that 
the incidence of mistakes is 
being reduced? 

 

$__________ 
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System 3 O’clock Process 3.4 Local/Process Name 

T&D Cost/Benefits Measurement System Results Reporting and 
Archiving Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The Results Reporting and Archiving 
Process gathers all of the T&D results data, 
puts the data in an intelligent and 
understandable form, and then reports it to 
stakeholders appropriate to their needs. It 
also archives it for future reference. 

 

This process reports out the data to all with 
a need. 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment: 

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 Your stakeholders don’t know the results 
of the investments and expenses made in 
enterprise T&D. 

 You can’t really begin to predict the 
future in terms of T&D costs and returns 
based on past T&D projects/efforts. 

 You can’t go back and look at or find 
past project results. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out?  

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Is the data used to 
determine historical trends 
and cost heuristics? Do you 
see improvements in the 
data and/or the need for 
improvements? 

 

$__________ 
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System 4 O’clock Process 4.1 Local/Process Name 

T&D Process Improvement System T&D Issues Generation and 
Assessment Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Issues Generation and 
Assessment Process identifies both T&D 
current and future issues (high-payback 
problems/opportunities) and brings them 
to the attention of the T&D Governance and 
Advisory System. 

 

This process screens internal T&D 
improvement opportunities to ensure ROI 
potential. 

 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment:

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 Big T&D system problems and 
opportunities are not determined, 
validated, or addressed in a rational, 
systematic manner. 

 Major T&D problems that aren’t 
addressed incur avoidable, recurring 
costs that reach a level of significance 
and/or intolerance that detracts from the 
key business focus of the T&D system. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out?  

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Are T&D’s own business 
issues systematically being 
generated, or does it take a 
major blowup before 
“things not right” are 
discovered? 

 

$__________ 
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System 4 O’clock Process 4.2 Local/Process Name 

T&D Process Improvement System T&D Improvement Project 
Planning and Management 

Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Improvement Project Planning 
and Management Process takes the 
validated problems/opportunities and plans 
a project to address the needs and then 
oversees the improvement initiative efforts, 
much as any other major/minor 
improvement initiative. 

 

This process plans and manages internal 
improvement efforts. 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment: 

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 Improvement initiatives are undertaken 
without a clear plan of tasks, 
responsibilities, schedules, or costs. 

 Improvement initiatives are routinely 
poorly conceived, behind schedule, or 
over budget. 

 Improvement initiatives are not 
considered “true projects” with 
expectations for results, resources, 
communication, etc., equivalent to 
“client work.” 

 Projects drift and seem uncontrolled 
despite a well-documented plan. 

 None of the really big problems are 
being addressed. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out?  

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Do the “actuals” match (or 
get close to) “forecasts” for 
both budget and time? 

4. Do the improvements 
result in real process 
performance 
improvements, or do more 
problems come to the 
surface or come up as a 
result of one improvement 
effort? 
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System 5 O’clock Process 5.1 Local/Process Name 

T&D Product and Service Line Design 
System 

T&D Product and Service Line 
Program Management Process 

 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Product and Service Line 
Program Management Process oversees the 
effort to determine, across the enterprise, 
which T&D priorities to address. The 
decisions made as to which of the highest 
priorities from the various units/segments 
of the enterprise should be addressed, and 
in what order, are the province of the 
governance and advisory group.  

 

This process interacts with the Governance 
and Advisory System and responds, perhaps 
planning and implementing over a 
multiyear period, depending on the 
complexity of the enterprise. 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment:

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 Projects undertaken by the T&D system 
are not the most critical to the 
enterprise. 

 Return on investment and economic 
value add forecasts do not exist or 
suggest a low-payback for the efforts. 

 You’ve spent hundreds of thousands of 
dollars to develop/acquire generic 
content, e.g., time management and 
communications skills, when strategic 
and/or critical enterprise initiatives have 
been underresourced in the past. 

 No project management portfolio exists. 

 The portfolio is not aligned with 
business or T&D organization strategy. 

 The portfolio is not logical, and it 
doesn’t align with functions and/or 
management’s model of business. 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out?  

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Are your T&D product and 
service lines (your overall 
curriculum and other 
nonproduct services) 
rational, performance-
oriented, synergetic, and do 
they work seamlessly, or 
are they overlapped and 
gapped and they don’t 
work seamlessly? 
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System 5 O’clock Process 5.2 Local/Process Name 

T&D Product and Service Line Design 
System 

T&D Product Line Design 
Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Product Line Design Process is a 
macro-ISD process. It is a systematic 
process for conducting the project planning, 
performance and enabling analysis, 
macrodesign of T&D, and prioritization of 
any product line gaps. It is very different 
from traditional ISD processes that develop 
only a course (or an e-learning module) as a 
“one-off” effort. 

 

This process “systems engineers,” or 
“architects,” the T&D product line. 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment: 

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 T&D efforts are “one-offs” and not part 
of a comprehensive effort to understand 
the total, critical needs of targeted 
audiences and address those high-
payback needs on a priority basis. 

 “Chunks”/products don’t maximize 
potential for appropriate reuse. 

 There are gaps in critical content. 

 There is redundant content between 
T&D products. 

 T&D products don’t directly target 
performance and impact performance 
adequately. 

 Key, critical jobs do not have a logical 
menu and path for career development—
members of key target audiences don’t 
know what T&D to complete in what 
order. 

 Your product offerings don’t align with 
critical, high-payback business/T&D 
strategies and needs. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out?  

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Does this process produce 
a set of training products 
that maximally reuses 
shareable content, along 
with unique content, to 
ensure reduced life-cycle 
costs? 

4. Are your T&D products 
(your overall curriculum) 
rational, performance-
oriented, synergetic and do 
they work seamlessly, or 
are they overlapped and 
gapped and they don’t 
work seamlessly? 
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System 5 O’clock Process 5.3 Local/Process Name 

T&D Product and Service Line Design 
System 

T&D Service Line Design 
Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Service Line Design Process is 
similar to the previous process, except that 
it macrodesigns the nonproduct T&D 
service line. Those services might include 
performance improvement consultation, 
executive and manager coaching, job 
redesign, etc. (depending on the capabilities 
of the T&D system’s personnel skills and 
the intentions of the T&D Governance and 
Advisory System). 

 

This process architects the service line. 

 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment:

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 Portions of the enterprise are 
complaining of a lack of needed services 
from T&D or are 
recommending/demanding them. 

 T&D efforts are “one-offs” and not part 
of a comprehensive effort to understand 
the total, critical needs of targeted 
audiences, and then address and meet 
those high-payback needs in a priority 
basis. 

 T&D services don’t directly target 
performance improvement. 

 Service offerings don’t align with critical, 
high-payback business/T&D strategies 
and needs. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out?  

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Does this process lead to 
customer-valued T&D 
services (non-T&D 
products) such as executive 
coaching, process 
performance analysis, etc.? 

4. Are your T&D services 
(your nonproduct service 
offerings) rational, 
performance-oriented, 
synergetic, and do they 
work seamlessly, or are 
they overlapped and 
gapped and they don’t 
work seamlessly? 
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System 6 O’clock Process 6.1 Local/Process Name 

T&D Product and Service Line 
Development/Acquisition System 

T&D Product and Service Line 
Development and Acquisition 
Program Management Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Product and Service Line 
Development and Acquisition Program 
Management Process, much as the first 
process within 5 o’clock, is intended to 
deliberately control the multiple efforts for 
development and acquisition for putting 
high-priority, high-payback T&D products 
and services in place. 

 

This process creates the T&D product line 
for an overall program (multiproject). 

 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment: 

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 You can’t measure positive return on 
investment and economic value add 
actuals against plans for T&D products/ 
services. 

 T&D product and service development 
is being done because someone internal 
to the T&D system thinks it’s a good 
idea—the T&D portfolio is not being 
managed. 

 T&D products and services developed 
aren’t maintained due to T&D resource 
constraints. 

 Resources are not reallocated as needed 
based on changes in business direction. 

 You don’t know what to work on next if 
a project is completed early. 

 Projects are not sequenced to take 
appropriate advantage of synergies (e.g., 
similar content/subject matter experts 
between projects). 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out?  

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Are your overall efforts at 
building/buying T&D 
coordinated and on time 
and budget? Or are your 
efforts uncoordinated and 
out of control? 
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System 6 O’clock Process 6.2 Local/Process Name 

T&D Product and Service Line 
Development/Acquisition System 

T&D Custom Development 
Process 

 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Custom Development Process is 
a formal ISD process to develop 
performance-based T&D or, minimally, 
performance-relevant awareness, 
knowledge, and skills. This process can be 
done via insourcing, outsourcing, or a 
combination of the two. 

 

This process creates the T&D. 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment:

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 T&D does not meet the established 
objectives for transferring awareness, 
knowledge, or skills to the target 
audiences. 

 T&D development efforts are somewhat 
ad hoc, not in control, and not 
predictable in terms of their eventual 
costs or cycle times. 

 T&D development does not design and 
build appropriately reusable “chunks” of 
content for sharing with other target 
audiences. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out?  

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Does it ensure that only 
good quality, performance-
impacting T&D is built 
and makes it into the 
overall product offerings? 
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System 6 O’clock Process 6.3 Local/Process Name 

T&D Product and Service Line 
Development/Acquisition System 

T&D Purchased Product 
Acquisition Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Purchased Product Acquisition 
Process is a formal process to buy T&D for 
use as is or for modification prior to use or 
deployment. 

 

This process buys existing T&D for internal 
use. 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment: 

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 T&D bought often doesn’t make the 
grade in terms of creating the awareness, 
knowledge, and skills as measured in 
their target audiences during/after the 
T&D deployment. 

 It takes too long evaluating and deciding 
on “low-value return”/“low-hanging 
fruit” T&D that you could simply 
purchase. 

 
 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out?  

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Does it ensure that only 
good quality, performance-
impacting T&D makes it 
into the overall product 
offerings? 
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System 6 O’clock Process 6.4 Local/Process Name 

T&D Product and Service Line 
Development/Acquisition System 

T&D Purchased Product 
Modification Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Purchased Product Modification 
Process is a formal process used to make 
modifications or augmentations to 
purchased products, depending on the 
legalities of making modifications to 
copyrighted content, per the terms and 
conditions of the purchase. 

 

This process modifies purchased T&D. 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment:

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 You have/have had any legal issues 
(lawsuits, complaints, or future risks) 
resulting from making modifications to 
copyrighted T&D materials. 

 The cycle times and costs for making 
modifications are not reliably 
predictable. 

 T&D bought and modified often doesn’t 
make the grade in terms of creating the 
awareness, knowledge, and skills as 
measured in their target audiences 
during/after the T&D deployment. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out?  

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Does it successfully make 
the modifications to the 
purchased product legally? 

4. Does it ensure that only 
good quality, performance-
impacting T&D makes it 
into the overall product 
offerings? 
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System 6 O’clock Process 6.5 Local/Process Name 

T&D Product and Service Line 
Development/Acquisition System 

Existing T&D Maintenance 
Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The Existing T&D Maintenance Process 
allows any existing T&D product to be 
updated as needed. It employs sound ISD 
processes. It uses the original project data, 
as available, and revalidates that before 
moving forward with updates. 

 

This process updates T&D. 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment: 

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 T&D products are still being deployed 
that are in need of updating. 

 Updating cycle times and costs cannot 
be reasonably predicted. 

 You never stop updating. 

 Maintenance is not a resourced, 
prioritized project effort. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Does it prioritize 
maintenance based on 
impact data (for the out-of-
date situation) so that the 
more critical situations are 
addressed first? 

4. Does it ensure that the 
overall product offerings 
are up to date and 
performance-impacting? 
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System 7 O’clock Process 7.1 Local/Process Name 

T&D Product and Service Line Deployment 
System 

T&D Master Materials Storage 
and Retrieval Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Master Materials Storage and 
Retrieval Process stores all material masters 
for access by developers and delivery staff. 

 

This process holds all content masters for 
ongoing use and maintenance. 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment:

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 It is too difficult to retrieve material 
masters for updating or deployment 
purposes. 

 It is too difficult to access current 
content to attempt reuse. 

 Materials are used in deployment when 
the intent should have been to make 
them unavailable during updates. 

 There is no version control of material 
masters that ensures all materials are up 
to date. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Are they easily accessible to 
those who need them? Are 
there complaints about 
this? 
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System 7 O’clock Process 7.2 Local/Process Name 

T&D Product and Service Line Deployment 
System 

T&D Master Materials Change 
Management Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Master Materials Change 
Management Process is responsible for 
displacing the old content with the new and 
making sure that the old doesn’t 
inadvertently get out along with the new 
content. 

 

This process manages the updating of 
content. 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment: 

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 Outdated materials are still being used 
in deployment after updating. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Are the master files 
currently up to date? 

4. If they are currently out of 
date, how far behind are 
they? When might they be 
caught up? How much 
work is involved? What 
negative impact is this 
having on the rest of the 
system? 
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System 7 O’clock Process 7.3 Local/Process Name 

T&D Product and Service Line Deployment 
System 

T&D Scheduling Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Scheduling Process is used to 
develop market-demand schedules of 
delivery for any T&D that is scheduled. 

 

This process schedules T&D delivery for 
some T&D products. 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment:

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 There are complaints from the target 
audience about availability of T&D 
offerings. 

 T&D seats (or sites) go underused or 
seat spaces are backlogged. 

 Materials are overstocked or 
understocked (unavailable) when 
requested. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Is the planned delivery 
schedule based on any type 
of demand forecast, or is it 
based on what seems to 
have been working in the 
past? 

4. Are there any complaints 
about too many canceled 
sessions? 
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System 7 O’clock Process 7.4 Local/Process Name 

T&D Product and Service Line Deployment 
System 

T&D Facilitator and Coach 
Development and Certification 

Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Facilitator and Coach 
Development and Certification Process is 
used to prepare the humans in T&D 
deployment and/or support. 

 

This process does train-the-trainer. 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment: 

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 There is an insufficient number of staff 
to deploy T&D per the demand-driven 
schedules. 

 Evaluation feedback identifies any 
problems with the knowledge, skills, and 
attitudes/demeanor of the facilitators, 
coaches, or other support staff. 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. On what basis are 
individuals certified? On 
subject-matter knowledge? 
On “platform/delivery” 
skills? On both? 

4. How often are individuals 
recertified? By whom are 
they recertified? Is this 
often/effective enough? 

5. Does feedback/evaluation 
data factor in to an 
individual’s certification 
and/or performance 
assessment and 
developmental planning? 
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System 7 O’clock Process 7.5 Local/Process Name 

T&D Product and Service Line Deployment 
System 

Facilitator-led T&D 
Deployment Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The Facilitator-led T&D Deployment 
Process controls the deployment of all 
instructor-led/facilitator-led T&D. 

 

This process delivers instructor-/facilitator-
led T&D. 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment:

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 Feedback from delivery evaluations 
(learners, instructors, administrative, 
etc.) suggests problems from the 
learners’ perspective with things other 
than facilitator credibility or content 
accuracy, completeness, and 
appropriateness, including noncontent 
items such as room, facility, and 
equipment issues. 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Are the facilitators skilled 
in both the subject matter 
and platform/delivery? 

4. Are there any problems 
with getting the right T&D 
materials to the right place 
(delivery location) at the 
right time? 

5. Are there any problems 
with the delivery facilities? 
Onsite? Offsite?  

6. Are there any problems 
with controls of the systems 
for HVAC, lighting, noise 
abatement, electrical, 
phone/fax, or computer 
system links that affect the 
learning and the learning 
environment? 
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System 7 O’clock Process 7.6 Local/Process Name 

T&D Product and Service Line Deployment 
System 

Self-paced T&D Deployment 
Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The Self-paced T&D Deployment Process 
handles the deployment of all learner-
controlled (self-paced) T&D. 

 

This process ships T&D products. 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment: 

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 Feedback from evaluations suggests 
problems from the learners’ perspective 
for things other than content accuracy, 
completeness, and appropriateness, 
including items such as availability, 
timeliness of receipt, or accessibility. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out?  

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Is the feedback from 
learners satisfactory? Do 
they find the T&D effective 
or inadequate? 
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System 7 O’clock Process 7.7 Local/Process Name 

T&D Product and Service Line Deployment 
System 

 

Coached/Mentored T&D 
Deployment Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The Coached/Mentored T&D Deployment 
Process deploys all T&D using coaches and 
mentors to support the learners. 

 

This process delivers coached T&D. 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment:

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 Feedback from delivery evaluations 
(learners, instructors, administrative, 
etc.) suggests problems from the 
learners’ perspective with things other 
than coach/mentor credibility or content 
accuracy, completeness, and 
appropriateness, including noncontent 
items such as room, facility, and 
equipment issues. 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Are the coaches (or other 
delivery personnel) 
effective? 

4. Are they satisfied with the 
materials and support they 
receive? 
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System 8 O’clock Process 8.1 Local/Process Name 

T&D Marketing and Communications 
System 

 

T&D Stakeholder 
Communications Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Stakeholder Communications 
Process determines exactly who the T&D 
system’s stakeholders are and what their 
needs for information are, and it delivers 
information and data to each stakeholder 
group via the most efficient communication 
channels. 

 

This process informs T&D stakeholders 
and customers per their needs for 
information. 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment: 

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 Stakeholder groups have had to ask for 
information that is really viewed as 
“needed to know” by both of them and 
by the T&D governance and advisory 
groups. 

 Stakeholders complain about the lack of 
information available. 

 Frequently asked questions are not 
being captured, and then the answers 
proactively “pushed” out to like 
audiences. 

 Surveys discover that T&D target 
audiences and other stakeholder groups 
do not understand what’s available and 
how to access it or participate in it. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Do you have feedback data 
(from survey or other 
methods) from customers/ 
stakeholders about the 
adequacy of your 
communications and 
suggestions for other 
information or 
communications channels? 
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System 8 O’clock Process 8.2 Local/Process Name 

T&D Marketing and Communications 
System 

Individual T&D Planning 
Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The Individual T&D Planning Process is 
used for planning an individual employee’s 
T&D, but also for compiling (rolling up), 
locally or enterprisewide, all of the plans in 
order to place a “demand forecast” on the 
T&D deployment/delivery system. 

 

This process plans T&D for an individual. 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment:

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 There are no individual-to-group-to-
enterprise roll-ups of the T&D 
participation plans. They are all discrete 
and not linked. 

 Individual plans are not used and/or no 
common format exists. 

 No one has a realistic clue of the future 
demand for T&D products and services. 

 T&D seats are underfilled or sites are 
underutilized for many deployments. 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Do you use these plans as a 
demand forecast and 
schedule T&D (that is 
schedulable) per the 
forecast? 

 

$__________ 
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System 8 O’clock Process 8.3 Local/Process Name 

T&D Marketing and Communications 
System 

T&D Ordering and 
Registration Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Ordering and Registration 
Process is where the customers of T&D can 
place their orders appropriate to the type of 
T&D products/services offered. 

 

This process allows customers to order 
T&D products. 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment: 

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 Customers complain that their “orders” 
are not being filled in a timely manner or 
are being filled incorrectly. 

 Expediting orders is usually necessary 
and taking a lot of people’s time and 
attention. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Do you have feedback data 
(from survey or other 
methods) from customers/ 
stakeholders about the 
process? 

 

$__________ 
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System 9 O’clock Process 9.1 Local/Process Name 

T&D Financial Asset Management System Organizational T&D Plans and 
Budget Roll-up and 
Adjustment Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The Organizational T&D Plans and Budget 
Roll-up and Adjustment Process is where all 
financial plans and actuals are accumulated 
for internal review and T&D managerial 
control, including adjustments throughout 
the planning period as necessary to the 
current situation. 

 

This process links with enterprise finance 
systems for budgeting. 

 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment:

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 You’re not getting timely actuals on 
financial status and obligations. 

 No one knows where all of the T&D 
assets reside, what their total value is, 
and if they’ve been moved, removed, or 
stolen, or if they are obsolete. 

 You’ve received negative feedback from 
the financial organization regarding 
T&D’s accounting practices and 
numbers. 

 You’re unable to create or use 
management “check ratios” to assess 
performance/status improvement. 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Do you know current status 
of 

 Per projects completion 
status (actual to plan 
regarding budget and 
schedule)? 

 Total expenses to date 
to plan (budget)? 

 Contractual financial 
obligations schedule? 

 Revenue projections (if 
any)? 

4. Has it been/is it a big 
problem not to have this 
data? What issues would it 
address? 

 

$__________ 
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System 9 O’clock Process 9.2 Local/Process Name 

T&D Financial Asset Management System T&D Physical Property 
Management Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Physical Property Management 
Process accounts for physical property 
assets as driven by the enterprise’s policies 
and procedures, as well as federal, state, and 
local laws, regulations, and codes. 

 

This process controls the inventory of assets 
provided to T&D. 

 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment: 

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 You don’t know the book value and 
replacement value of your physical 
assets. 

 You don’t know if “shrinkage” (loss due 
to theft or negligence) is an issue. 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? Is it 
routine or demand driven? 

3. Are resources shifted from 
lower priorities as more 
important priorities are 
determined? 
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System 10 O’clock Process 10.1 Local/Process Name 

T&D Human and Environmental Asset 
Management System 

T&D Staff Recruiting and 
Selection/Succession Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Staff Recruiting and 
Selection/Succession Process seeks 
applicants and screens candidates for 
defined jobs/positions. 

 

This process recruits T&D staff. 

 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment:

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 Your incoming staff members do not 
have the necessary entry knowledge and 
skills. 

 Incoming staff have wildly varying 
incoming knowledge and skills. 

 Existing staff are frequently not trainable 
or cannot be developed to competently 
meet the process requirements of the 
T&D systems and processes. 

 Staff complains that the job was not 
what they expected (the real job 
requirements do not match job 
incumbents’ incoming expectations). 

 Staff is not brought on board in a timely 
manner. 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Do your hiring and 
succession planning 
systems bring in qualified 
staff to new job openings, 
requiring only a minimum 
of training and 
development on your local 
specifics? 

4. Do you get complaints 
about this system from staff 
or during exit interviews? 
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System 10 O’clock Process 10.2 Local/Process Name 

T&D Human and Environmental Asset 
Management System 

T&D Staff Training and 
Development Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Staff Training and Development 
Process assesses knowledge and skill 
compliance and develops an Individual 
T&D Plan from an organized, documented, 
and resourced curriculum of traditional and 
nontraditional information, education, 
training, and development events to ensure 
competence and development consistent 
with the projected, overall staffing needs of 
the T&D system. 

 

This process develops T&D staff. 

 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment: 

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 Your critical T&D staff is not as 
competent as they need to be for 
knowledge/skills capability items 
outside the scope of the recruiting and 
selection process. 

 Staff complains about the lack of T&D 
or lack of a clear path for development. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Do you have T&D for the 
T&D staff specific to their 
job responsibilities? Is it 
performance-based? Does 
it result in high levels of 
posttraining performance 
capability? 

4. Do you get complaints 
about this system from staff 
or during exit interviews? 

 

$__________ 
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System 10 O’clock Process 10.3 Local/Process Name 

T&D Human and Environmental Asset 
Management System 

T&D Staff Assessment Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Staff Assessment Process 
provides routine and continuous assessment 
of performance, positive/constructive 
feedback, negative/constructive feedback, 
additional development and progression 
monitoring, progressive discipline, and 
termination, if necessary. 

 

This process appraises T&D staff. 

 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment:

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 Performance appraisals/staff evaluations 
don’t happen routinely, or as needed, or 
with quality and consistency. 

 The T&D staff does not know where 
they stand in management’s eyes 
regarding their competence and 
performance adequacy. 

 Staff T&D plans are not being driven by 
these formal assessments, which are 
driven by the needs of the business. 

 Performance appraisals and criteria are 
too general and/or do not match the job. 

 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Do you actually use this 
system to determine 
feedback (+/-) 
requirements and 
individual development 
needs?  

4. Do you get complaints 
about this system from staff 
or during exit interviews? 

 

$__________ 
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System 10 O’clock Process 10.4 Local/Process Name 

T&D Human and Environmental Asset 
Management System 

T&D Staff Compensation and 
Benefits Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Staff Compensation and Benefits 
Process provides total compensation and 
benefits for all of the permanent employees 
of the T&D system; it typically provides 
only compensation for the outsourced staff. 

 

This process establishes pay levels for T&D 
staff. 

 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment: 

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 The staff complains about their salary 
compared to others elsewhere in T&D. 

 Pay is uneven across multiple jobs 
without solid rationale. 

 Turnover is greater than in other areas of 
the enterprise, and exit interviews 
indicate that people are leaving due to 
pay and benefits issues. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Does your compensation 
systems balance time-in-
grade with actual, 
demonstrated, on-the-job 
performance? Or do you 
pay more for time-in-grade 
than for demonstrated 
performance? 

4. Do you get complaints 
about this system from staff 
or during exit interviews? 

 

 

$__________ 
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System 10 O’clock Process 10.5 Local/Process Name 

T&D Human and Environmental Asset 
Management System 

T&D Staff Rewards and 
Recognition Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Staff Rewards and Recognition 
Process provides small monetary and other 
nonmonetary rewards and recognition to the 
T&D staff, other non-T&D staff, and 
various contributors to the overall T&D 
effort. 

 

This process recognizes and rewards T&D 
staff. 

 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment:

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 No one ever or seldom receives rewards 
or recognition for jobs well done. 

 The staff feels that the rewards and 
recognition are being awarded unfairly. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Does it seem to motivate? 

4. Do you get complaints 
about this system from staff 
or during exit interviews? 
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System 10 O’clock Process 10.6 Local/Process Name 

T&D Human and Environmental Asset 
Management System 

T&D Organization Structural 
Design Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Organization Structural Design 
Process designs the organization (the form 
and structure) based on the T&D 
leadership, core, and support processes in 
place and the systems, tools, and methods 
required to render the T&D services and 
provide the T&D products that have high-
payback to the enterprise in terms of their 
return on investment and economic value 
add. 

 

This process configures T&D staff jobs and 
departments. 

 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment: 

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 Job responsibilities overlap or are 
gapped. 

 Organization responsibilities overlap or 
are gapped. 

 Staff, management, and/or customers 
do not know who does what. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Are your T&D jobs the 
result of a thoughtful 
design effort, or did they 
evolve to their current state 
over time and are in need of 
redesign? 

4. Do you get complaints 
about this issue from staff 
or during exit interviews? 
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System 10 O’clock Process 10.7 Local/Process Name 

T&D Human and Environmental Asset 
Management System 

T&D Facilities Development 
and Deployment Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Facilities Development and 
Deployment Process builds or acquires and 
maintains all of the facilities (building and 
grounds) needed by T&D. 

 

This process houses T&D staff and 
property. 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment:

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 Your space needs are not being met. 

 Your space is not conducive to what you 
are doing and how you are doing it. 

 There is no short- and/or long-term, 
strategically driven view of what those 
needs will be. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out?  

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Do you have the facilities 
you need to carry out your 
planned activities, or are 
they inadequate? Do any 
inadequacies have a 
negative impact on the 
effectiveness of your T&D 
efforts? 

4. Do you get complaints 
about this system from staff 
or during exit interviews? 
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System 10 O’clock Process 10.8 Local/Process Name 

T&D Human and Environmental Asset 
Management System 

T&D Equipment and Tools 
Development and Deployment 

Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Equipment and Tools 
Development and Deployment Process 
builds or acquires the T&D tools and 
equipment required and proven (pilot 
tested) by the research and development 
effort. This process ensures a successful 
implementation. 

 

This process provides T&D staff with tools 
and equipment. 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment: 

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 The equipment and tools required to get 
the job done are lacking (totally, or in 
the correct quantity) or are otherwise 
inadequate for the tasks of the processes. 

 There are budget overruns and high 
costs for outsourcing and/or last-minute 
expediting. 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Do you have the equipment 
and tools you need to carry 
out your planned activities, 
or are they inadequate? Do 
any inadequacies have a 
negative impact on the 
effectiveness of your T&D 
efforts? 

4. Do you get complaints 
about this system from staff 
or during exit interviews? 

 

$__________ 
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System 10 O’clock Process 10.9 Local/Process Name 

T&D Human and Environmental Asset 
Management System 

T&D Materials and Supplies 
Acquisition and Deployment 

Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Materials and Supplies 
Acquisition and Deployment Process 
acquires and delivers all consumable 
materials and supplies necessary for T&D 
operations. 

 

This process provides materials and 
supplies to T&D staff. 

 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment:

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 Materials and supplies constantly run 
out. 

 Incorrect materials and supplies are 
ordered and inventoried. 

 Costs paid for materials and supplies 
often include expediting charges for rush 
orders. 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Do you have the materials 
and supplies you need to 
carry out your planned 
activities, or are they 
inadequate? Do any 
inadequacies have a 
negative impact on the 
effectiveness of your T&D 
efforts? 

4. Do you get complaints 
about this system from staff 
or during exit interviews? 

 

 
 

$__________ 
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System 10 O’clock Process 10.10 Local/Process Name 

T&D Human and Environmental Asset 
Management System 

T&D Information Systems 
Development and Deployment 

Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Information Systems 
Development and Deployment Process 
builds or acquires the T&D information 
technology methods and systems (hardware 
and software) that are deemed required and 
have been proven (pilot tested) by T&D’s 
research and development effort to meet 
their intended functionality. 

 

This process provides data and information 
to T&D staff. 

 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment: 

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 The current IT/IS system is inadequate 
to the task, from space (storage size) to 
speed (computational power and 
bandwidth in the distribution pipes). 

 There is no near-term or long-range plan 
for the IT/IS system. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Do you have the 
information and data you 
need to carry out your 
planned activities, or are 
they inadequate? Do any 
inadequacies have a 
negative impact on the 
effectiveness of your T&D 
efforts? 

4. Do you get complaints 
about this system from staff 
or during exit interviews? 
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System 10 O’clock Process 10.11 Local/Process Name 

T&D Human and Environmental Asset 
Management System 

T&D Methods Deployment 
Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Methods Deployment Process 
builds or acquires the T&D, ISD, or 
administrative methods that have been 
tested and proven by the research and 
development effort or are part of 
enterprisewide methods and procedures. 
This process ensures an overall, successful 
implementation of any new approaches to 
ISD or other T&D methods. 

 

This process provides methodology to T&D 
staff. 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment:

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 You don’t have methods documented for 
key process performance tasks. 

 Variation in how things are done is 
causing problems with consistency in 
quality, cost, or schedule performance. 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out?  

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Are your methods “user 
friendly” or not? Are they 
available easily to those 
needing them?  

4. Do you get complaints 
about this system from staff 
or during exit interviews? 
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System 11 O’clock Process 11.1 Local/Process Name 

T&D Research and Development System T&D Methodology and 
Technology Surveillance 

Process 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Methodology and Technology 
Surveillance Process keeps track of what is 
going on in the worlds of ISD technology 
and ISD methodology, as well as with all 
other elements of the T&D system, such as 
information technology/information system 
capabilities for development and 
deployment of T&D. 

 

This process conducts research. 

 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment: 

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 You are not constantly, systematically 
surveying the marketplace for what’s 
new. 

 Customers or other leaders in the 
enterprise are asking you about 
methodology or technology that you are 
unaware of. 

 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Is the surveillance 
conducted via journal/ 
document/reference 
reviews? Attendance at 
conferences and 
symposiums? 

 

$__________ 
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System 11 O’clock Process 11.2 Local/Process Name 

T&D Research and Development System 

 

T&D Internal and External 
Benchmarking Processes 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Internal and External 
Benchmarking Processes compare all of the 
internal T&D organization’s processes to a 
series of benchmarks, comparing internal 
operations against each other as well as to 
external organizations in both similar and 
dissimilar situations. 

 

This process conducts benchmarking. 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment:

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 You reinvent systems, processes, or 
products that already exist. 

 You start development or improvement 
efforts with only the old model and a 
blank sheet in front of you, instead of 
with several new models borrowed from 
elsewhere. 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Does the benchmarking 
effort have prespecified 
outcomes, data, and 
insights to be gained prior 
to the effort being 
undertaken? 

4. Are the lessons learned and 
insights gained used, and 
do they have identifiable 
effects on the T&D system? 

 

$__________ 
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System 11 O’clock Process 11.3 Local/Process Name 

T&D Research and Development System T&D Methodology and 
Technology Pilot-Testing 

Processes 

Process Purpose Assessment Questions 

The T&D Methodology and Technology 
Pilot-Testing Processes bring in the 
newfangled stuff found in the other two 
research and development processes of the 
T&D system to deliberately play with it and 
test it. 

 

This process tests new products, 
technology, and methodology. 

 

Broken Clues/Cues Preliminary Assessment: 

Is This a Worthy 
Opportunity/Problem? 

ο No 

ο Don’t Know 

ο Yes 

If Yes . . . 
Cost of Nonconformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate 

$__________ 

Cost of Conformance 

ο Low 

ο Medium 

ο High 

Estimate: 
$__________ 

Quick ROI Forecast 
Estimate 

 Things get implemented without testing, 
resulting in scheduling and cost issues 
and reduced ROI. 

 You never pilot test new methods, 
techniques, tools, etc. 

 Too many things have been 
implemented in the past that just haven’t 
worked out as well as first thought. 

1. Do you have an 
articulated/documented 
process? With all process 
outputs, measures, tasks, 
and responsibilities spelled 
out? 

2. Is the process followed 
more often than not? 

3. Does this process primarily 
generate fact-based data or 
opinion-based data? 

4. Does this testing result (at 
times) in significant 
changes to the final 
methodology or technology 
being tested? 

 

$__________ 
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31 
 

Chapter 31: Summarizing Your 
Assessment 
 
 
This chapter provides a two-page assessment summary instrument for use after 
completing the assessment in Chapter 30. 
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Summarizing Your Assessment 
Scoring and rating the assessment questions with an eye on return on investment and 
economic value add requires you to now go back through each page of the assessment 
tool and summarize your assessments on the form that follows. The following graphic 
maps the summarization tool. 
 

Figure 31.1: T&D Systems View Assessment Summary Hybertgram 
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T&D Systems View Assessment Summary 

# Process Label Your Local Process 
Label/Name Ta

rg
et

 
A

ss
es

sm
en

t
Y–

N
 

Im
po

rta
nc

e 
to

 A
dd

re
ss

 
H 

– 
M

– 
L 

12.0 T&D Governance and Advisory System    

12.1 T&D Governance Process    

12.2 T&D Advisory Process    

1.0 T&D Strategic Planning System    

1.1 Enterprise Strategic Plans Surveillance Process    

1.2 T&D Strategic Planning Process    

2.0 T&D Operations Planning and Management System    

2.1 Annual Operations Planning and Budgeting Process    

2.2 Quarterly Operations Planning and Budgeting 
Updates Process 

   

2.3 Forecasting and Accounting Process    

3.0 T&D Cost/Benefits Measurement System    

3.1 Cost/Benefits Measurement System Design and 
Deployment Process 

   

3.2 Ongoing Cost/Benefits Measurement and Feedback 
Receiving Process 

   

3.3 T&D Project Lessons Learned Process    

3.4 Results Reporting and Archiving Process    

4.0 T&D Process Improvement System    

4.1 T&D Issues Generation and Assessment Process    

4.2 T&D Improvement Project Planning and 
Management Process 

   

5.0 T&D Product and Service Line Design System    

5.1 T&D Product and Service Line Program Management 
Process 

   

5.2 T&D Product Line Design Process    

5.3 T&D Service Line Design Process    

6.0 T&D Product and Service Line 
Development/Acquisition System 

   

6.1 T&D Product and Service Line Development and 
Acquisition Program Management Process 

   

6.2 T&D Custom Development Process    

6.3 T&D Purchased Product Acquisition Process    

6.4 T&D Purchased Product Modification Process    

6.5 Existing T&D Maintenance Process    

7.0 T&D Product and Service Line Deployment System    

7.1 T&D Master Materials Storage and Retrieval Process    
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– 
M

– 
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7.2 T&D Master Materials Change Management Process    

7.3 T&D Scheduling Process    

7.4 T&D Facilitator and Coach Development and 
Certification Process 

   

7.5 Facilitator-led T&D Deployment Process    

7.6 Self-paced T&D Deployment Process    

7.7 Coached/Mentored T&D Deployment Process    

8.0 T&D Marketing and Communications System    

8.1 T&D Stakeholder Communications Process    

8.2 Individual T&D Planning Process    

8.3 T&D Ordering and Registration Process    

9.0 T&D Financial Asset Management System    

9.1 Organizational T&D Plans and Budget Roll-up and 
Adjustment Process 

   

9.2 T&D Physical Property Management Process    

10.0 T&D Human and Environmental Asset Management 
System 

   

10.1 T&D Staff Recruiting and Selection/Succession 
Process 

   

10.2 T&D Staff Training and Development Process    

10.3 T&D Staff Assessment Process    

10.4 T&D Staff Compensation and Benefits Process    

10.5 T&D Rewards and Recognition Process    

10.6 T&D Organization Structural Design Process    

10.7 T&D Facilities Development and Deployment Process    

10.8 T&D Equipment and Tools Development and 
Deployment Process 

   

10.9 T&D Materials and Supplies Acquisition and 
Deployment Process 

   

10.10 T&D Information Systems Development and 
Deployment Process 

   

10.11 T&D Methods Deployment Process    

11.0 T&D Research and Development System    

11.1 T&D Methodology and Technology Surveillance 
Process 

   

11.2 T&D Internal and External Benchmarking Process    

11.3 T&D Methodology and Technology Pilot-Testing 
Process 
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32 
 

Chapter 32: Assessment 
Summary and Transition 
 
 
This chapter provides a summary of the assessment and the transition to 
potential process performance improvement, project planning, and management. 
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Assessment Summary and Transition 
The journey to a Learning by Design T&D systems approach is fraught with details and 
distractions.  
 
The real world will often intervene in your well-laid plans and force you to do 
something else—something off plan. The something else might be an appropriate 
adjustment to your plan or a temporary setback.  
 
Your progress depends on the commitment of the leadership of your enterprise, and 
that itself may very well depend on your marketing skills and salesmanship.  
 
One key may very well be keeping your eye on the clock. Time is a wastin’! 
 
To address whatever systems and processes need improvement, based on their cost of 
nonconformance, their cost of conformance, and the potential ROI, we recommend the 
following: 

 Do detailed planning. 
 Manage to the plan and/or update the plan as needed. 

 
This book can’t give you all the steps and specifics for any follow-on redesign needs 
that you may have. Numerous consultants (internal as well as the obvious external 
sources) with various types of expertise may be used in approaching your redesign 
efforts. 
 
We recommend that you get involved with the International Society for Performance 
Improvement (ISPI) if you need resources. ISPI believes, preaches, and practices (as 
well as any of us can) a performance-based approach conducive to what we have tried 
to present in this work. 
 
See the ISPI Web site at www.ispi.org. 

Detailed Planning 
Plan details for conducting your improvement initiatives using something like the six-
phase EPPI model in Figure 32.1 or the more traditional ADDIE model. EPPI is 
EPPIC’s methodology for Enterprise Process Performance Improvement. The details 
that follow are expanded even more in the Appendix. These EPPI efforts usually follow 
a “Targeting EPPI” effort (the subject of another EPPIC book). 
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Overview of the EPPI Phases for Intervention Initiatives 
The Enterprise Process Performance Improvement process has six phases and 25 
subphases. Four of these phases are gated, and each gate has a milestone task where the 
Project Steering Team assesses data, outputs, and the Project Plan. At each gate, the 
Project Steering Team approves, modifies, or rejects the outputs generated thus far 
along with the plans for going forward.  

Figure 32.1 EPPI Phases 
 
Each of the phases has a standard set of tasks as a starting point to situational 
adjustment by the project planner. (These detailed tasks are presented later in the 
Appendix.) 
 

 

1.1 Preproject Planning  
1.2 Initial Project Planning 
1.3 Phase 1 Gate Review 
1.4 Phase 1 Completion and Transition 

 2.1 Preanalysis Planning, Data Gathering, and Preparation 
2.2 Analysis Process and Documentation 
2.3 Phase 2 Gate Review 
2.4 Phase 2 Completion and Transition 

 

3.1 Predesign Planning, Data Gathering, and Preparation 
3.2 Design Process and Documentation 
3.3 Phase 3 Gate Review 
3.4 Phase 3 Completion and Transition 

 

4.1 Predevelopment Planning, Data Gathering, and 
Preparation 

4.2 Development and Documentation 
4.3 Developmental and Alpha Testing 
4.4 Phase 4 Updates 

 

5.1 Prepilot 
5.2 Pilot Deployment 
5.3 Postpilot Revision Recommendations 
5.4 Pilot Phase Gate Review 
5.5 Post-Gate Review 

 

6.1 Materials Revision 
6.2 Materials Release 
6.3 Lessons Learned Documentation and Distribution 
6.4 Project Data Compilation and Archiving 

 
Figure 32.2 EPPI Subphases 
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EPPI Phase 1: Project Planning & Kick-off 

 
Figure 32.3 EPPI Phase 1 

Overview of Phase 1 
Description – In this phase, project priorities, direction, and resources are defined. 
Potential issues and stakeholder requirements are uncovered and planned for to ensure 
the success of remaining phases. 
 
Key Activities/Tasks – A Project Steering Team meeting is held to review, critique, and 
revise plans for the proposed project. Commitments are obtained for personnel and 
resources.  
 
Key Outputs – The outputs of this phase are a Project Plan and a Phase 1 kick-off 
presentation. 

Tasks for EPPI Phase 1: Project Planning & Kick-off 

 
Figure 32.4 EPPI Phase 1 

Subphases 

The tasks of Phase 1 for EPPI projects are organized into 
four subphases. 
 
The structure of the phase is to plan it, do it, review it, and 
revise it. 

EPPI Subphase 1.1: Preproject Planning  
In this subphase, the customer and other key stakeholders 
provide background data on needs, wants and desires, 
biases, etc. Based on this information, a Project Plan and 
Proposal are created. 
 
One important question that must be answered in this 
subphase is whether the person or group who requested the 
EPPI project is its logical owner. The true logical owner 
must be identified.  
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Logical Owner? 
 
Finding a project’s real owner is a matter of logic. We have a strong 
bias (call it an obsession) that EPPI must improve business results 
and the bottom line. So, when searching for the project’s logical 
owner, we look for the individual who has the greatest stake in the 
improved performance that will result from the improvement(s) 
targeted. Generally, this person “owns” the target process and is 
higher (rather than lower) in the organization’s food chain. He or 
she has decision-making authority and the budget (or access to the 
budget) to put money behind the decision.  

 

 

Talk to People 
 
The key to Subphase 1.1 is to touch base with all project 
stakeholders to get their input. You’ll gain invaluable insights that 
you’ll need in Subphase 1.2. And since the plan is based on needs 
articulated by the voice of the customer, chances are the Project 
Plan will be realistic and successful. 

EPPI Subphase 1.2: Initial Project Planning 
In this subphase, the chairperson and members are recruited for the Project Steering 
Team. The project manager produces the first draft of a detailed Project Plan and 
Proposal. The customer and the Project Steering Team review and sanction the plan, 
changing it as necessary. 
 
The key is to have a “salable” Project Plan, one that will lead to a win-win success. The 
project manager’s planning and sales skills need to be sharp! 

EPPI Subphase 1.3: Phase 1 Gate Review 
This subphase consists of preparing for and conducting a formal review of the Project 
Plan with the Project Steering Team. This review may take place at either a high or low 
level of detail, depending on the business needs and interests of team members and 
their tolerances for detail. The purpose of the gate review meeting is to identify team 
members who will serve throughout the project, identify resources needed to conduct 
subsequent phases, identify issues, and do additional planning. 
 
It is also important to clarify the project’s business drivers, rationale, intent, approach, 
schedule, and “burden” during this subphase. 
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Burden? 
 
There are times when the EPPI project manager needs to be firm 
in getting at least some of the key details reviewed and agreed to (or 
changed!).  
 
There are many business reasons for conducting the project with 
the right people doing the right things at the right time.  
 
There are also many ways to screw up these projects.  
 
The Project Steering Team must understand the project’s key 
meeting dates, the purpose of the meetings, participants, length, 
location, and cycle time. In other words, they need to understand 
and sanction the return value potential for incurring the “burden” 
to be placed on everyone, and they must help get the right people 
involved. 

 
Because the tasks in this subphase kick off the project with its key constituencies, the 
gate review is a chance for the project manager to set the tone for the remainder of the 
project by using good business skills. 

EPPI Subphase 1.4: Phase 1 Completion and Transition 
In this subphase, the project manager finalizes the Project Plan and Proposal. It is 
within the Proposal that resource dollar requirements are articulated and separated from 
the more widely distributed Project Plan. At this point, the customer and T&D 
management sign off on the Project Plan and Proposal. 
 
The project manager must ensure that the Project Steering Team chairperson fully 
understands and supports the specific project goals and deliverables, the collaborative 
approach, the task plan, and the time and schedule burdens on the rest of the 
organization in order to complete the project. There must be no surprises later on! 

EPPI Phase 2: Analysis 

 
Figure 32.5 EPPI Phase 2 
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Overview of Phase 2 
Description – This phase establishes a common view of the process and the personnel, 
their performance requirements, and all of the human asset enablers and environmental 
asset enablers (and any current-state gaps). This view will form the basis for the 
intervention(s) design(s). 
 
Key Activities/Tasks – Target audience demographics are gathered, and the EPPI analyst 
conducts a two- to four-day analysis meeting with master performers from the target 
process. During this meeting, the Analysis Team identifies all enabling assets (human 
and environmental) required, performance gaps, and gap causes. Finally, the Project 
Steering Team reviews the analysis data in a gate review meeting.  
 
Key Outputs – Outputs of this phase include the following: 

 Phase 2 kick-off presentation 
 Phase review presentation 
 Analysis Report  
- Target Audience Data 
- Process Maps and Performance Models 
- Human Asset Enabler Matrices 
- Environmental Asset Enabler Matrices 

Tasks for EPPI Phase 2: Analysis  

2.1
Preanalysis

Planning, Data 
Gathering, and 

Preparation

2.2
Analysis 

Process and 
Documentation 

2.3
Phase 2 Gate 

Review

2.4
Phase 2 

Completion 
and Transition

To Design Phase

From Project 
Planning & 

Kick-off Phase

 
Figure 32.6 EPPI Phase 2 

Subphases 

The tasks of Phase 2 for EPPI are organized into four 
subphases. 

EPPI Subphase 2.1: Preanalysis Planning, Data 
Gathering, and Preparation 
The goal of this subphase is to ensure that key players in the 
next subphases are fully prepared to conduct the activities 
of the project. In particular, the analyst reviews materials 
and conducts individual interviews as required. 

EPPI Subphase 2.2: Analysis Process and 
Documentation 
In this subphase, the analyst and the Analysis Team conduct 
the Analysis Team meeting and embellish the analysis data 
after the meeting. Finally, activities in this subphase are 
documented in the Analysis Report and presented during 
the Project Steering Team gate review meeting. 
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EPPI Subphase 2.3: Phase 2 Gate Review 
The major activity in this subphase is a review of the analysis data with the Project 
Steering Team. The analysis data may be voluminous; the time available for the Project 
Steering Team meeting may be short. Therefore, the goal of the project manager and 
analyst is to ensure the quality, completeness, and accuracy of the data in an expedient 
manner.  
 
At this point, everyone involved in the project should have a certain comfort level with 
the analysis data, and they might even know where there are holes in the data or where 
the Analysis Team was not in consensus. It’s up to the EPPI analyst and project 
manager to focus the Project Steering Team on these problem areas. The goal is to get 
the issues resolved or to walk away with a strategy to get them resolved in time for their 
use during the next phase. After that it’s too late, and rework is probably guaranteed. 

EPPI Subphase 2.4: Phase 2 Completion and Transition 
The goal of this subphase is to wrap up the phase and ensure that the Project Steering 
Team chairperson is still “on board.” This is especially necessary if the Project Plan 
needs to be changed due to new information or new, unanticipated circumstances. 
Updates are made to the Analysis Report and data based on the feedback from the 
Project Steering Team. 

EPPI Phase 3: Design 

 
Figure 32.7 EPPI Phase 3 

Overview of Phase 3 
Description – In this phase, the Design Team is facilitated through a systematic design 
process during a meeting. After the meeting, additional design details are completed. 
 
Key Activities/Tasks – A Design Team meeting is held, typically with several members from 
the Analysis Team, to produce the improvement intervention design outputs. The Design 
Team leaders (experts in the particular intervention(s)) then detail and document the 
design. Finally, a Project Steering Team review meeting is held to review and approve the 
design. Modifications are made, if necessary. The Project Steering Team also plans the 
pilot test. 
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Note 
 
The intent of the team approach to design is not to design by 
committee but to influence the designers by committee during the 
actual design activities. 

Tasks for EPPI Phase 3: Design 
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Figure 32.8 EPPI Phase 3 

Subphases 

The tasks of Phase 3 for EPPI are organized into four 
subphases. 

EPPI Subphase 3.1: Predesign Planning, Data 
Gathering, and Preparation 
The purpose of this subphase is to prepare any new players 
for their participation in the remainder of the EPPI project. 
For example, the designer may be new to the project and 
different than the analyst or project manager. During this 
subphase, the designer prepares for the Design Team 
meeting by getting the analysis data into shape for use in the 
design process.  

EPPI Subphase 3.2: Design Process and 
Documentation 
Included in this subphase are the design meeting itself and 
postmeeting design documentation activities. Work includes 
preparing for the Design Team meeting, conducting the 
meeting to design the T&D, and documenting the design 
work products. In addition, the designer and project 
manager prepare for the gate review meeting in Subphase 
3.3. 

EPPI Subphase 3.3: Phase 3 Gate Review 
During this subphase, the Project Steering Team participates in a design review. 
Activities in this subphase include preparations for the gate review meeting and the 
meeting itself. 
 
Just as with analysis data, design details are often too voluminous for a line-by-line 
review in the allotted time. It is up to the EPPI project manager and designer to 
facilitate the Project Steering Team through a review that hits the highlights and brings 
out any problem areas. Problems can arise due to Design Team consensus issues, 
insights from the experts, etc. Now is the time to face the issues squarely and get them 
resolved before they wind up as the next pile of rework.  
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EPPI Subphase 3.4: Phase 3 Completion and Transition 
In this subphase, the design is updated based on the Project Steering Team feedback 
and directives. Formal sign-offs are obtained as required in the organizational setting. 
Then the project is ready to move into the Development Phase of EPPI.  

EPPI Phase 4: Development/Acquisition 

 
Figure 32.9 EPPI Phase 4 

Overview of Phase 4 
Description – In this phase, the improvement intervention(s) are developed, acquired, or 
modified according to the Design Document produced in Phase 3. 
 
Key Activities/Tasks – Developers work with subject matter experts and with any existing 
systems and materials to develop a pilot version of the intervention(s). This phase can 
include “developmental testing” where warranted (as determined by the developer). 
 
Key Outputs – The outputs of this phase include all intervention systems, tools, and 
materials as needed. 

Tasks for EPPI Phase 4: Development/Acquisition 
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Figure 32.10 EPPI  
Phase 4 Subphases 

The tasks of Phase 4 for EPPI are organized into four 
subphases. Some changes to the tasks presented are 
inevitable, depending on the deployment platform for 
which the team is building. For example, at a microlevel, 
development outputs for job designs are different from 
development outputs for an appraisal system. The 
framework of Phase 4, however, is appropriate to all types 
of interventions. 

EPPI Subphase 4.1: Predevelopment Planning, 
Data Gathering, and Preparation 
This subphase ensures that anyone who is to be involved in 
the development activities is fully up to speed on the design 
specs that will be used in developing the intervention.  
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In some projects, there is additional, detailed data gathering in this subphase that probes 
areas in the data gathered and documented during the prior analysis and design efforts.  

EPPI Subphase 4.2: Development and Documentation 
During this subphase, developers use the details of the Phase 3 design effort to build all 
of the piece-parts of the EPPI intervention, or interventions. 
 
One of the Phase 4 ground rules is that only minor changes to the intervention design 
are allowed without asking for permission. If developers and experts are properly 
prepared in Subphase 4.1, they should do just fine. 
 
Experts and master performers from the Design Team can (hopefully) be restrained in 
their enthusiasm for massive redesign if they know that the Project Steering Team has 
sanctioned the design they’re seeing. The project manager’s goal at this point of the 
process is to keep these changes evolutionary rather than revolutionary. The Project 
Steering Team is told upfront that minor tweaking might occur after the design is 
approved based on what is uncovered during the microanalysis and microdesign 
efforts in the Development Phase. 

EPPI Subphase 4.3: Developmental and Alpha Testing  
During developmental and alpha testing, developers plan and conduct formal and 
informal testing of the piece-parts of the intervention. Not each component of the 
intervention needs a formal developmental test―that would take too much time and too 
much money. The EPPI project manager plans the appropriate tasks for this subphase.  

EPPI Subphase 4.4: Phase 4 Updates 
During this subphase, the Development Team cleans up the intervention materials 
based on feedback from the formal and informal reviews held during developmental 
testing and alpha testing. 

EPPI Phase 5: Pilot Test 

 
Figure 32.11 EPPI Phase 5 
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Overview of Pilot Testing 
Description – In Phase 5 of EPPI, the intervention is deployed during a pilot test, and 
extensive evaluations are conducted. 
 
Key Activities/Tasks – Project activities in this phase include preparing for the pilot delivery 
(conducting preparatory sessions, as appropriate); conducting the pilot test; evaluating the 
results of the pilot test; documenting the evaluations; and developing revision 
recommendations for the Project Steering Team. The Project Steering Team turns the 
revision recommendations into revision specifications. 
 
Key Outputs – The outputs of this phase include 

 The Pilot-Test Report 
 A Project Steering Team presentation 

Tasks for EPPI Phase 5: Pilot Test 

5.1
Prepilot
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Pilot 

Deployment

5.3
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Revision 
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Figure 32.12 EPPI  
Phase 5 Subphases 

The tasks of Phase 5 for EPPI are organized into five 
subphases. 

EPPI Subphase 5.1: Prepilot 
In this subphase, the project team prepares for the pilot 
test. Preparations include coordinating logistics; producing 
systems, tools, and materials; coordinating the personnel 
required for the pilot; setting up the pilot-test location; and 
doing final readiness checks. 

EPPI Subphase 5.2: Pilot Deployment 
During Subphase 5.2, pilot testing is conducted in 
circumstances that replicate how the intervention will be 
deployed once it’s ready for general release to the 
marketplace. Basically, the project team conducts the pilot 
test, coordinates the resolution of issues that arise, and 
conducts evaluations on the intervention being pilot tested. 
Tasks in this subphase will vary depending on the 
intervention, and they need to be adjusted accordingly by 
the project manager. 
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EPPI Subphase 5.3: Postpilot Revision Recommendations 
From this subphase comes a draft of the revision recommendations of the project’s 
leadership team, based on a thorough review of the data collected during the pilot test. 
These revision recommendations are later reviewed and processed by the Project 
Steering Team. 

EPPI Subphase 5.4: Pilot Phase Gate Review 
In this subphase, the last formal meeting is held with the Project Steering Team for the 
EPPI effort. The Project Steering Team receives an overview of the phase along with 
the Project Leadership Team’s revision recommendations. The Project Steering Team’s 
decisions and reactions to the recommendations evolve into a set of revision 
specifications for use in the sixth phase, Revision & Release.  

EPPI Subphase 5.5: Post-Gate Review 
In this subphase, the project manager distributes the revision specifications and obtains 
sign-offs on the progress completed during the phase. 

EPPI Phase 6: Revision & Release 

 

Figure 32.13 EPPI Phase 6 

Overview of Phase 6 
Description – In this phase, all systems, tools, and materials are updated according to the 
revision specifications from Phase 5. The materials are then released into that segment 
of the enterprise that manages ongoing deployment. 
 
Key Activities/Tasks – Activities in this phase include updating the systems, tools, and 
materials and releasing them to the appropriate areas of the enterprise. 
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Tasks for EPPI Phase 6: Revision & Release 
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Figure 32.14 EPPI  
Phase 6 Subphases 

The tasks of Phase 6 for EPPI are organized into four 
subphases. 

EPPI Subphase 6.1: Materials Revision 
During Subphase 6.1, the Development Team updates the 
materials, following the revision specifications. Then paper 
and electronic “masters” are produced for the intervention 
materials. 

EPPI Subphase 6.2: Materials Release 
In this subphase, all materials are delivered to the 
organizations that will deploy the intervention. 

EPPI Subphase 6.3: Lessons Learned 
Documentation and Distribution 
In this subphase, project management conducts an analysis 
of lessons learned from the project just completed. These 
lessons learned are documented and distributed. 

EPPI Subphase 6.4: Project Data Compilation and Archiving 
This subphase is cleanup, where project data is gathered and archived, either electronically 
or as paper. 

EPPI Projects and Conclusion 
Six EPPI phases and 25 subphases produce interventions that are ready to deploy. 
These phases and subphases may take place after a Targeting EPPI project has already 
defined the interventions to be developed, or analysis and design may take place entirely 
within the EPPI process. 
 
This phased approach has many benefits. The structured, gated approach helps the 
improvement suppliers get in better sync with their customers and other key 
stakeholders. It reduces cycle times and costs while ensuring that intervention focuses 
squarely on process performance.  

Manage to the Plan 
The secret of planning is to do a very thorough job of thinking through all of the details 
and then planning accordingly. 
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The next secret is to actually follow the plan. 
 
Another secret is that if the plan needs to be changed/modified for whatever 
unforeseen reason, then update the plan, and follow that! 

Additional Planning Details 
The Appendix presents an even more detailed set of planning tasks, to be used as a 
starting template for “adaptation” versus “adoption.” 
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T&D Systems View Summary 
In summary, the whole point about the T&D Systems View is that if you are in the T&D 
business, known by many different names, you have a group of stakeholders to appease. 
It’s the nature of any enterprise/entity/organization. And it’s up to you and how you 
manage your systems and processes. 
 
You are either in the enterprise’s short-term or long-term business plans or not in the 
business plans at all. You could be a means to short-term ends and/or the means to 
long-term ends. 
 
The best way to approach this is with a process orientation. 
 
Step one addresses first things first: gathering and documenting the enterprise’s business 
situation and its inherent challenges, and determining the “needs payoffs.” The “needs 
payoffs” are the cost of nonconformance (CONC) numbers. If there are no CONCs, 
there is no need. But seldom (or ever!) will there be zero CONC. 
 
Once the enterprise processes have been properly mapped, critical areas can be targeted 
and then further downselected based on actual numbers or perceptions (to later be 
proven or disproven with numbers), and the CONC can be determined. 
 
Again, CONC is the cost of nonconformance to a standard. If customer fulfillment is 
experiencing problems in meeting order delivery dates or even shipping the right 
products, those problems can be costing the enterprise in a number of ways. For 
example, two simple costs (there would most likely be others) include 
 1. Rework costs to process the returned products and reship the correct products 
 2. Loss of customers and the costs to replace them, in an attempt to maintain the 

volumes upon which this year’s business plans were built 
 
Determining these CONC numbers helps establish what the return on investment 
would be for a T&D system that (in combination with other factors) would eliminate 
(or greatly reduce) those costs. A ballpark estimate can be made for the investment cost 
to make those problem costs go away. 
 
In other instances, other large-scale change efforts may be in the works. Maybe a new 
product development process is being worked on to reduce cycle time and costs while 
improving product quality. Maybe it will affect 35 percent of the workforce. And if it 
fails, the enterprise might miss market windows for new products for several years. 
Those costs can indeed be estimated. 
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Incrementally assessing the CONC across the enterprise is a management task, 
regardless of an intent to implement Learning by Design (LBD) or not. This effort 
provides enterprise executives and T&D leadership with a total and incremental insight 
of the dollar “stakes” at issue. 
 
Knowing the stakes will help everyone focus on the right issues and solutions.  
 
We’re not saying here that T&D is the only solution to organizational problems (or 
opportunities). But it is most often a component of the overall solution-set. 
 
Assessing these problems/opportunities and their CONC through an enterprisewide 
mapping and assessment process and keeping the data/results visible to all with a need 
to know is critical to quickly getting over any personal paradigm issues and moving 
ahead with the enterprise plan. 
 
The T&D organization is the owner of the systems and processes for T&D. Many other 
organizations and jobs within the typical enterprise play critical roles in these T&D 
systems and processes. They too should be involved as partners with T&D on most 
efforts. 
 
And just as the finance organization(s) owns financial systems and processes (defining, 
monitoring, and managing them) while almost everyone else in the enterprise is 
involved as users in one way or another (payroll, invoices, contracts, etc., all with 
impacts to the financial systems and processes), T&D systems and processes also have 
many users and stakeholders. 
 
In Learning by Design (LBD), T&D is the internal supplier for a product and service 
line known by many names: training, development, education, and more recently, 
learning. 
 
Learning. It’s an interesting term, getting all sorts of usage lately. It’s been popularized 
by Peter Senge and a raft of other authors wishing to describe the learning organization 
and how to become one. We are not joining the fray. We don’t believe in learning (at 
the shareholders’ expense) just for the sake of learning. No organization is at the point 
of self-actualizing, or will stay there long, with that attitude. 
 
We believe that T&D organizations are businesses themselves, a business within a 
business. They have customers. They have products and services. They have return on 
investment and economic value add goals to achieve, or they will go out of business 
(most likely preceded by the slow and painful rightsizings and general 
restructuring/reorganizing shakeups) when things aren’t as they need to be.  
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T&D is not a luxury. It is required by every learning organization.  
 
But becoming a learning organization is not the goal. It is a means to the goal. The goal 
is to become a high-performing organization (HPO).  
 
To become an HPO, an organization needs to instill a learning culture; but it must be 
focused on the critical business needs of the organization, not just any need that can be 
uncovered.  
 
To feed the insatiable T&D needs of a healthy learning culture, the HPO needs a 
healthy T&D system focused on the high-payback needs of the organization.  
 
If the T&D system is not focused on the high-payback, high-priority needs of the 
business, the HPO won’t be high-performing for very long. Of course, it’s not just the 
T&D system that has to contribute to the overall success of the HPO, but an 
organization without strategic, targeted T&D is squandering shareholder resources on 
low-hanging, low-payback fruit. And they should be stopped.  
 
Our businesses have critical issues at hand. One more generic time management or 
team-building course is simply throwing our limited resources at symptoms without 
ever getting to the root of the key issues.  
 
And without getting to the root of the issue (any problem or opportunity), no one can 
decide whether to ignore it, because the payback is perhaps nil, or worse, negative. Or, 
if the root of the issue is worthy because the return on investment does meet the 
corporate hurdle rate, one can decide whether to strategically resource specific T&D. 
That T&D should be targeted at specific performance issues critical to the payback 
potential of other high-stakes business initiatives.  
 
Time management courses may have their place, but what was the intended return on 
investment that was forecast? How does that compare to all the other opportunities to 
resource T&D projects? Is time management the low-hanging fruit, something with 
mass appeal and not too controversial, because everyone knows that most of us could 
use some help in planning and managing our time better? 
 
But are the time management requirements of the sales rep covering Montana, North 
Dakota, and South Dakota the same as the service center phone receptionist, or the new 
product engineer assigned to one of the new integrated product development (IPD) 
teams, or the old product engineer assisting all these newfangled teams when they get 
into serious trouble? And how about the project manager of a five-day training session, 
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or the project manager of the 40-hour CBT program, or the project manager for the 
new, $250 million T&D facility in China?  
 
Are all their time management issues the same? Will one time management program 
satisfy their unique, on-the-job performance requirements? Or will we give them the 
generic content and expect them to figure out their own real-world application? Will 
they then be able to bridge that gap between learning concepts and theories and some 
tools/techniques and then applying it effectively? For a positive return on investment? 
Across the entire mix of target audiences participating? 
 
And again, in the first place, was time management the best place to spend any of our 
constrained resources such as time, energy, and budget? What was that return on 
investment calculated to be? What economic value add was there for the shareholders? 
Have we determined that this investment was a better deal for the shareholders than 
buying laptops for the sales force? What other investments could the enterprise have 
made for better returns? 
 
Don’t forget the ultimate measure regarding behavioral changes and inculcating 
competence into the workforce: improved organizational process performance. And 
improved organizational process performance is measured by all the appropriate real-
world metrics, for both product and process, that most enterprises already have in place.  
 
That’s why you shouldn’t start determining competencies without a performance 
context. Are presentation skills required of all of your audiences really the same for 
presenting to your team, your management, your industry association, the local TV 
press, congress? Are those negotiation skills courses covering how to negotiate with 
your team, your boss, your management, government regulators, the union, or with a 
customer about to sign on the dotted line? Are those soft-skills workshops that present 
hazy concepts without any real-world applications assistance really returning value? If 
so, then it’s by chance! 
 
Just because training professionals today are better skilled at uncovering training 
requirements does not in and of itself warrant expending the resources required to meet 
those needs. Business metrics of return on investment and economic value add can be 
applied to determine the rank on the “spend” budget. 
 
These decisions on T&D, after all, are not exclusively T&D decisions. They are first and 
last business decisions. They are T&D decisions somewhere in between. 
 
We’re not trying to squash investments in T&D to support learning goals tied to critical 
business needs. We’re trying to ensure that they are indeed targeted, in control, and have 
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the promise of a sufficient return to warrant the effort in the first place. There are 
plenty of critical needs to be met. But they are not always easy to determine for an 
insider to the T&D system. You, like others in the product business, have to have 
processes in place to determine customer situations, needs, implications, and payback 
potential. 
 
It’s not easy. And the larger your organization, the more diverse your organization, the 
more difficult it is. It’s always better to do something than nothing. The low-hanging 
fruit of time management, listening skills, presentation skills, and team skills with mass 
audience appeal may not bring back the dollar returns that other opportunities might 
have created. This is the approach of too many competency-based methods. 
 
How can we throw hundreds of thousands of dollars at a generic competency approach 
to the development of an enterprise’s most valuable assets—the human assets? Does 
anyone really believe that the significant returns for T&D will be derived from generic 
teamwork, leadership, communications and time management training and development 
sessions? 
 
Yes, having organizational competence in these competencies is required for becoming 
a high-performing organization. It’s now the price of admission. But while they may 
sound the same, here and there across the vast organizational landscape they may have 
very different meanings and process performance applications. The real-world 
application of similar-sounding, generic competencies is usually very different and 
difficult enough that these courses won’t really end up changing the on-the-job 
behaviors leading to improved enterprise performance.  
 
What was the cost, the penalty, for not having training and development deployed 
somewhere else because the resources were spent on time management? What was the 
cost of nonconformance (CONC) of our T&D system to have been focused on the 
low-hanging fruit of mass appeal when some of our multimillion dollar, major change 
initiative projects don’t go smoothly because everyone forgot to look at the people side, 
including the T&D side, of the performance equation.  
 
How can this be happening? How can we spend our limited resources on the 
nonstrategic, noncritical needs of the enterprise? It is because we don’t have our T&D 
system in control as we have most other aspects of the business world in tighter control. 
 
Ah, control. As in command and control. Very negative connotations, that word 
control. But from a realistic standpoint, an appropriate term and concept. There must 
be a direction, measurement, and redirection from the executive suite. They must be in 
control.  
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The pursuit of quality improvement in all aspects of the enterprise does not require 
executives, beholden only to the shareholders and the governments in the nations they 
operate, to abdicate their role as leaders. That means making the tough decisions and 
the tough calls. They do need to control where the enterprise deploys its limited 
resources in order to ensure that there will be a sufficient return on those investments. 
What they don’t need to do is micromanage something where they aren’t the 
professionals. 
 
T&D communities need to proactively engage the executives and other key stakeholders 
in their businesses and put them in control. We like to think of it as the customer in 
control of the content and the T&D professionals in control of the process. It’s much 
like the automotive marketers and engineers who have processes for determining what 
features to build into new car programs. They own the process, while the potential 
customers that their focus group represents need to own the content.  
 
T&D Systems View provides a structure, a process, and a system for doing such, giving 
the customer the appropriate control of what and whose performance is targeted for 
T&D, and what the improvement goals are for the T&D intervention. Meanwhile, T&D 
retains control of how to best achieve the goals from a T&D/ISD perspective. 
 
Many of our problems with our customers and stakeholders are semantic in nature. We 
have a colleague who likes to state: “it’s not just semantics, it’s always semantics.” 
 
T&D communities need to learn the language and models of business and begin to 
speak to their stakeholders less in the jargon of T&D and more in the language of the 
enterprise. The last thing your customers and stakeholders want to learn is another set 
of jargon and acronyms from your world. They won’t, so don’t try to educate them 
overtly. Educate them covertly by using examples from both your world and their 
world.  
 
If you are a manufacturing company, draw parallels on T&D processes and outcomes to 
internal examples from their processes and outcomes. Isn’t a pilot test of a new training 
program similar to a beta test? Doesn’t the analysis effort everyone so despises have the 
same intent as determining the customer’s requirements and translating those into 
product specs? Doesn’t a design effort usually follow that stage before we run off and 
start production of dozens or thousands of widgets?  
 
Most of our problems with our customers and stakeholders are our own fault. Most of 
our lack of a systems approach is also our own fault.  
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But in the spirit of the worldwide quality movement, let’s not focus on how to fix the 
blame; rather, let’s focus on how to fix the problem. 
 
To fix the problem we need to know three things: What exactly is happening? What is 
not happening? What should be happening? 
 
What should be happening is Learning by Design (LBD).  
 
We do not believe in the symbolic renaming of the T&D (our choice term) 
organizations into learning organizations. We’re not on that bandwagon. We’ve seen too 
many T&D organizations that have adopted the terminology and slogans of “learning” 
without the full comprehension of its place in the overall framework of business 
processes. 
 
Business leaders need very much to target all of their limited resources to achieve their 
strategic business intent. That goes for resources allocated to training, education, 
development, and learning. Those resources must be deliberately targeted. They must be 
controlled. And the costs must be measured as well as the results of their targeted 
deployment in business terms.  
 
Becoming a learning organization is not the terminal goal, as many business and 
learning executives today seem to think. It is a means to an end.  
 
Bottom-line business results are the only measure of the worth of the learning system of 
a learning organization. “Better, faster, and cheaper” are the cries from the customers 
for the product of the processes. It is the same cry from the executives, boards of 
directors, and shareholders. The employees in the business trenches have to do more 
with less and do it quicker. So should T&D. 
 
The impact of increased global competition, the opening of new markets, and the rapid 
advance of technology are forcing changes upon us, whether we like it or not. 
 
Processes are changing as we take advantage of new technology and even new ways of 
thinking about work, work structures, and data-based business approaches. All that 
change requires new learnings, new knowledge, and new skills. And it’s all leading to 
new competencies that have to have value to the enterprise. 
 
The terminal goal for all enterprises is to create economic value add. Economic value 
add is the financial return generated by all of the investments put into the enterprise, 
then subtracting all of the costs. It’s the equivalent of putting a personal, financial 
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windfall into either a swimming pool in the backyard or into a new kitchen in your 
current house.  
 
If you are interested solely in the economics of the opportunity, you would have to go 
with the new kitchen, for studies have consistently shown that a kitchen remodeling job 
will increase the value of a house approximately 100 percent of the improvement 
investment, while a swimming pool will return much less. You have to value its use-and-
fun return more than its financial return. 
 
Learning just for the sake of learning may sound politically correct and the right thing to 
do, but it is not very practical and certainly not desirable.  
 
Given a scenario of limited resources (and after all, who today truly has unlimited 
resources?), where can these limited resources be deployed to create the learning that 
creates the biggest positive impact for the enterprise?  
 
Where are the truly rewarding targets for learning resources? What are the costs and 
returns for each? Can a greater return be achieved elsewhere? Are we interested in 
short-term, cost-cutting results now or investments that will pay significant returns in 
the mid- or long-term? 
 
Where are the resources currently going? And for what measured return on investment 
or economic value add? Are the learning resources being deployed for maximum benefit 
to the enterprise? Are we in control of all of this, or is it out of control? Who is 
identifying the needs, the targets for learning resources? 
 
Who is deciding exactly how to meet the internal needs? Are they using sound, efficient 
processes that are in control? Are the internal resources dedicated to meeting the 
organization’s high-payback learning needs doing so? And how do we know so? 
 
Are we achieving Learning by Design, or is it Learning by Chance? 
 
The T&D products and services must be performance-based. They must be engineered, 
like any other worthy products brought to market. They must achieve their functional 
intent. The fuzzier the intent, the less likely that it will achieve any measurable goal.  
 
The concepts, processes, and systems presented in T&D Systems View will help T&D 
organizations target their efforts to those needs that are critical to the enterprise. T&D 
Systems View engages the stakeholders of T&D across (horizontally, vertically, and 
diagonally) the enterprise so that the right T&D things get done right. 
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We believe reverently in T&D Systems View. Most of our lessons “learned” have come 
from being “burned.” We have always intended to learn from those lessons and not get 
burned again. T&D Systems View is intended to share those lessons learned with the 
T&D community. 
 
T&D Systems View is a result of our learnings from real-world experiences in our firm’s 
projects with many of the Fortune 500 companies’ T&D organizations. These projects 
have allowed us to benchmark other approaches and practices used by our clients and 
their consultants.  
 
Again, we don’t believe in Learning by Chance. Learning by Chance is out-of-control 
learning. It’s not directed to the high-payback needs of the enterprise. Learning by 
Chance is almost whatever, whenever. Maybe you get lucky and get a return worthy of 
the time, attention, and dollars, and maybe you don’t. That’s no way to run a railroad.  
 
Or a T&D system.  
 
That is what Learning by Design (LBD) versus Learning by Chance (LBC) is all about. 
Targeted resourcing for anticipated results: return on investment . . . economic value 
add . . . Learning by Design. 
 
 

 

 
 

Because it’s still a business decision, even for a learning organization! 
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Appendix: Enterprise Process Performance 
Improvement – Stage 2 Phases and Tasks 

The EPPI Stage 2: Intervention Initiatives process has six phases and 25 subphases.  

 

Figure B.1 EPPI Stage 2 Phases and Gates 
 
Each of the phases has a standard set of tasks. The tasks for each phase and subphase 
are described in this appendix. The duties and roles may vary from project to project, 
depending on factors such as 

 The experience of project participants 
 The organization 
 The desired division of labor among project team members 

EPPI Phase 1: Project Planning & Kick-off 

 

1.1 Preproject Planning  
1.2 Initial Project Planning 
1.3 Phase 1 Gate Review 
1.4 Phase 1 Completion and Transition 

EPPI Subphase 1.1: Preproject Planning  
 1. Review the request for process improvement coming from any request screening 

process used within the company. Management assigns a project manager. 
 2. The request for the prospective project is reviewed with the original requester and 

other key stakeholders to clarify 
• The customer’s business process and human performance situational needs 

- Problems and opportunities 
- Desired outcomes  

• Constraints of time, budget, and approach 
• Key issues to be addressed 
• Intended target audiences 
• Other key stakeholders to be involved in the project along with their interest and 

level of involvement 
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 3. The project manager clarifies with management the logical owner of the project (if 
different from the original requester), and discusses the appropriateness of that 
individual for the role of Project Steering Team chairperson. The project manager 
identifies all other appropriate organizational interfaces and all key stakeholders for 
potential project involvement as members of the Project Steering Team or other 
project teams. 

 4. The project manager clarifies with the original requester any issues regarding the 
project’s logical ownership, if the owner is different from the requester. The 
project manager ensures the requester’s continued involvement (if desired) on the 
Project Steering Team. 

 5. The project manager contacts the logical owner regarding the project to determine 
whether the owner wishes to be involved. The project manager recruits the logical 
owner as the Project Steering Team chairperson, if appropriate. If not, the project 
manager contacts the next logical candidate. 

 6. The project manager conducts any additional preliminary interviews as needed to 
complete an initial draft Project Plan/Proposal. 

EPPI Subphase 1.2: Initial Project Planning 
 1. The project manager creates a draft Project Plan and Proposal and forwards it to 

the customer’s leadership for review. 
 2. The customer conducts a detailed review of the draft Project Plan/Proposal and 

identifies any issues for resolution.  
 3. The customer provides feedback via a formal presentation or verbal discussion 

regarding the draft Project Plan, and identifies key stakeholders for potential 
inclusion on the Project Steering Team. 

 4. The project manager updates the Project Plan/Proposal based on feedback from 
the customer, and presents the plan back to the customer (the original requester or 
logical owner) for preliminary review.  

 5. The customer conducts a detailed review of the draft Project Plan/Proposal and 
identifies any issues for resolution. The customer also identifies key stakeholders 
for interviewing and potential inclusion on the Project Steering Team. 

 6. During a preliminary but formal presentation, or during verbal discussion, the 
customer provides feedback regarding the draft Project Plan/Proposal. 

 7. The project manager updates the Project Plan/Proposal based on the feedback 
from the customer.  

 8. The customer selects additional Project Steering Team members (as appropriate) 
and recruits and orients each member to the major project issues and goals, 
explaining as well the responsibilities of Project Steering Team members. The 
customer is assisted in this task by the project manager assigned. 
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EPPI Subphase 1.3: Phase 1 Gate Review 
 1. The project manager coordinates all logistics for the Phase 1 Project Steering Team 

gate review meeting, including 
• Meeting method and location, along with dates and times 
• Arrangements for meeting materials, equipment, and food and beverages 
• Invitations and communications about  

- Date, time, location, and directions  
- Accommodations for travel, living, meals, etc. 
- The project, meeting purpose, outputs, process, specific roles, and any 

preparations required on the part of meeting participants 
 2. The project manager confirms the attendance of all key participants and the 

completion of all assigned prework immediately prior to the Project Steering Team 
gate review meeting. 

 3. The project manager prepares all meeting materials and briefs additional meeting 
participants (as needed) for the Project Steering Team Phase 1 gate review. 
Preparations include 
• Agendas 
• Gate review presentation materials and handout materials 
• Assignments 
• Briefings 

 4. The project manager conducts a two- to four-hour Project Steering Team Phase 1 
gate review meeting to 
• Review the project purpose, business drivers, approach, process, deliverables, 

and schedule for key milestones. 
• Review the Project Plan details and modify as needed. 
• Identify all members of the Analysis Team. 
• Identify the time burdens and schedule requirements for all project personnel. 
• Identify all source materials, references, and resources for data on 

- Target audiences 
- Business processes  
- Human performance requirements 

• Identify all other key issues (problems, opportunities, goals, constraints, etc.). 
• Discuss the preliminary  

- Deployment Strategy and Plan 
- Development /Acquisition Planning Strategy and Plan  
- Evaluation Strategy and Plan 

• Identify the outputs from the Analysis Phase that will be presented and reviewed 
in the Phase 2 analysis outputs and gate review by the Project Steering Team. 
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• Set the schedule for all remaining Project Steering Team gate review meetings, as 
appropriate. 

• Assess the phase completion status using the Phase 1 exit criteria. 

EPPI Subphase 1.4: Phase 1 Completion and Transition 
 1. The project manager updates the Project Plan/Proposal and forwards the updated 

version to all Project Steering Team members (as appropriate). Also on the 
distribution list: other assigned or relevant individuals with a need to know. 

 2. The project manager obtains sign-off from the customer (the Project Steering 
Team chairperson). 

 3. The project manager gathers all project resource materials and holds them in 
readiness for the analyst assigned to the project. 
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EPPI Phase 2: Analysis 

 

2.1 Preanalysis Planning, Data Gathering, and Preparation 
2.2 Analysis Process and Documentation 
2.3 Phase 2 Gate Review 
2.4 Phase 2 Completion and Transition 

EPPI Subphase 2.1: Preanalysis Planning, Data Gathering, and 
Preparation 
 1. The project manager reviews the project with the newly assigned analyst (as 

appropriate) and provides all resource materials for the analyst’s orientation. 
 2. The analyst reviews the resource materials provided, obtaining additional materials 

and clarifying as necessary by phone or in person. 
 3. The analyst coordinates logistics for all individual interviews, as needed. The 

analyst 
• Contacts all interview participants and orients them to the project’s purpose, 

outputs, process, and their specific roles 
• Establishes meeting methods, locations, dates, and times 

 4. The analyst prepares for and then conducts individual interviews. 
 5. The analyst prepares, as appropriate, any analysis straw models for use in the 

analysis process. 

EPPI Subphase 2.2: Analysis Process and Documentation 
 1. The analyst gathers and documents data on the Target Audience Data. The data 

comes from sources identified by the Project Steering Team in the Phase 1 gate 
review meeting, or from human resources, personnel, or other organizations. 

 2. The project manager coordinates all logistics for the Phase 2 Analysis Team 
meeting, including 
• Meeting method, location, dates, and times 
• Arrangements for meeting materials, equipment, and food and beverages 
• Invitations and communications about  

- Date, time, location, and directions  
- Accommodations for travel, living, meals, etc. 
- The project, meeting purpose, outputs, process, specific roles, and any 

preparations required on the part of meeting participants 

EPPI Phase 2

Analysis

EPPI Phase 2

AnalysisAnalysis
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 3. The project manager confirms attendance of all key participants and completion of 

all assigned prework immediately prior to the Analysis Team meeting. 
 4. The project manager and analyst prepare all meeting materials and orient any 

additional project staff participants for the upcoming Analysis Team meeting. The 
following are prepared, as appropriate: 
• Agendas 
• Analysis Team presentation materials and all handout materials 
• Assignments 
• Briefings 

 5. The analyst conducts the analysis process via either a multiday Analysis Team 
meeting or via meetings with individual Analysis Team members. The analyst 
• Orients the team members to the project and the meeting 
• Creates (or edits or adds detail to) the Process Maps and Performance Models 
• Derives the detailed enabling human and environmental requirements, placing 

them on the Human Asset Enabler Matrices and Environmental Asset Enabler 
Matrices 

• Assesses the work of the team and identifies any open issues for the Project 
Steering Team to address 

 6. The analyst (with the help of team members and others familiar with the training) 
conducts assessments of any and all existing programs and materials via searches in 
the enterprise databases, examination of paper files, and discussions with key 
personnel. The analyst documents all findings. 

 7. The analyst documents all analysis data, meeting results, and interview outputs. 
The analyst develops the draft Analysis Report. 

 8. The analyst produces the draft Analysis Report. The project manager or analyst 
may forward copies of the report to management and to the Project Steering Team 
for review prior to the Project Steering Team gate review meeting.  

EPPI Subphase 2.3: Phase 2 Gate Review 
 1. The project manager and analyst prepare meeting materials and orient new 

participants to their role in the Project Steering Team gate review meeting. The 
project manager and analyst prepare, as appropriate, the following: 
• Agendas 
• Gate review presentation materials and all handout materials 
• Assignments 
• Briefings 
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 2. The project manager coordinates all logistics for the Phase 2 Project Steering Team 

gate review meeting, including 
• Meeting method, location, dates, and times 
• Arrangements for meeting materials, equipment, and food and beverages 
• Invitations and communications about  

- Date, time, location, and directions  
- Accommodations for travel, living, meals, etc. 
- The project, meeting purpose, outputs, process, specific roles, and any 

preparations required on the part of meeting participants 
 3. The project manager confirms attendance of all key participants and the 

completion of all assigned prework immediately prior to the Project Steering Team 
meeting. 

 4. The project manager and analyst conduct an eight-hour Project Steering Team gate 
review meeting to 
• Review the project purpose, business drivers, approach, process, deliverables, 

and schedule for key milestones. 
• Review all actuals compared to plan, the rationale for all deviations, and the 

implications for the project’s cost and schedule performance.  
• Review the analysis data or summaries. 
• Identify all key project issues (problems, opportunities, goals, constraints, etc.). 
• Discuss the preliminary improvement intervention(s). 

- Deployment Strategy and Plan 
- Development/Acquisition Strategy and Plan  
- Evaluation Strategy and Plan 

• Recommend and discuss the  
- Strategies, tactics, and key implications of each intervention 
− Deployment platform and infrastructure requirements 
− Assessment of the current deployment infrastructure system’s capability to 

handle the volume projections 
− Initial development and deployment cost projections 

• Select the improvement interventions to be designed in Phase 3: Design. 
• Name two or three members for the Design Team from the membership of the 

Analysis Team, or confirm the recommendations from the ISD organization. 
Select a Design Team lead. Ensure qualifications of all Design Team members as 
- Subject matter experts (SMEs) 
- Master performers (MPs) 

• Assess the phase completion status using Phase 2 exit criteria. 
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EPPI Subphase 2.4: Phase 2 Completion and Transition 
 1. The project manager determines any changes required to the Analysis Report and 

the Project Plan/Proposal, and resolves any staffing issues for the next phase. 
 2. The analyst updates the Analysis Report and Project Plan/Proposal (as needed) 

based on the Project Steering Team meeting and decisions. The plan and report are 
forwarded to all appropriate project participants and key stakeholders. 

 3. The project manager obtains sign-offs from management and from the customer 
(the Project Steering Team chairperson). 

 4. The project manager gathers all project resource materials and holds them for the 
assigned designer’s use. 
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EPPI Phase 3: Design 

 

3.1 Predesign Planning, Data Gathering, and Preparation 
3.2 Design Process and Documentation 
3.3 Phase 3 Gate Review 
3.4 Phase 3 Completion and Transition 

EPPI Subphase 3.1: Predesign Planning, Data Gathering, and 
Preparation 
 1. The project manager reviews the project with the newly assigned designer (as 

needed), and provides all resource materials for the designer’s orientation. 
 2. The designer reviews the Project Plan, the Analysis Report, and all other resource 

and background materials provided. The designer obtains additional materials and 
clarifies issues (via phone or in person) as needed. 

 3. The designer coordinates logistics for any individual interviews required before the 
design meeting. The designer contacts all Design Team participants and informs 
them about the project, purpose, outputs, process, and their specific roles. The 
designer selects meeting methods, locations, dates, and times. 

 4. The designer prepares for predesign interviews and meetings, determining what 
information to gather, verify, and discuss. The designer uses the information to 
develop the predesign agenda. This information may include 
• Reactions from the Project Steering Team analysis gate review meeting and 

implications for the design meeting 
• Concepts related to the improvement interventions selected; these concepts 

might include 
- Overall cycle time and incurred time constraints  
− Existing interventions/systems and their use  
− Specific political or supply-chain issues 

 5. The designer conducts predesign interviews and meetings. 
 6. The designer develops initial design straw models. These models are to be used to 

jump-start the design process. 
 7. The designer reviews all design straw models with designated staff members prior 

to the use of the straw models in the design process. 

EPPI Phase 3

Design

EPPI Phase 3

DesignDesign
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EPPI Subphase 3.2: Design Process and Documentation 
 1. The project manager coordinates all logistics for the Phase 3 Design Team 

meeting, including 
• Meeting method, location, dates, and times 
• Arrangements for meeting materials, equipment, and food and beverages 
• Invitations and communications about  

- Date, time, location, and directions  
- Accommodations for travel, living, meals, etc. 
- The project, meeting purpose, outputs, process, specific roles, and any 

preparations required on the part of meeting participants 
 2. The project manager confirms attendance of all key participants and completion of 

all assigned prework immediately prior to the design meeting. 
 3. The designer and project manager prepare all meeting materials and orient any 

additional project staff participants for the upcoming Design Team meeting. The 
following are prepared, as appropriate: 
• Agendas 
• Assignments 
• Briefings 

 4. The designer conducts the design process using either a multiday Design Team 
meeting or meetings with individual Design Team members. The designer 
• Orients the team to the project and the meeting 
• Uses blank templates or straw models to create the design  

 5. The designer documents the design process outputs. 
 6. The designer embellishes the design and documents that and all other postdesign 

process outputs. The designer adds “content” as needed/desired, from their 
previous experience. 

 7. The designer conducts additional, detailed assessments of any and all existing 
systems, programs, and materials, as appropriate. This is done via searches in the 
organization’s databases, examination of paper files, checks of libraries, and 
discussions with key organization personnel.  

 8. The designer meets with management and, if appropriate, updates the 
• Development/Acquisition Strategy and Plan  
• Deployment Strategy and Plan 
• Evaluation Strategy and Plan 

 9. The designer develops the Design Document. 
10. The designer produces and forwards copies of the Design Document and Project 

Steering Team gate review presentation to ISD organization management for their 
preview before the gate review meeting. 
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EPPI Subphase 3.3: Phase 3 Gate Review 
 1. The project manager coordinates all logistics for the Phase 3 Project Steering Team 

gate review meeting, including 
• Meeting method, location, dates, and times 
• Arrangements for meeting materials, equipment, and food and beverages 
• Invitations and communications about  

- Date, time, location, and directions  
- Accommodations for travel, living, meals, etc. 
- The project, meeting purpose, outputs, process, specific roles, and any 

preparations required on the part of meeting participants 
 2. The project manager confirms attendance of all key participants and completion of 

all assigned prework immediately prior to the Project Steering Team meeting. 
 3. The project manager prepares meeting materials and prepares participants for the 

meeting. Preparations include 
• Agendas 
• Gate review presentation materials and all handout materials 
• Assignments 
• Briefings 

 4. The project manager conducts an eight-hour Phase 3 Project Steering Team gate 
review meeting to 
• Review the project purpose, business drivers, approach, process, deliverables, 

and schedule for key milestones. 
• Review all actuals compared to plan, the rationale for all deviations, and the 

effect of deviations on the project’s cost and schedule performance. 
• Review the design specifics. 
• Identify all other key project issues (problems, opportunities, goals, constraints, 

etc.). 
• Discuss the current  

- Development/Acquisition Strategy and Plan  
- Deployment Strategy and Plan 
- Evaluation Strategy and Plan 

• Identify a lead subject matter expert/master performer (SME/MP) for resolving 
any and all developmental issues that arise during the development/acquisition 
efforts. 

• Assess the phase completion status using the Phase 3 exit criteria. 
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EPPI Subphase 3.4: Phase 3 Completion and Transition 
 1. The project manager determines any changes required to the Project 

Plan/Proposal, and resolves any staffing issues for the next phase. 
 2. The project manager and designer update the Design Document and Project 

Plan/Proposal (as needed) based on the Project Steering Team meeting and 
decisions. The documents are forwarded to all appropriate project participants and 
key stakeholders. 

 3. The project manager obtains sign-offs from management and from the customer, 
the Project Steering Team chairperson. 

 4. The project manager gathers all project resource materials, holding them for use by 
the assigned developers. 
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EPPI Phase 4: Development/Acquisition 

 

4.1 Predevelopment Planning, Data Gathering, and 
Preparation 

4.2 Development and Documentation 
4.3 Developmental and Alpha Testing 
4.4 Phase 4 Updates 

EPPI Subphase 4.1: Predevelopment Planning, Data Gathering, and 
Preparation 
 1. The project manager reviews the project with the assigned developers, providing all 

resource materials for their orientation and preparation. 
 2. The developers review the current Project Plan, the Analysis Report, the Design 

Document, and all other resource and background materials provided. The 
developers obtain additional materials and clarify (via phone or in person) as 
needed. 

EPPI Subphase 4.2: Development and Documentation 
 1. Developers collect and review any and all existing materials to be reused or 

modified. These materials have been previously identified. 
 2. Developers coordinate logistics for any individual interviews needed for 

intervention development. These interviews may be conducted with subject matter 
experts (SMEs) and master performers (MPs) sanctioned by the Project Steering 
Team. The developers 
• Contact all interview participants and inform them of the project purpose, 

outputs, process, and their specific roles. 
• Establish meeting methods, locations, dates, and times.  

 3. Developers prepare for and conduct individual interviews. 
 4. Developers develop initial materials following the design framework. As 

appropriate, developers construct the following: 
• Intervention materials 
• Implementation materials 

 5. The project manager updates plans as needed, then informs management of any 
and all changes to the 
• Deployment Strategy and Plan 
• Evaluation Strategy and Plan 

EPPI Phase 4

Development/
Acquisition

EPPI Phase 4

Development/
Acquisition

Development/
Acquisition
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EPPI Subphase 4.3: Developmental and Alpha Testing  
 1. Development Team members (and others identified by the lead subject matter 

expert/master performer (SME/MP) or by the Project Steering Team) conduct 
formal and informal, in-progress developmental tests with SMEs/MPs.  

 2. Development Team members conduct formal and informal, in-progress 
developmental tests and reviews with the project manager, leads, and organization 
management. The purpose of these tests and reviews is to assess the work of the 
development effort and identify any issues for the Project Steering Team to 
address. The Development Team assesses the appropriateness of and readiness for 
an alpha test. 

 3. The project manager coordinates logistics for the formal, prepilot test-deployment 
alpha test with management, key SMEs/MPs, and other stakeholders. The project 
manager 
• Selects the alpha test location, dates, and times 
• Invites all participants and informs them about the project purpose, meeting 

purpose, outputs, process, and their specific roles 
• Confirms participant attendance immediately before the meeting date 
• Coordinates food, beverages, equipment, supplies, etc. 

 4. The project manager and perhaps the Development Team prepare for the conduct 
of the alpha test. This includes  
• Creating the alpha test kick-off presentation 
• Reviewing and critiquing the alpha test draft materials 

- Participant materials 
- Instructor/facilitator materials 
- Administrative materials 

• Reviewing and critiquing the  
- Deployment Strategy and Plans 
- Evaluation Strategy and Plans  

• Summarizing changes to all materials 
 5. The Development Team conducts the alpha test and checks all materials for 

• Cultural fit 
• Accuracy 
• Completeness 
• Effectiveness 
• Readiness for the pilot-test deployment 
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EPPI Subphase 4.4: Phase 4 Updates 
 1. In conjunction with ISD management and based on the feedback from the alpha 

test, the project manager determines all updates that are required to the materials 
developed. 

 2. The Development Team updates all materials according to feedback from the 
alpha test. 
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 EPPI Phase 5: Pilot Test 

 

5.1 Prepilot 
5.2 Pilot Deployment 
5.3 Postpilot Revision Recommendations 
5.4 Pilot Phase Gate Review 
5.5 Post-Gate Review 

EPPI Subphase 5.1: Prepilot 
 1. The project manager coordinates logistics for the pilot-test deployment, based on 

the intervention. The project manager 
• Selects the pilot-test deployment, locations, dates, and times 
• Invites all participants and orients them to the project purpose, the pilot-test 

deployment purpose, outputs, process, and their specific roles 
• Confirms pilot-test participant attendance immediately before the pilot-test 

deployment date 
• Coordinates food, beverages, equipment, supplies, etc. 

 2. The project manager initiates production of the materials necessary to conduct the 
initial pilot-test deployment. 

 3. The project manager coordinates the personnel requirements for the pilot-test 
deployment. 

 4. Pilot-test facilitators prepare for their roles. To do this, they 
• Collect all materials required for facilitation/deployment. 
• Review the materials. 

 5. The project manager coordinates the preparation and setup for the pilot-test 
deployment. The project manager 
• Prepares sites appropriate for the intervention 
• Conducts a check of the readiness for the pilot test 
• Confirms pilot-test participant attendance 
• Invites backup participants as needed, confirming their attendance 

 6. The project manager confirms attendance of all participants, and coordinates 
arrangements for any replacement participants using the backup candidate list. 

EPPI Phase 5

Pilot Test

EPPI Phase 5

Pilot TestPilot Test
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EPPI Subphase 5.2: Pilot Deployment 
 1. The Development Team conducts the pilot test according to the previously 

developed plan.  
 2. The Development Team coordinates the resolution of any pilot-test issues that 

may arise. 
 3. The pilot team conducts all evaluations (verbal debriefs, written evaluations, etc.) 

according to the pilot-test evaluation plan. 

EPPI Subphase 5.3: Postpilot Revision Recommendations 
 1. The project manager conduct a postpilot-test deployment review of all evaluation 

data. The data includes 
• Written evaluation from pilot-test participants 
• Written evaluation from others 
• Verbal feedback 

 2. The project manager drafts revision recommendations for review with their 
management, as needed. The project manager drafts the Pilot-Test Report. If 
appropriate, a preliminary version of the report is distributed for review and 
comment prior to the gate review meeting held in the next subphase. 

EPPI Subphase 5.4: Pilot Phase Gate Review 
 1. The project manager coordinates logistics for the Project Steering Team Phase 5 

gate review meeting, including 
• Meeting method, location, dates, and times 
• Arrangements for meeting materials, equipment, and food and beverages 
• Invitations and communications about  

- Date, time, location, and directions  
- Accommodations for travel, living, meals, etc. 
- The project, meeting purpose, outputs, process, specific roles, and any 

preparations required on the part of meeting participants 
 2. The project manager confirms participant attendance immediately before the 

meeting date. 
 3. The project manager prepares to conduct the Project Steering Team Phase 5 gate 

review meeting. Preparations include 
• Agendas 
• Gate review presentation materials and all handout materials 
• Assignments 
• Briefings 
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 4. The project manager conducts the Project Steering Team Phase 5 gate review 

meeting. In doing this, the project manager 
• Reviews the project purpose, business drivers, approach, process, deliverables, 

and schedule for key milestones 
• Reviews all actuals compared to plan, provides a rationale for all deviations, and 

discusses the implications of the project’s cost and schedule performance 
• Reviews 

- The pilot-test process specifics and participants 
- Evaluation summaries and specifics 
- Revision recommendations from the project team 

• Obtains the Project Steering Team’s input concerning the revision 
recommendations, and based on that input creates the revision specifications 

• Identifies all other key project issues (problems, opportunities, goals, constraints, 
etc.) 

• Reviews any and all change recommendations, and their rationale, for the 
Deployment Strategy and Plan 

• Assesses the phase completion status using the Phase 5 exit criteria 
 5. The project manager documents the revision specifications from the Project 

Steering Team.  

EPPI Subphase 5.5: Post-Gate Review 
 1. The project manager updates the Pilot-Test Report based on the feedback from 

the Project Steering Team leadership, including the revision specifications. The 
project manager forwards the report to all members of the Project Steering Team, 
to their management, and to other stakeholders, including the developers and 
Development Team members affected by the revision specifications. 

 2. The project manager obtains sign-offs from the customer and the Project Steering 
Team chairperson. 
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EPPI Phase 6: Revision & Release 

 

6.1 Materials Revision 
6.2 Materials Release 
6.3 Lessons Learned Documentation and Distribution 
6.4 Project Data Compilation and Archiving 

EPPI Subphase 6.1: Materials Revision 
 1. The Development Team updates all materials following the revision specifications 

from the Phase 5 Project Steering Team gate review meeting.  
 2. The Development Team produces paper masters and electronic files for all 

materials. These are transferred to the appropriate organization for ongoing 
delivery, administration, and continuous improvement. 

EPPI Subphase 6.2: Materials Release 
 1. The project manager forwards all materials to the organization responsible for 

administering the improvement intervention. 
 2. The organization responsible for administering delivery forwards all materials to 

the appropriate delivery/deployment organization, according to the current 
Deployment Strategy and Plan. 

EPPI Subphase 6.3: Lessons Learned Documentation and Distribution 
 1. The project manager conducts a postproject analysis of lessons learned using 

meetings, surveys, and other appropriate methods. All key project participants and 
stakeholders are involved, including 
• Customers and stakeholders 
• Others as appropriate 

 2. The project manager documents all lessons learned and forwards the 
documentation to their management. 

 3. Management distributes the lessons learned as appropriate. 

EPPI Subphase 6.4: Project Data Compilation and Archiving 
 1. The project manager gathers all project data, archiving it or entering it into 

databases (paper and electronic) following organization standards and guidelines. 
 2. The project manager informs those with a need to know about the project 

completion, data gathered during the project, and file storage. 

 

EPPI Phase 6

Revision & 
Release

EPPI Phase 6

Revision & 
Release
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Glossary  
 
 

 ADDIE – an ISD model for the conduct of analysis, design, development, 
implementation, and evaluation of instruction 

 
 Advisory committees – an assembled group of enterprise leaders and 
managers formed for the purpose of program (multiple projects and activities) 
oversight 

 
 Advisory councils – see advisory committees 

 
 Analysis Review Team – a group of master performers and subject matter 
experts assembled to conduct a review of analysis data 

 
 Analysis Team – a group of master performers and subject matter experts 
assembled to conduct an analysis effort 

 
 Benchmarking – using a specific, identified level of performance as a standard 

 
 Board of governors – an assembled group of enterprise leaders formed for the 
purpose of oversight of some specified process, system, or function 

 
 Channel – a method/means for deployment, such as Internet, intranet, 
meetings, specific locations (such as a storefront), wholesalers and retailers, etc. 

 
 Clockface – The nickname for EPPIC’s T&D Systems View model 

 
 Core systems and processes – systems and their processes that produce the 
organization’s products and services, consistent with the enterprise business plan 

 
 Curriculum – a set of related courses, education, training, information 
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 dE – deficiency in the environmental support, where a needed environmental 
asset, resource, or support is missing or inadequate 

 
 Deployment – the act of delivery of products or services 

 
 Design Review Team – a group of master performers and subject matter 
experts assembled to conduct a review of a design 

 
 Design Team – a group of master performers and subject matter experts 
assembled to conduct a design effort 

 
 dK – deficiency in the awareness/knowledge/skill of the performer(s), where 
the awareness/knowledge/skill of the performer(s) is missing or inadequate 

 
 dI – deficiency in the individual attributes, where a needed individual attribute is 
missing or inadequate 

 
 Driver – the cause of a particular action or event; for example, the business 
driver for the development of a particular T&D Event might be the need for 
higher productivity or regulatory compliance 

 
 Economic value add – net operating profit minus charges for opportunity 
costs of all capital invested, a true measure of the economic profit of an 
investment endeavor 

 
 Enabler matrices – a set of matrices that links various enablers (such as 
knowledge/skill, tools/equipment, or information/data) to their application in 
specific “areas of performance” of a Performance Model 

 
 Enablers – the factors, both human and environmental, that are necessary for 
performance 

 
 Enterprise – an organization, a collection of people, performing tasks within 
processes to accomplish an outcome(s) and/or to produce an output(s); 
organizations such as a for-profit business, a not-for-profit agency, a 
governmental agency, a school, etc. 
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 Environmental assets – the environmental enablers of process performance, 
that without would cause performance to decline all other things being equal on 
the human asset side; includes: data/information; tools/equipment/ 
machinery; materials/supplies; facilities/grounds; culture/consequence; 
budget/headcount 

 
 EPPI – Enterprise Process Performance Improvement; a methodology and tool 
set, both for the targeting of improvements for return on investment and 
economic value add, and for the planning and managing of improvement 
initiatives to address the targeted problems and/or opportunities 

 
 EVA

®
 – economic value added (a registered trademark of Stern Stewart & Co.) 

 
 Gate review – a deliberate, structured review process where past and future 
issues are examined and “go/no go” decisions are made, at certain points (gates) 
in an overall process (usually at the beginning or end of a project phase) 

 
 General System Model – a model created by Geary Rummler and Dale 
Brethower in the 1960s that presents a “system/process” with inputs, outputs, 
and a feedback loop 

 
 HPT – human performance technology, a systematic methodology and tool set 
for improving human performance 

 
 Human assets –the human enablers of process performance, that without 
would cause performance to decline, all other things being equal on the 
environmental asset side; includes: awareness, knowledge, skills; physical 
attributes; psychological attributes; intellectual attributes; and values 

 
 Hurdle rate – the expected rate of return within the enterprise, which will vary 
over time 

 
 Implementation Planning Team – a group of individuals assembled to 
conduct the planning needed for an implementation effort 
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 ISD – instructional systems design or instructional systems development 
(depending on your source); a systematic and results-oriented set of concepts 
and methods for the development of instruction, for either educational or 
training purposes; typically represented by the ADDIE model (Analysis, Design, 
Development, Implementation, Evaluation) 

 
 Leadership systems and processes – the systems and their processes that 
lead/direct the decision-making, and then allocate the resources, and then 
measure the results and react accordingly, consistent with the enterprise business 
plan 

 
 Macroprocess Map – a three-tier framework for sorting processes into three 
categories: leadership, core, or support 

 
 Measure – the dimensions for assessing an output/result/outcome, such as 
“time to complete,” “time completed,” “weight,” “cost,” etc. 

 
 Metric – a standard of measurement, or the application of statistics and 
mathematical analysis to a field of study 

 
 Outcome – a result/output of process or task performance 

 
 Output – a result/outcome of process or task performance 

 
 Output as input – the recognition that every “worthy output” is an input to 
some “downstream” activity/process 

 
 PACT Process for T&D – a three-tier set of methods and tools for the 
planning, management, analysis, design, and development of performance-based 
T&D/instruction 

 
 Performance Model – a document that captures and reports out, for segments 
of performance called “areas of performance,” the specific outputs and their 
measures/standards, the tasks performed for each output, the various role 
responsibilities for task performance related to “ideal performance,” plus a gap 
assessment when the real (current) performance is compared to that ideal that 
also identifies the probable cause for any/all gaps 
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 Phases – a segment of an overall project, effort, or process 
 

 Process – a set of tasks producing a tangible (widget) or intangible (decision) 
result or outcome 

 
 Process Map – a document that captures and reports out either the steps, tasks, 
or outputs along a time horizon, and (for some formats) identifies the group or 
individual responsible for completing the task 

 
 Project management – the deliberate attention to project activities for the 
purposes of monitoring/managing and responding to issues 
(opportunities/problems) that may require adjustment to the formal or informal 
plans for the project effort 

 
 Project Plan – a document that captures and reports out a plan for the conduct 
of a project that includes: an overview of the intent of the project, the 
background and rationale for the project, the scope, the deliverables, the 
approach and methodologies to be used, role/responsibility definitions, and a 
task schedule that identifies the task responsibility and the amount of incurred 
time anticipated, as well as the start and end dates for each task 

 
 Project sponsor – the individual who is assigned or volunteers to lead a project 

 
 Project Steering Team – a group of stakeholders assembled to oversee a 
project, led by a project chairperson/sponsor 

 
 Results – an outcome or output of process or task performance 

 
 Return on investment – the financial gain resulting from a specific 
expenditure, usually expressed as a percentage; for example, investing $100 for a 
return of $110 (an annual gain of $10) results in a return on investment of 10 
percent 

 
 ROI – return on investment 

 
 Strategic plan – a document that captures and reports out a plan for high-level 
strategies to achieve certain enterprise goals and objectives, consistent with the 
mission, vision, and values of that enterprise 
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 Support systems and processes – the systems and their processes that 
support the leadership’s processes for decision-making, allocation of the 
resources, and the results measurement, consistent with the enterprise business 
plan, as well as supporting the core and other support processes 

 
 System – a collection of processes of similar nature, with the enabling human 
and environmental assets 

 
 T&D – training and development 

 
 T&D product line – the entire collection, or a segment of the whole, of 
training and development offerings (products), whether the content is aimed at 
an awareness level, a knowledge level, or a skill level; it can be packaged in paper 
form (books and binders) or electronic form (via CD-ROM discs, or over an 
Internet/intranet); it can be either self-paced or group-paced (facilitator led) 

 
 T&D service line – the entire collection, or a segment of the whole, of training 
and development nonproduct offerings (services such as coaching, analyses, 
etc.) 

 
 Target Audience Data – data relevant to the effort, regarding the target 
audience, typically including demographic data (how many, where, etc.), but also 
typically including turnover rates, salary and wages information, educational 
background, etc. 

 
 Targeting EPPI Step – a set of activities and tasks using tools and techniques 
to produce some desired output, result, or outcome 

 
 Tasks – the segments of human performance, similar to steps (as in: step 1, 
step 2, etc.), that are necessary for producing an output 

 
 TQM - Total quality management; both a set of concepts and a complex, ever-
evolving methodology and tool set for the improvement of processes; typically 
based in statistical methods and measurements; also known by various 
names/labels such as total quality improvement (TQI), total customer 
satisfaction (TCS), etc. 
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 Voice of the customer – needs, wants, or concerns of a T&D customer, as 
articulated by a representative of the organization requesting or consuming 
T&D (VOC) 

 
 Voice of the supplier – needs, wants, or concerns of the supplier of T&D, as 
articulated by a representative of the ISD organization (VOS) 
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